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Abstract

Betrüeen 1798 and 1807, trrlordsworth moves steadíly tor¡ards the be1íef

that the mind is the predominanË partner ín the marriage of mind and

nature, a marriage that makes ttParadisett thettsimple produce of the

common d"y." I^Iith the increased emphasis on the predominance of the

mind, paradise becomes more and more a ttparadise withinrrra construct

of the mínd alone. The firsË three chapters of this study trace the

movement towards such a paradise \^rithin in ttTíntern Abbeyrttthettlucytt

poems, and rhe Prelude. As the mínd works ever more independently of

nature in establishing, or recovering, an inner paradise, the

possibility for a permanenË state of inward stability emerges; when

the poet perceives thís possibílity he begíns to desire permanence

and stability in the mídst of f1ux. Hís wish for such stabilíty

modulates into a tendency to fortify his ínnermost self agaínst both

external and internal flux. The fína1 chapter of thís study examines

these developmenËs in "Resolutíon and Independencer" the TnËímations

Ode, ttOde to Dutyrtt and ttpeele Casrle.tt

The last chapter explores, as we1l, certaÍn changes ín poetic

practice which accompany the poeËts increasing trust that Eden exísts

as a construct of the mind. Tn comparison with the poetry from the

start of the 1798-1807 decade, later poems are both more prospective

and more generalized. In addítion, the later poetry shows an increase

in conscious symbol-making.



Introductíon

Crítícal interpretatíons of the nature of l^Iordsworth?s genius

have varied considerably over the course of the years. Nineteenth-

century criticism, even while engaged in a debate as to r¿hether

I'Iordsworthfs poetry is essentially lyrical or philosophical, concerned

with nature and feelings or with ideas, spoke uniformly of I^iordsworthf s

"healíng por"r."l ln the earby twentieth century, such ethícal

considerations yíelded, by and 1arge, to interest in the epistemological

and metaphysícal dímensions of I,Iordsworthrs poetry, when the relationship

between the mind and nature emerged as the fundamental problem to be

explored. Attempts were made to systematize l^Iordsworthts philosophy;

a neù7 and sti1l current debate arose, between those who wished to make

of l+Tordsworth an empiricist and Ëhose who sought to prove hím a

transcendentalisL.2 In additíon, the Arnoldian view of Wordsworth as

a símple poeË celebrating simply and unequivocal.ly the joy of nature

and of human affections began to be challenged. Tn 1909, A. c. Bradley,

declaring Arnoldts assessment of lùordsworth incomplete, described a

poet. of ttstrangenesstt and paradox, whose poetry is t'peculiarrtt ttaudaciousrtt

and whose attitudes are complex and full of contradíctions. Bradley

introduced, too, the ídea of the visionary l,Jordsr¡orth v¡hose inclination

towards sublime moments of experíence hints at a 'rcertain hostíIÍty to

'sense"' and the natural world..3 críai.s still tend to follow either

Arnoldts or Bradleyts approach to Wordsworth, as M. H. Abrams has

pointed out in a revíew of Llordsworthian criticisrn.4



Abrams provídes a useful sunmary of these two basíc critical

approaches:

One I,Iordsworth ís símple, elemental , forthright, the
other is complex, paradoxical, problematic; one ís
an affirmatíve poet of lífe, love, and joy, the other
is an equivocal or self-divíded poet whose affirmations
are implicitly qualífíed (if not annulled) by a
pervasive sense of mortalíty and an ever-incipient
despair of lífe; one is the great poet of natural man
and the world of all of us, the other is a visionary
or "mystic" who is ultimately hostile to temporal
man and the world of sense and whose profoundest
inclinations are torvard another world that transcends
biological and temporal limitations; one 1s the
Wordsworth of lighË, the otherrthe I,lordsi¿orth of
chiaroscuro, or even darkriess.

As the title of the present study, 'tFall and Recovery in Inlordsworthrs

Major Poetry,'t indicates, my discussion wíll highlight aspects of each

of the two trnlordsworths. To "fal-l" is to fal1 into division, conflict,

darkness of vision, and despair. "Recovery" brings joy, right, wholeness,

but not--at least not in the tradítion within r,¡hich Inlordsworth works--

simple or elemental joy and rholeness.6

Behind the idea of fa1l and recovery stands, of course, the

conception of paradise, or an Edeníc state of beíng. rn the Prospectus

to the projected work The Recluse, Iüordsworth speaks of "paradise, and

groves / Eysían, Fortunate Fields" and asks,

why should they be
A history only of departed things,
Or a mere fiction of what never was?

ttFor, tt Wordsworth declares ,

the discerning intellect of Man,
Lrrhen wedded to this goodly universe
In love and holy passion, shall fínd these
A simple produce of the coinmon d^y.7



In the poetry of the period knoum as the great decade (c.1798-1807),

Wordsworth moves steadíly towards the belief that the mind is the

predominant partner in the marriage of mind and nature that makes

paradise the "simple produce of Ëhe common d"y." It7ith the increased

emphasis on the predominance of the mind, paradise becomes more and

more a paradise r¿ithín, a construcË of the rnind alone. The first

three chapters of the present study trace the movement tor^rards such a

paradise within in "Tintern Abbey"(179B), the "Lucy" poems(1798-1801),

and The Prelude(1798-1805). In the final chapter the tendency towards

the fortifÍcation of an inner state of recovery, which emerges in the

poetry of the latter part of the decade, is examined in t'Resolution and

Independerrce tt (1802), rhe fnrímarions Ode(1802-1804), "Ode to Duty'r

(1804), and "Peele Castlet'(1806).

The paradise l¡Iordsworth speaks of in the Prospectus seldom fígures

sirnply or expliciÈly as theme or image in the poetry under consideration

in the present study. Rather, I^Iordsworthrs conception of paradíse is

identífiable by, and with, certain recurrent, interrelated motifs and

themes, the most important of which are the sense of unity with the

external world and the feeling of the continuity of the sel-f in time.

As Abrams remarks, "unity with himself and his world" ís for hlordsworth

"the primal and normative state of man, of which the sígn ís a fullness

of shared life and the condition of joy."B Relared to these motifs,

and a further component of an Edeníc ideal, is the state of man varíously

labelled by I^lordsworth as composure, calm, tranquillity, and repose, ín

which discordant elements within the self or bet\,/een man and the external

world are absent or reconciled.

However, Wordsworth rarely celebrates paradise as an already



achíeved state; the poetry of the great decade registers the struggle

Ëo re-gain a lost paradisiacal sEate. Thus, of equal weight with

those motifs whích identify paradise are themes and motifs which fígure

the fa1l from an EdenÍc state of being: the feelíng of isolation from

the world, the sense of. a f.ragmented self, the experience of ínner

conflict and of conflict betrueen the self and the external world, and

the recognition of man's mortality.

I{híle the concerns, fears, and experiences whích precipitate a

fall remain much the same from the start of the decade to its close,

the recovery, as I have said, becomes increasíngLy a functíon of the

mind working a1one. Ce.rtain changes in poetic practice accompany

I^Iordsworthrs belief that the mind alone effects recovery. To begin

with, comparison with the poems from the start of the decade finds the

later poetry growíng more and more prospective. And although

retrospectíve movement does not cease altogether, it becomes less an

excursion ínto the poeËfs personal past and more an exploration of

Manrs staËe of childhood. Finally, a marked íncrease in deliberate

slnnbol-makíng attends the movement towards a poetry that is both more

prospective and more generalized.

My study begins rvith the poem which stands at the start of

Wordsr¿orthrs great decade. Chapter One examínes ttTintern Abbeytt as a

poem ín which a lost unity ¡^rith nature is mourned, while a higher unity,

in r¿hích nature still plays a vítal role, is vouchsafed the poet. At

the same tíme, however, ttTintern Abbeytt initiates the process ruhereby

the mínd gro\Àrs predominant in the partnership with nature.

Chapter Two focuses on the trlucy" cycle as poems in which the poet

confronts mortality more openly than in "Tíntern Abbey." The



confrontation issues in a f.aLL from whích the poet recovers by,

paradoxical-ly, accepting human limitations. Moreover, although the

poeËts recovery includes a vísion of Edenic nature, nature plays no

role in the actual process of recovery; the agency of recovery in the

ttlucytt cycle assumes a wholly human form.

Chapter Three centres on the establíshment, in The Prelude, of an

ínner paradise. The early books of The Prelude demonstrate the need

for, and in fact portray the poet as possessing an inner refuge.

However, as a result of his physical, intellectual, and emotional

excursion into revolutionary France, the poetrs inner refuge, rro\¡r

revealed to have been inadequate because untried, collapses. The

poem offers three recountings of the fall and recovery of the poeË,

only the first of which links the recovery to nature and natural

processes. In the second and third recountings Inlordsworth emphasizes

that recovery involves a state of mind and that Eden can be only a

construct of the mind.

The fourth and final chapter examines "Resolutíon and Independencerrr

the Intimations Ode, ttOde to Dutyrtt and ttPeele Castlerr as poems

reflecËing greater and somewhat altered emphasis on the míndts

predominant role in recovery and the maintenance of a paradíse within.

In each of these poems, recovery ís achieved índependently of nature

and natural processes of renewal. Such independence holds forth the

promise of permanence of recovery, and the poet.ry increasingly reveals o

strong desire for permanence and stabilíty in the midst of flux. The

poetrs wish for stabilíËy modulates into a tendency to protect his

innermost self not only from flux in the external world, but from internal

flux as welI.



CHAPTER ONE

''AND SO I DARE TO HOPE'': MIND AND NATURE

IN EQUAL PARTNERSHIP IN ''TINTERN ABBEYII

;

rn "Tintern Abbey" a lost unity with nature is mourned while a

higher uniÈy, in which nature still plays a vital role, is vouchsafed

the poet. Briefly, the poet laments the loss of a uníty based on an

irnmedíate, sensuous response to the physical forms of nature: ttthat

timertt he te1ls us, of ttaching joystt and t'dízzy rapturestt when naturets

colours and forms \^rere an ttappetitertt tta feeling and a lovertt is gone

(76-85). However, "other gifts. of nature, whích the poet celebrates

as "abundant.recompenser" have followed (86-88). Among these ís another

and hígher sort of unity with nature in which the poet experíences

of somerhing far ,,," ä":;ï"i::}iÏi"u,
Whose dwelling ís the light of settj-ng suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man.

(es-ee)

Because of this ttsense sublimett Inlordsworth can assert, ttTherefore am I

stíll / A lover of Ëhe meadows and the r¿oods, / And mountaíns; and of

all that r¿e behold / From this green earth" (102-5). He declares

further thaÈ "Nature never did betray / The hearÈ that loved her"

(122-3). Inlhen the poet claims in addition that it is naturers privílege

"Through all the years of this our life, to lead / From joy to joy'f

(123-5), he is not glossíng over his very real- regret at the loss of an



immedíate response to nature, as at least one critic has suggested.l

Instead, he is affirming that nature herself has somehor,¡ 1ed hirn to a

hígher unity (the second "joy") in v¡hich sensuous attachment to

physical form is transcended.

Loss and recompense, or fall and recovery, are central, then, Ëo

"Tíntern Abbeyr" a poem which presents a speaker taking stock of

himself , as it \,./ere. Spiritual and psychological inventory is both

invíted and made possible by the poetrs return to a landscape which has

remained unchanged during a fíve-year absence. Grounded as it is in

the unchanged landscape before him, the poetrs evaluation of his growth

must, as Alan Grob observes, take into account the relationship between

the mind of the poet and ,ratrrr..2

The poem opens wíth a lengthy descriptíon of the hlye landscape

which points to an underlying disjunctíon between the poet and the

ruorld. before him, even while it holds forth the promise of ,rrrityr 3

Five years have past; five summers, with the length
Of five long winters ! and again I hear
These \,r'aters, rolling f roin their mountain-springs
I"Iith a soft inland murmur. -Once again
Do I behold these steep and lofty cliffs,
That on a wild secluded scene impress
Thoughts of more deep seclusion; and connect
The landscape with the quiet of the sky.
The day i.s come when I again repose
Here, under this dark sycamore, and view
These plots of cottage-ground, these orchard-tufts,
Lrhich at this season, vüith their unripe fruits,
Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselvestMíd groves and copses. Once again I see
These hedge-rows, hardly hedge-rows, little lines
Of sportive wood run wild: these pastoral farms,
Green to the very door; and wreaths of smoke
Sent up, in silence, from among the trees!
ïrlith some uncertain notice, as might seem
Of vagrant dwellers ín the houseless røoods,
0r of some Hermit's cave, where by his fíre
The HermiË sits alone.

(L-22)



Having experíenced "five surnmers, wiËh the lengtln / Of five long

wintersr" the poet returns to what ís literally a spring landscape and

figuratively the spring, or source, of hís "genial spíríts" (113). He

does not, however, undergo an irnmedíate rene\^/al of these spirits. I^Ihere

Ëhe reader míght expect an ímpulsive, immediate response to the scene--

a rolling verse attuned to the "ro1ling waters"--, he finds restraint

and a series of starts and stops: "Once again / lo I behold;" "The day

is come when I again repose;ttttOnce again T see.tt It can be argued, of

course, that the quiet restraint of the opening voice merely reflects

or corresponds to the tranquillity of the scene. Certainly the lines

convey, on one level, a general sense of the poet's relief and gratítude

at finding himself away from the trdin'r (25) of the city and in the

presence of tranquil nature once again. More particularly, the vertical

clíffs and the upward-spiralling smoke adumbrate, as Albert G6rard

points out, the poem!s "recurring pattern of ascent toward spiritual

insight" and the consequenË visionary unity with nature.4 Insofar as the

"steep and lofty cliffs . connect / tt're landscape with the quiet of

the skyrt' the natural, the dívine, and the human aspects of the landscape

appear united in quíet harmony.5 M".ry readers assume, tacitly or

otherwise, that unity within the scene necessarily means there ís uniËy

betrnreen the observer and the scene.6 BuË the same cliffs which poinÈ

skyward also "impress / Thoughts of more deep seclusion" upon an already

wí1d and secluded scene; in Harold Bloom's words, "rn intensification of

the dominant aspect of the given landscape, its seclusion, . ímplies

a1soaåæofthemoodofsec1usioninthepoetlsmind.'.7At

this stage in the poem, I would contend, the speaker does not attend to

the upward movements ín the landscape or in any way assimilaËe theír



fuer intimations of unity. Rather, he remains secluded and isolated

from the world he descríbes.

Several observations, in fact, poínt to the speakerrs distance

from the harmoniously unified r¡orld of the opening verse paragraph.

For instance, the physical distance betr^reen the landscape and the poet,

¡^¡ho stands far enough a\,./ay to seetthedge-ro\¿sttas ttlittle linesrtr

expanses of pastures and orchards as ltplotsttand tttuftsrttand various

shades of green as ttone green huerttunderscores the dísjunctíon betr^reen

mínd and world suggested by the absence of an impulsíve response to

the scene. Physíca1 distance expresses a more radícal dívision between

the poeË and the scene; time, specifically the poetts experience of

"Five long fspirítual] winters,'r separates the two. The poet has

brought his experience to a pastoral, innocent landscape and the

opening sectíon presents a mind looking back in time to an innocent,

Edenic world. This pastoral landscape possesses certain human aspects;

the outlínes of a human world emerge in t'plots of cottage-groundr"
ttorchard-tuftsrtt tthedge-rov,rsrtt and ttfarms.tt But no clear line of

demarcation exists betr¡een the human and the natural; the orchards

ttlose themselves / tMid groves and copsesr" the hedge-rows tuïn

imperceptibly into lines of "sportive wood run wi1dr" and farms remain

"green to the very door." Such a blurring of worlds suggests the uníon

of the human and the natural, of course. A mutual ínnocence, however,

sustains the union; the human r¡orld can be ineorporated into this

pastoral nature because, like the landscape, it is in its spring

season. Although the phrase "unripe fruitsrr refers explícitly to

"orchard-tuftsr" it precisely, if oblÍquely, characterizes the human

world sketched in these 1ínes. The poet)on the other hand, has been
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ripened, as it \^rere, by his experience of summers and wínters.

ttThoughts of more deep seclusiontt press upon the poet I s mind as

he recognizes that there exists a gulf between his experience and

Ëhis innocenË !¡orld; hís mind becomes like a "dark" (10) thought

brooding over the green landscape. As his mind deepens Ëo fathom Ëhe

gulf, it seeks images of ítself in the landscape, ímagining first

"vagrant dwellerst' (20) and then the Hermit (2L-22). Hís mind entertains

only briefly, however, the "vagrant dwellers" r¿ho live ternporarily in

this natural scene and give merely 'runcertain notice" (f9) of their

presence in the landscape. That the speaker dismisses them so readily

and turns, with a decísive "Ortr (2L), to the Hermit who keeps a

permanent home, a cave, ín the landscape, betrays hís longíng to find

a permanent place for himself in nature.

A darker aspecË of the Hermit image intimates, however, that a

permanenË place in nature does not guarantee uníty with nature. The

tautology of the line, "The Hermit sits a1one" (22), suggests that.

the Hermit enclosed in hÍs cave represents, finally, Lhe most ísolated

thing in the landscape. Moreover, while the secluded poet can at least

behold the forms of nature, from horvsoever great a distance, Ëhe Hermit,

embedded in the landscape, sees only the shadows cast by his fire. He

thus remains blínd to the landscape and is implícitly rejected as an

ímage of the poetrs mind; ttThese beauteous formsrtt says the poet, tthave

not been to me / As is a landscape to a blind mants eye" (22-24).

In the remainder of the second sectÍon the poeË recounts what he

feels he ov¡ed to nature during his five-year absence. He felË no

divorce from nature duríng that time; response to the landscape in hís

mindrs eye was immedíate and sensuous: he ttoutedtt to naturets forms
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"sensations sneet / FeLt in the Blood, and felt along the hearÈ"

(26-28). More ímportantly, what started as sensation fulfílled itself

as "tranquil restoratíon" in his "purer mínd" (29-30). The sense of

quietude here recalls the "quiet of the sky" from the opening

descríptionr. and so establíshes an ímportant link betneen the two

sectíons, a tie which the fina1, climactic movement of the second

section (35-49) repeats and strengthens. rndeed, lines 35 to 47 brLng

the suggestíon of divinity inherent in "the quíeË of the sky" to a

more explícit, and fuller, realization. The poet tentatively declares

that he "may have owed another gift, / of aspect more sublime" (36-37)

to naturers beauteous forms. He recalls that the response to the forms,

r¿hich began as sensations felt Ín the blood, fulfilled itself in the

cessation of that very motion, in that

rn which rhe arrec';::î;j:Írol::;"Í"'3i1'-
Untíl, the breath of this corporeal_ frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, Tre are 1aíd asleep
In body, and become a living soul.

(4r-46)

Ascent to tranquillity finds a parallel ín the movement from a mindts

eye which is yet bodíly in that it perceives and responds to the forms

of nature (22-27), to a mind's eye which is visionary in that it

perceives through forms to the "life of thíngs" (49). rn fact, the

bodily eye must be closed and the forms of nature must dísappear, as it

is with "an eye made quietrr (47), thât is, with an eye not excited by

forms, thaË "\,./e see into the lífe of things.tt This line concludes a

passage which presents aÈ once a visíon of divine apprehensíon and a

vision of uníty between the perceiving mind and the external world.
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That it is a vision of unity realized in, and sustained by, a

mood ín which the forms of nature fade and sensuous responses cease

must be emphasized; for, somewhat paradoxicalLy, the poet trusts that

he has owed the gift of the mood to the forms of nature: "Nor 1ess, I

trust, / To them I may have owed another gift" (35-36). The uncertainËy

expressed in these línes anticipates the note of doubt \,¡ith \rhích

section three of the poem opens: "If this be but a vain belÍef" (50).

Doubt arises from the poetfs reallzation either that he has not owed

thís gift to the forms of nature (since in the vision of unity forms

disappear), or that nature herself has pointed beyond her forms.B The

poeËrs memory of his experience during his absence calls him back to

the belief that he has indeed owed thís gíft to nature:

If this
Be but a vain belíef , yet, oh! hor,¡ oft -In darkness and amid the many shapes
Of joyless daylíght; when the fretful stir
Unprofítable, and the fever of the world,
Have hung upon Ëhe beatings of my heart -How oft, ín spirit, have I turned to thee,
O sylvan I^Iye! thou wanderer thro' the woods,
How often has my spírit turned to thee!

(4e-57)

But while memory seems to confirm so infallibly the debt to naturers

forms, the poetrs presenL experíence, his return to the Wye landscape,

yet seems to belie the affirmation. After all, the opening section

of the poem, spoken in the presence of the very forms to which the

poet belíeves he has owed the mood in which unity ís realized,

points, as T¡re have seen, to an underlying disjunction between the

poet and the r¿orld before him. It is almost as íf nature has

betrayed the poet into a false trust. The poetfs trust proves
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well-founded, however, once he learns the exact character of hís debt

to nature's forms. Tn lines 50 to 57 the poet addresses the landscape

directly once agaín, and so invites a return to the opening descriptíon.

And a reconsideration of the fírsÈ sectíon in the light of the second

(especía1ry 35ff.) reveals that the poet had not, upon his return to

the l{ye valley, fu1ly assimilated v¡hat he had been taught by nature

during his absence.

The poet introduces the fínal movement of the second section with

words that bring to mínd the rrsteep and lofty cliffs" (5) of the

opening verse paragraph: "To þaturets formfl r may have owed another

gíf.t / Of aspect more sublime" (35-37). I^Ihíle the feeling behínd the

ímage of 'fsteep and lofty clíffs" resembles that v¡hích informs the

gifË "of aspect more sublimer" the opening section finds the feeling of

subliiiríty displaced, as it \¡/ere. As noted earlíer, the "criffs" impress

dark thoughts of seclusíon; the mind., weighed down by these thoughts,

sinks ínto even greater seclusion as it fathoms Ëhe gulf between itself

and nature in an attempt to díscover an image of itself in the landscape,

and thereby to find a uniEy with nature. The section thus descends to

the Hermit who sits alone, held within one of nature's forms as if

entombed there. Such a movement is the very antithesís of that which

informs the entíre second section and its third movemenÈ in particular.

rn the latter, the feeling of sublimity, far from being displaced by

dark, heawy thoughts of seclusion, becomes "that blessed mood . In

which the heavy and the weary weight / Ot att this unintelligible world /

rs lightened . G"a] T¡/e see inro the life of rhings't (31-49). The

passage thus culminates in a vísion of the uníty of fhe perceíving mind

and the external world sought, buË not achieved, in the poemts opening
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section, precisely because the poet has been 1ed on by nature towards

a mood in which the forms of nature fade and sensuous responses cease.

In so leading him on, nature has shor^in him that the unity he seeks with

her is realízed mosE fully on a level r^¡hich transcends the earlier,

lower uníty of form and sensation. Indeed, having once attained this

l-oftier unity, the poet cannot re-establish the lower form of uniËy.

Such is the lesson nature teaches the poet when, upon his return to

her forms, hls mind moves downr¿ard into those forms and finds at the

bottom of the landscape, not unity, but an image of nearly total

seclusion and isolation in the Hermit.

By the fourth section of the poem the speaker has assimilated

more fully what he has been taught by nature and brings his new

understanding to the lalye landscape. He "no\,/" (58) stands before the

forms of nature "with pleasing thoughts / fnat in this moment there is

lífe and food / For future years" (63-65). These thoughts are quite

differenE from the opening secËionrs thoughts of seclusíon; those dark

thoughts no longer press upon the poet because his mind ís no longer

moving down into the forms of the valley. Indeed, hís eye is not looking

at the landscape at all:

And now, with gleams of half-extinguished thought,
hrith many recognitions dim and faint,
And somewhat of a sad perplexity,
The picture of the mínd revives again.

(s8-61)

The trpícture of the míndrr represents at once the picture of the LIye

valley the poet had carried in his mind during hís absence, and the

picture of his mind five years earlíer. Section four of "Tintern Abbey"

thus introduces a shift in interest, from a concern, now largely settled,
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v/ith the uníty between the poet and nature, to questions about the

continuity of the self through Ëime and growth.

The picture of the landscape carried for five years ín the poetts

mind and the picture of his former mind are, finally, one and the same,

of course; togeEher they form a picture of "that time" (83). Although

the poet says "I cannoË paint / Wnat then I was'r (15-76), the same

stroke of the brush with which he depicts the "sounding cataractrr (76),

the "tall rock / The mountain and the deep and gloomy wood" (77-78)

serves to draw his forrner mínd as welI, for "Their colours and their

forms" (79) were to him "an appetite; a feeling and a love" (80). I^Ihat

he cannot paint is a separate pícture of his former mínd since the

outlines of that mind merged r¿ith naturers outlines--in much the same

\ray as, in the opening section, the outlines of the human and the

nátural worlds blend. And, just as in the opening sectíon the poet

senses the gulf between himself and the innocent r¿or1d he perceives,

so nov,r he discovers a gap between hís present and his former mind:

"And so f dare to hope / though changed, no doubt, from what I was'r

(6s-66) .

ttAnd so I dare Ëo hope.tt The poetts awareness of a fundamental

and absolute change r¡ithin himself emerges thus cushíoned by

affirmation, by a "hope" r¿hich derives "not only Cfro*) the sense / of

present pleasure, but ffrom] pleasing thoughts / ttrat in this moment

there is life and food / For future years" (62-65). This moment contains

the same sustenance that had informed the moment of his visiÈ to the

I{ye va11ey five years earlíer. The poet can belíeve this, even though

the kind of unity with nature from which he derived the "food" for his

absence has been irreparably sundered, because he has learned Ëhat a
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greater unity is reaLized when he transcends the lower. But the

affírmation rernaíns tentative here. The hesítancy in "And so I dare

to hope / Though changed, no doubt" betrays the poeËrs lingeríng

perplexíty over exactly why the memory of a greater uníty with nature

should sustain "pleasing thoughtsil and "hope." That the statement of

affirmation is immediately followed by--indeed incorporates--the línes

devoted Ëo the mind of five years before suggests that a precise

recognítíon of \,/hat separates the poet t s present f rom his f ormer mind

is of central- importance to the avowal of hope. The poet, I would

suggest, cannot fully understand why the memory of loftier unity should

give him hope untí1 he understands why nature has sundered the earlier,

lower unity.

Inlhen he fírsÈ came to the tr^iye valley, the poet, "like a roe

bounded orer the mountains, by the sídes / Of the deep rívers, and the

lonely streams, / I{herever nature Ied" (67-70). He dwelled in nature,

she was a home Ëo him as she is to the animals; he followed unthínkingly

wherever she led. He knows now that nature "led" ultimately to the

bl-essed mood of divine apprehension in v¡hich forms fade and senses

grow quiet. Nature thus led the poet ouË of his early home, as ít v/ere;

whíle he was a dweller in nature when he first came to the va11ey, he

was only a "vagrant dweller" (20).

As the poet completes the picture

a deeper understanding of rvhy he was,

drveller:

his former self, he comes to

could only be, a vagranË

of

and

Llhat then I was.
Haunted me like a
The mountain, and
Their colours and

I cannot paint
The sounding caÈaract
passion: the tall rock,
the deep and gloomy wood,
their f orms, r¡rere then to me
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An apperite; a feeling and a 1ove,
That had no need of a remoter charm,
By thought supplied, nor any interest
Unborrowed from the eye.

(75-83; emphasis míne)

Wordsworth now realizes that he can no longer respond to the colours

and forms of nature on the leve1 of direct sense perception that has

no need of the charm supplíed by thought. In recognizítg that he now

has need of thoughtful interest, he recognízes that his senses have

started to faíl him. The time r,¡hen nature \../as "all in all" to him

cannot be recaptured: "That time ís past, / An¿ all íts aching joys

are nor¡r no more, / And all íts dizzy raptures" (83-85). It would be

easy to feel betrayed aË the loss of those joys and raptures, for

trthat timett is so completely gone. He feels, hor,rever, no betrayaLz

"Not for this / Faint I, nor mourn, nor murmur; other gifts / Have

followed; for such J-oss, I would believe, / Abundant recompense" (85-BB).

I^Iith the lines just cited, the language of affirmation starts to

grovr stronger, and the poemts second celebration of unity begins.

Wordsworth enumerates the trother giftstr of nature whích províde a sure

foundation for the assertion with which the fourth section began--"And

so I dare to hope" (65). The first of the gifts involves the capacity

To look on nature, not as in the hour
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing oftentimes
The still, sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample povier
To chasten and subdue.

(Be-e3)

This music is, of course, the music of morËality, heard clearly for the

first time by the poeË only moments before when he recognized that hís

senses could no longer respond immedÍately and directly to the forms of
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nature. ThaË learning to look on nature while hearing the music of

mortality secures tr^Iordsr¿orthts hope seems puzzling only until one

sees, as the poet does, that had he not learned to do so, he would

have ultimately been betrayed by nature. Had he continued to l-ook on

nature "as in the hour of thoughtless youthr" seeking only the unity

of sense and form, nature would have proved a tomb--as she does for

the Hermit in the opening sectíon of the poem. In death that lo¡¡er

uníty i¡ould have been finally sundered and the poet left ín deepesË

seclusion. Thus the gift of so learníng to look on nature provides

"abundanË recompense" indeed; in gíving it, nature precludes the

possibílity of such ultimate betrayaL. The poet nov/ sees that he ís a

vagrant dweller in nature in that he is mortal, and that to seek a

permanent home in nature is to seek a grave. Now he understands fully

why nature pointed beyond her forms and did not permit the

re-establishrnent of unity based on the tie betr¿een sense and form.

Knowledge of why nature sundered the early unity brings with it

an intuition of exactly why the memory of loftier unity should give

tthopett and ttpleasing thoughtstr of ttfood and life for future yearstt

(63-65). Quite simply, with the dawning of the poet's reaLization

that his senses can, and have already started to, fail him comes the

insight that something in his ov¡n mind--something not tied to mere sense

perception--must have helped to sustain the ?lblessed mood" (37) of

divine apprehensÍon in whích that loftier unity is realized. In the

poeËrs words, this something is the rtremoter charm by thought supplied.tt

The very phrase "remoter charm" recalls all the earlier suggestions of

divinity in the poem, from the t'quiet of the sky" (8), to the "aspect.

more sublime'r (37) of the "serene and blessed mood" (41). Thus the
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poetfs recognítion that his own mind supplies the remoter charm

involves the knowledge that his mind must be a dwelling place for the

divine, equally with nature.9 And this represents nature's ultimate

"gifË" to the poet: she has 1ed the poet out of his early home--sundered

Ëhe unity of sense and form--in order to teach that both she and the

PoeË provide a dwelling place for the divine. Inlordsworth acknowledges

hís indebtedness and expresses his newly found avrareness in the poemts

most famous affirmation of uníty with, and abídíng love for, nature:

And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
hrhose dwe11Íng is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the livíng air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spiriË, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thoughr,
And rolls through a1l thíngs.

(e 3-102)

íi

The central avowal of unity with nature in t'Tintern Abbey" is

curiously, and for our purposes, sígnifícantly, double-edged. On one.

side, as \,/e have seen, Llordsworth believes that nature herself has led

him beyond her forms to a higher uníty, one not dependent upon sense

and form. Nature, then, plays an actíve, vitally important role in

the process by which the poet reaches the visíonary heights of unity,

and the poet pays due tribute to her agency:

Nature never did betray
The heart that l-oved her; rtis her privílege,
Through all the years of this our 1ife, to lead
From joy to joy.

(L22-2s)
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0n the other side, as \,/e have also seen, a thorough understanding of

naturets lesson brings with it the clear knovrledge of the mindts

independenE role in creating and sustaining the lofty, visionary uniry

with nature. John Nabholtz makes much the same point when he wriËes

that the poemts fourth secËion "defines the emergence and índependence

of the mind." He adds that, at this poínt in the poem,

the mind fulfills írself by the recognition
of its ídentity with the forces producing
the landscape; and ín the second climax (11.102-11),
the persona declares his love for the landscape
for fostering and representing that identíty.10

This statement comes very close, ín effect, to my contentíon that the

climactic lines express hlordsworthts newly found knowledge that his

mínd and nature are both homes for the divíne. Nature and mind, that

is, appear as equal partners in the relationship, or interaction,

between the poet and the landscape.

BuË I'Tintern Abbey" does not end with the affirmation of the

fourth section. The poem concludes with a fífth section r¿hich to some

extent re-adjusts the reld,tíonship of mind and nature. Nabholxz goes

so far as to claím that the final movement of the poem shows the

"prímacy of the mind" (233), that, in fact, the entire fifth section

of the poeu

is about acts of the rnind, which fulfill
themselves in reciprocity with and service
to other minds, and in loving nature for
initiating that progress toward benefit.s
that nature herself cannoË give-the
defeaË of mortal limitations and the
preserving of richly human experience.ll

Nabholtz overstates, I think, the predominance of mind in the

concluding secËion of the poem. He does not give due weight, for
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instance, to Inlordsworthrs commitment of Dorothy wholly to naturets

care:

Therefore let the moon
Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;
And 1et the rnisty mountain-winds be free
To blow against thee.

(L34_37)

It almost seems that the speaker aims the whole of the poem--the entire

process by which he ascertaíns naturets role and trustworthiness in

creating and sustainíng joyful uníty--towards just this moment of

commítment. \tÌordsr¿orth has tested nature, found her trustworthy, and

ttThereforett entrusts his sister to naturers guidance. IfordsworËhts

giving of Dorothy constitutes his "gift" to nature; as such it remains

an unsurpassable expression of faith ín nature.

Nabholtz correctly senses, nevertheless, a greater emphasís on

the mind in the fífth section. Or, to pur it in a slightly different

light, the poet no longer seems to need nature as much as in the firsË

four sections. Indeed, the fourth section itself ended, as Nabholtz

points ouÈ, with

a rrecognítíonr t rather than a statement of
needy dependence, that 'rnature and the language
of sensett are ttThe anchor of my purest thoughts,
the nurse / fne guide, the guardian of my heart,
and soul I Ot att my moral being." L2

The fifth and final section

release. The poem opens upr

beyond the specific issue of

and nature, and the question

Èeachings:

begins on what might be ca11ed a note of

as it \¡/ere; for the first time it goes

the relationship between the poetts mind

of what the poet o\,r'es to nature and her
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Nor perchance,
If I were not thus taught, should I Ëhe more
Suffer rny genial spirits to decay:
For thou fDorothy]l art v¡íËh me here upon the banks
Of this fair river; thou my dearest Friend.

(111-rs)

These lines strike the reader as an almost nonchalant dísmissal

of the lengËhy, painstaking exploration of the relationshíp between

the poetrs mind and nature which occupies the first three-quarters of

the poem. They are not, of course; tr'Iordsworth subsequently pays

tribute to nature and her teachings, as r¡re have seen (L22-37). But

the rather surprising change ín tone and in attitude tor,¡ard naturefs

teachings detectable in the first fer"r línes of the section does adumbrate,

at least, a time of the mindts greater independence from nature. Wíthín

the context of the poem, for example, we discover such an índependence

in Wordsworthrs prophecies about Dorothy:

when thy mind
Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms,
Thy memory be as a dwelling-place
For all s\4reeË sounds and harmonies; oh! then,
If solitude, or fear, or pain, or gríef,
Should be thy portion, with what healing thoughts
Of tender joy wilt thou remember me,
And these my exhortatíons!

( 13e-46)

At such a stage in Dorothyrs lífe not nature but "thoughts[ and

ttmemorytt--acts of human consciousness--will provide solace. These acts

of mind, moreover, will be directed towards another human being rather

than towards nature.

Since Dorothyrs prophesied future roughly corresponds to the poetrs

present stage of development, t' r" might see in the lines to his sister

I,'Iordsworthrs indirecË acknowledgement of the extenL to which his ov¡n acts
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of consciousness have contríbuted to the recovery effected ín

"Tintern Abbey.'r That extent is consíderable. After all, an act of

memory (ttThese beauteous f orms . have not been to me . tt)

enables the poet. to revíer¿ and so to assimilate naturers teachíngs.

Also, in addition to "sense" (62), "thoughts" (63) convince the poet

that in his return to the tr^Iye "there ís life and food / For future

years" (64-65). Mind enjoys fu11 partnership with nature, playíng a

role equal to naturers in the transactíons between mind and nature

which make possible affirmation in the face of 1oss. But if the larger

context of the subsequent poetry of the great decade provides any

indícation, to make or discover the míndts po\^/er equal to naturers is

to initiate a process by which the mind gro\^7s predomínant in the

partnership with nature.
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CHAPTER TI^IO

THE IILUCY'' POEMS: LUCY__LOST IN NATURE,

REGAINED ]N HIIMANITY

In the winter following the composition of "Tintern Abbey,

Itlordsworth r¡rote the first four of hís "Lucy" poems, completing Lhe

cycle t\,ro years later wíth a fifth and final lyric. The t'Lucy" poems

expand, ín several ways, upon themes and motifs to be found in the

earlier poem. Knowledge of mortalíty pervades both "Tintern Abbey"

and the "Lucy" cycle. But in "Tíntern Abbey" such knor¿ledge hovers

in the background for most of the poem, becomíng overt only in the

last section with, "Nor perchance- / If I should be where I no more

can hear / porothy's] voice, nor catch frorn fher] wild eyes these

gleams" (L46-48). And even here confrontation wíth mortality ís

oblíque, preceded and padded as it is by statements which strongly

affirm a ne\¡¡ unity between Ëhe poet and nature, and the continuíËy of

ínner hope through time and growth. Since the scales are thus weighted,

so to speak, on the side of affirmation, the knor¿ledge of mortality

loses much of íts sting. In the 'rÏ,ucy" cycle, on the other hand,

Iüordsworth confronts the question of mortality far more openly and

dírectly: the cycle begins with the irreducibl-e fact of Lucyrs death

and then moves gradually towards affirmation. üIe have seen, too, that

the question of betrayal of man by nature raises its head in "Tintern

Abbey" only to be fírmly quashed by the poet. The issue resurges in
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the "Lucy" cycle with even greater strength, and this time the poet

does experience betrayal by nature. He recovers from the betrayal,

but without naturers helpi the agency of recovery in the "Lucy" cycle

assumes a wholly human forn.

Geoffrey Hartmanrs víer¡r of Lucy as a ttboundary being, nature

sprite and human¡ yet not quite eithertt proves relevant to an

understanding of the cycle.1 hlhat he calls a "janus-faced quality

. one side toward nature, one away from írr"2 accounrs entirely

for the dynamics of the first four poems. rn these lyrics, the poet

consistently explores the síde of Lucy turned. towards nature, and just

as consistently resísts her human síde. Signifícantly, ín each of these

poems, the poet fails imaginatively to regain the dead girl. Hartmants

observation does not hold for the Lucy of the final poem of the cyc1e,

however. fn this final lyric, Inlordsworth presents a wholly humanized

girl and regains his Lucy.

Hartman provides a thorough treatmenË of the concept of humanization

in his díscussions of romanticism and conscíousness. The crucíal problem

confronting the Romantic poets is, according to Hartman, essentíally one

of consciousness, or more precisely, of self-conscíousness: ttevery

increase in consciousness is accompanied by an increase in self-consciousness.tt

Tndeed, this is an age-o1d problem:

The link between consciousness and self-
conscíousness, or knowledge and gui1t, is
already expressed in the story of the
expulsion. from Eden. Havíng tasted knowledge,
man realizes his nakedness, his sheer
separateness of self.J

Irrhile inherent

the Romantics.

r_n every age,

Earlíer ages

the problem becomes

found remedíes for

especíalIy acute for

the "fixated
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self-consciousnesstt in ttreligious control of the intellectrtt but the

Romantic poets

seek to draw the antidote to self-consciousness
from consciousness itself. . . . It ís the
destiny of consciousness, or as the English
Romantics would have saíd, of Imagínation,
to separate from nature, so that it can
finally transcend not only nature but also
its oinm lesser forms.4

Although every age finds the means to convert self-consciousness to

ímagi-nation, "in the Romantic period it is prímarily art on which this

crucial- functíon devolvesr" as thís period sees the separation of art
q

from religíon.- For Hartman, the crucíal purpose of Romantíc art ís
ttto explore the transition from self-consciousness to imaginatíon, and

to achieve that transition while exploring it."6

As a remedy for self-consciousness Romantic art becomes analogous

to religion:

The traditional scheme of Eden, fall, and
redemption merges r,rith the new triad of
nature, self-consciousness, imagination;
while the last term in both involves a
kind of return to the first.

But,

the journey beyond self-consciousness is
shador¿ed . by the lure of false ultímates.

. Nature in its chÍldhood or sensuous
radiance (Blakers Beulah) exerts an especially
deceptive lure. The desire to gain truth,
finality, or revelation generates a thousand
such enchantments.. . . Romanticism, at its
profoundest, reveals the depth of the enchant-
ment in which we live. tr^Ie dream, r¿e wake on
the cold hillside, and our "sole self"
Pursues Ëhe dream once more.7
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This waking on the cold hi11side, this fall ínto self-consciousness,

constitutes humanization. Humanization is a "sunderG"gl to

self-realization'r when consciousness of self emerges wholly from

consciousness of nature.S lrrhile self-consciousness, or humanízation,

bríngs with it an awareness of the mortal self and of death, unself-

conscíousness encompasses an i1lusion, or dream, of immortalíty; in

this dream state, a consciousness fíxated on nature fosters the

illusion of immortality.

The emergence of consciousness of self ís painful and the mind

seeks to resíst the rrpoinË of self." Such a resistance informs the

first poem in the ttlucytt cycle, ttStrange Fits of Passion Have I Knovrnrtt

and fínds expression, as Hartman observes, as the tthypnotic ridett of

the second through the fifth stanzas. Hartman goes on to say that the

lines, "My horse moved on; hoof after inoof / He raísed, and never

stopped, rl

suggest a monotone and supernatural slowíng,
. the horse advancing, as ít r^rere, apart from

the rider. . .Cllhere is no consciousness
intervening between horse and moon . . The
only way to interpret this ghostliness (or
depersonalization) is to suppose that
the sense of self has been elíded, that the
rider and moon approaching the cottage in the
infinity of a slowed moment express powerfully
an obscure resistance: resistance to a
concentering action that draws theqr together
to one point; the rpoint' of self.9

The drop of the moon behind the cottage breaks the hypnosis, and

consciousness and the thought of death intervene:

When dov¡n behind the cottage roof,
At once, the bright moon dropped.

Irrhat fond and wayward thoughts will slíde
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Into a Loverrs head!
"O mercy!" to myself I cried,
"If Lucy should be dead!"

Clearly Lucy has been idenËified with the moon. Such an

identification comes as a surprise to both the rider and the reader;

the more so as Lucy had earlier been imaged as rtFresh as a rose in

June.'r And if the conventional- associations of the rose ¡¡ith passion

and the moon with chastíty hold, as surely they do, the transitíon from

rose to moon puzzles us even more. The poetts opening declaration that

he wíl1 tell of "Strange fits of passiont' indicates that the rose

should be taken as emblematic of passion. Further, the "quickening

pace" of the horse signals the ríderrs mounting passíon. The fear that

his excessive desire might destroy the freshness of the rose leads the

rÍder to seek a more inviolable image for Lucy; and so he fixes on the

remote, untouchable moon.

This reading can explain why the ríder establ-ishes Ëhe link

between Lucy and the moon; carríed a 1ittle further, ít can explain how

he establishes the tie between Lucyts death and the drop of the moon.

As horse and rider draw nearer and nearer to Lucyrs cottager. the moon

sínks ever lor¿er untíl it finally drops from sight. Syntactícally, íË

is as if the movement of horse and rider towards the cottage actually

causes the moon Ëo sink and fall:

And, as \¡re climbed the hí11,
The sinking moon to Lucyrs cot
Came near, and nearer still. . .

My horse move'.on; hoof after hoof
He raised and never stopped:
Lrlhen dorun behind the cottage roof ,
At once, the bright moon dropped.
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The movement of horse and rider towards the cottage is that of passion

towards the object of desíre. Such a movemenÈ causes the moon to fa11

sínce, in a meeting of lover and beloved, the inviolability of the

beloved v¡ould be destroyed.

My reading lends support Èo HarËmants vier¿ that "the rider and

moon approaching the cottage ín the infinity of a slor¿ed moment express

powerfully an obscure resistance . . . to a concenteríng action thaË

drar,rs them together to the rpointr of self .tt The concentering

action drawíng the rider towards the "point of self" is his passion;

the acknowledgement of a passíon existing in himself would lead to

both consciousness of self and of the beloved as an other. The ríderfs

resistance to the concentering actíon of his passíon finds expressíon

not only in "the infinity of a slowed momentr" but in the attempË to

image Lucy as inviolable as well. The inviolability of the beloved

would render passíon ineffectual and preclude the meeting of lover and

beloved, a meeting which would force the acknowledgemenË of passion in

self acting upon an other.

A fixated conscíousness both generates and sustaíns the "hypnotie"

quality of the ride, that "sweet dreamil whích is "Naturets gentlest

boon." Fíxation is stressed throughout the poem:

Upon the moon I fixed my eye, .

In one of those s\,,/eet dreams I slept,
Kind Naturers gentlest boon!
And all the while my eyes I kept
0n the descending moon.

As long as the riderts consciousness remains thus fixated upon nature,

he can find in the untouchable moon an emblem for the invíolability of

hís beloved. In his "sweeË dream" the association of Lucy with a
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natural object can hold just as ín all dreams associations between

disparate objects can hold. But just as, on awakening from dreams,

the borders of the human world gro\¡/ more and more distinct, thereby

sundering the associations set up in dreams, so too does the link

between Lucy and the moon begin to rueaken as the human world begins

to intrude upon the rider's dream. The borders of the human world

begin to emerge in the fourth staîzaz

And now we reached the orchard-plot;
And, as we climbed the hill,
The sinking moon to Lucyrs cot
Came near, and nearer sti1l.

"Orchard-plotr" with its suggestion of man?s ordering of nature, points

to the human world; the moment this humanness begins to intrude, the

associatíon between Lucy and the moon is weakened: the moon is nor¿

ttsinking.tt Horse and rider move on towards their destination--Lucyrs

cottage. Again, the thoroughly domestic ímage of the "cottage"

encompasses a wholly human r¿orld. Lucy, ín her cottage, is located

squarely within the boundaríes of the human wor1d. I^Ihen the horse and

rider arrive at the destination, the borders of the human world have

grordrt so very distinct that even the rrcottage roof" is clearly delíneated.

And Nature is completely eclipsed by this v¡orld: "dov¿n behind the

cottage roof / At once, the bríght moon dropped." The dream is broken,

the association between an untouchable moon and an inviolable Lucy is

sundered. Nature is eclipsed and the dream broken because the riderrs

consciousness no longer remains fixated on nature: hís eye, in following

the path of the moon, ís left to focus directly on the cottage. His

focus on the human world bríngs with it Ëhe thought of death.

If in "Strange Fits . " Lucy is located squarely withín the
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borders of the human

she seems to know no

world, Ín "She Dwelt Among

such circumscription. The

the Untrodden Itlays'l

poet images Lucy as

A violet by a mossy stone
Half-hidden from the eye!

Fair as a star when only one
Is shíning in the sky.

F. I^1. Bateson remarks that the reader here

begins by looking dovm aË the violet and
then up at the star, and ín the process the
two juxtaposed images form themselves into
a single landscape.. . . Lucy inevitably
comes to occupy the rvhole interval between
them. Lucy is the whole evening ,".n".10

Insofar as she occupies the interval between the images, Lucy seems to

be r¡haË Hartman calls the "type" of the boundary being " fstretchingJ

through all the spheres, from ocean to heaven, containíng a beíng at

once human, divine, and natural."11 Her d.ívínity is suggested by her

proximity to the "springs of Dover" a proxímity not only in space but

also in time. Indeed, the moment of Lucyts existence coincides with

the moment of creation. The landscape is thus the unfallen one of

Eden (these are rruntrodden \,/aysrr), and Lucy f ills--ís identícal with--

the natural, Edenic landscape in the manner described by Bateson.

But while the images in the poem contain a beíng "divine and

naturalrtt they deny Lucy the tthuman.tt She is ttA Maid whom there \^rere

none to praise / an¿ very few to 1ove." Such a denial appears to make

Lucy precious; she is a'rvioletr" a "star". As the middle of the poem

soars from the unnoticed, half-hidden violet to the visible, shíning

star, a more public fulfillment seems to a\^/ait Lucy. But the promise

of such fullfillment ís belíed, and ín the fínal starrza, a grave
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circumscríbes the Lucy who had filled the landscape. The violet has

been crushed, as it \^rere, by thettmossy stonefrthat had seemed to

protect it. The transience, not the delicate beauty, cortrnon to Lucy

and the violet ironícally valídates the metaphor. There is a similar

ironic valídation of the "star" simile, for, ín her grave, Lucy is as

remote as a star. Not only has the poet lost Lucy, he has lost the

Edenic landscape as well: the violeË is nor¿ merely transient, easily

crushed, while the star remains unattainably remote. As in "Strange

Fits . tt the dream breaks, and for the same reason: Lucyts humanness,

manífested in her death, intrudes. The "difference" to the poet is a

difference of consciousness. He is one of the few who does ttknowrr that

Lucy has "ceased to ber" and with this knowledge comes the loss of the

povùer to fínd either Lucy or a return to Edenic nature. The poet. is

trapped in the middle term of the triad "nature, consciousness,

imagination. rr

In both ttStrange Fits . tt and ttshe Dwelt . tt the ttdreamtt

r¡hich is "Naturers gentlest boon'r generates the illusíon, or fictíon,

of Lucyrs immortaliËy. Images drawn from nature (moon, víolet, star)

prove valíd so long as a consciousness fíxated on nature sustains the

dream; once the consciousness is sundered to self-realization (either

directly, or oblíquely, as with knowledge of Lucyts death), the

metaphors and simíles rooted in nature fail. The difference in

consciousness that comes to the poet with the knowledge of Lucyrs death

thus manifests itself, on one level, in an inability to find images

thaÈ can bear the burden of self-consciousness.

In "Three Years She Grew In Sun and Shower" the poet seems to find

the images that can bear such a burden. The paíring of Lucy and nature
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appears Ëo be poetically fruitful;

the poem. Moreover, the poem seems

Indeed, the opening starLza presents

and fulfillment of being:

imagery of growth and vítality fí11

to promise fulfill-ment for Lucy.

nature as the principle of growth

Three years she grew in sun and shovrer,
Then Nature said, "A lovelier flower
0n earth \,Jas never sowrl;
This Child I to myself wíll take;
She shall be mine, and I will rnake
A Lady of my oum. "

A design that works through opposítes ínforms the principle of

growth ínto fulfillment: Nature shall be "both law and impulse" to

Lucy; Nature shall "kindle or restrain.r' Tt is this desígn that controls

what follows in the poem. "Law and ímpulse" find images ín "rock and

plainrtt ttearth and heavenrtt ttglade and bower.tt The power thaL ttkindles

or restrainstt appears in the ttwild gleett of the ttsportivett fawn and the

"silence and the calm of mute insensate things"; it re-appears ín the

ttmotions of the stormrrthat ttmould the Maidenrs formtt; and it recurs

"lnlhere rivulets dance their wayward round, / ana beauty born of murmuring

sound / þassesJ into her face." The last lines quoted, where something

liquid becomes form, recall the ttMaid" who dwelË 'rbesíde the springs of

Dove" and took the murmuring sound of those springs up into the form of

a beautiful violet. Here, however, the flo¡¡er seems not to be crushed.

No longer "half-hidden from the eye," this flower flourishes under the

eye of nature, under an ttoverseeing po\,rer.rr And under this blessing eye

of nature "vital feelings of delight / Shall rear þucy'sJ form Ëo stately

height" ín a final reconciling union of impulse and law. In thís perfect

coincidence of inner impulse and external form, or restraint, Lucy will

reach complete fulfillment.
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However, such union, or fulfillment, is short-lived:

Thus Nature spake - The work was done -
How soon my Lucyts race r¡as run!
She died, and left to me
This heath, this calm, and quíet scene;
The memory of what has been,
And never more will be.

The poem thus ends with a feeling of betrayal, a sense that the

kindling impulse is gone and only the restraint of the law remains.

The parody of the divine decree in "Thus Nature spake - The v¡ork \,ras

done" only strengthens the feeling of betrayal. The "v/orkr" far from

being the creation that gives a vital ímpulse to the moulded form of

man, has as its end Lucyrs death and a form empty of life and impulse.

The poet had given complete authority to nature, as is demonstrated by

the dictatorial "shall" of naturets narratíon ("She shall be miner"

"The Gírl . shall feel," "She shall be sportivertrand so on).

Nature having exercised her authority, the poet now is left wíth "This

heath, this calm, and quiet scene; / tne memory of what has been, /

And never more will be." These final images of "heath" and "quiet

scene" are empty; whereas, in the rniddle of the poem, Lucy had seemed

to draw a deeper life from the "breathing balmt' of "mute insensate

things," the closing landscape knows no such vivifying breath.

Throughout ttThree Years . ttLucy again seems Hartmanfs type

of a "boundary being fmovingJ through all the spheres from ocean

to heaven. . . at once human, divine, and natural.tt But in giving all

authority to nature the poet locates the divine in nature, rather than

in Lucy. And a nature endowed with such authority cannot offer the

possibility of fulfillmenË into humanity; indeed, this possibility is

precluded. Such a nature takes the chíld Ëo herself, makes the child
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wholly hers; such a nature plucks the flower soT¡7n on earth, and a

plucked flower can only wither and díe. once more Lucy is denied the

human. rn fact, as with divinity, humanness is given over to nature,

as a personified Nature narrates the story of Lucyts growth. Thus the

narratíon is purely fictíonal; Ít is, finally, a poetíc trick, from

whích the imagery of growth and vitality derives. The poet has not,

after all, found the images able to bear the burden of self-consciousness.

hïhen, with Lucyrs death, the poet is sundered to self-realizatíon, he

is left alone wíth empty ímages and the "memory of what has been, / Ãr'ð,

never more will be.tt

My readíng of the poem hinges, to some extent, on an understandÍ.ng

r¡hat "memory" means. Christopher Salvesen finds, in his ínterpretatíon

the poem, that a feeling of consolation informs the final stanza:

The heath is at once a reminder of Lucy,
a symbol - of loss, and a consolation.
It stands for memory itself, its workings
no less than the objeet of its strivings;
for alËhough it is a symbol of change, and
an image of regret, yet iË will impart
something of its calm, evoking a memory whose
value will outweigh the gríef it brings.12

But this ttmemorytt involves the acknowledgement of Lucyt s past existence;

as Hartman points out, "The mind whích acknowledges the existence oii past

existence of immedíate life knows that its present strength is based on

a separation from that life."13 Memory, then, is another manifestation

of Èhe sundering to self-realizatíon. The memory merely brings an

increase in knowledge whereas tta creative mind desires not mere increase

in knor¿ledge, but rknowledge not purchased. by the loss of powert

e¡gþqg v).rr14 Memory alone is knowredge purchased precisely by the

loss of po\¡/er, here, specifically, the ross of the po\¡rer to find Lucy.
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As Salvesen himself remarks, the sorrord in t'Three Years . tt is

for "something absolutely gone, completely inaccessíble."15

Sorrow for "something . completely inaccessible" finds its

most po\^/erful expressíon in the fourth of rhe ttlucyttpoems,ttA Slumber

Díd My Spirit Seal.'r The absence, in this poem only, of Lucy's name

attests to her inaccessibility. The note of betrayal on whích "Three

Years . " ended is struck once again, far more forcefully thís

time. The sense of betrayal is especially strong r¡hen one reads

ttA Slumber . tt as a pendant to ttThree Years . .tt Lrrhile the

earlíer poem, fílled as ít is with imagery of growth and vitality,

may seem like a more substantial and important poem, it actually

functions as a foil to "A Slumber . . . ." As has been noted, the

feeling of growth and vítality in "Three Years . " derives from

pure fiction, from a personífied nature narrating a story of growth.

The poet now recognizes this fíction as attslumberttof the ttspirit.tt

In Ëhe earlier poem the poeË had fallen into one of those traps whích,

according to Hartman, shadow the journey beyond self-conscíousness.

He had been lured by the "false ultimare . . . [oÐ Nature in its

childhood or sensuous radíance."16 Furthermore, the "enchantmentr"

or ttdreamrtt of ttNaturets sensuous radíancett had been generated, once

again, by a consciousness fixated on, and governed by, nature. The

ttoverseeíng powertt of the poem--naturets eye--represents the poetrs

natural, or sensuous, eye. The journey beyond self-consciousness can

only be effected by the faculty of imagínatíon; and, as I^Iordsworth

makes abundantly clear elsei¿here, ttlmaginationtr rises ttín such

strength / Of usurpation, when the light of sense / Goes ort."l7 In
ttThree Years . ,tt the poet, far from trpenetraËíng the veílstt of
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sensuous experience, had been utterly seduced by ít.

The feeling of betrayal whích is introduced at the end of "Three

Years . " and which prevades "A Slumber . " is the feeling

whích must follor¡¡ arìy such seduction. The poet presents the feeling

largely in terms of the ironíc fulfillment, in "A Slumber . . . ," of

the promises and prophecies of "Three Years . . " There is motion

in the later poem, but empty motion only; there is no longer any

promise of growth or vitality for Lucy:

No motion has she no\4r, no force;
She neither hears nor sees;

Rolled round in earth's diurnal course
Inlith rocks, and stones, and trees.

Having awakened from his "slumberr" the poeË can look back on the

ttdreamtt of ttThree Years . , 
tt penetrate the veils of sensuous

experience, and see that its growth and vitalíty merely anticipate

the blind, blank motion of t'A Slumber . ." Inlhereas in the earlier

poem Lucy had seemed to draw a deeper lífe from the "breathing balm"

of ttmute insensate thingsrtt those things nor¡ subsume her; she is
ttRolled round . . Irlith rocks, and stonesrtt and has become a ttthingtt

with ttno motion . no force.tt The itmotions of the stormtt that had

promised to "mould the Maidents form" have, i-ronically, moulded Lucy

into the earthrs form. Similarly, the prophecy, "irlhere rivulets dance

their ruayward round / And beauËy born of murmuring sound / Shall pass

into her facer" finds ironic fulfillment rvhen the "round" of the

rivulets becomes ttearthrs diurnal roundrtt the ttwaywardtt dance becomes

the blind, purposeless díurnal course, and Lucyrs face becomes the

blank face of earth.

The blankness of the imagery of "A Slumber . " valídates the
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empty images of the last stanza of t'Three Years . ,ttand strengthens

the feelíng that the kindling impulse is gone and that only the restraínt

of the 1aw remaíns. Lucy knows no vital feelíngs (she has "no motionrr

"no force"); she knows only the lar¿ of mortality, only the rrtouch of

earthly years." FurËher, the barrenness of the imagery belies the

promise of poetic fruitfulness which the union of Lucy and nature had

seemed to offer in "Three Years . ." Along wíth images of rocks

and stones, the cyclíc sound of "A Slumber . ," which reflects the

endless, purposeless cycle of earth's diurnal course, points to the

ultimate sterility of the union. The "e" sounds which predominate in

the first stanza, carried by the rhyrning \,rords, ttsealrtt ttfearsrtt ttfeelrtt

ttyearsrttand the important phrase, ttShe seemed a thingrttyield to the

mournful ttott sounds of the second stanzats ttNo motion has she no\Ár, no

force Rolled round I^Iith rocks, and stones." LIíËh the last

word.of the poem, "treesrt' the cycle begins again. Like the earlier

poems in the ttlucytt series, ttA Slumber . ttpresents a mínd confronted

by the knowledge of Lucyrs death. As ín the earlíer lyrícs, a loss of

porrer accompaníes this knowledge: the poet cannot find Lucy, and the

poemts landscape ís one of empty forms and images. fndeed, in Íronic

fulfillment of the divinity ascribed to the nature of "Three Years . r"

the landscape seems finally demonic in its barrenness and its subsumptíon

of Èhe dead Lucy.

On a first reading ít may seem that the poetts loss of power results

from his acknowledgement of Lucyrs humanness, as manifested by her death.

But, somewhaË paradoxically, this ís noË the case. Lucy now has "no

motion . . . no forcett for the poet because when she was alive the poet

tthad no human fears.tt In havíng notthuman fearsrtt the poet had deníed
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Lucy her humanity, just as he had ín "She Dwelt . " and in

"Three Years . ." Even in the first of the poems, whích places

Lucy wíthin the borders of the human world, the riderrs resistance to

the concentering action drawing him towards the cottage expresses a

wish to deny Lucy her humaníty. In each of these poems, the poetrs

denial of Lucyrs humanness represents an attempt to resist the painful

emergence of his consciousness of self. The attempt fails as Lucy's

death inevitably intervenes, sundering the poet to self-realízation.

Moreover, the trl.ucytt images in these poems prove unable to bear the

burden of the poetrs self-consciousness: the ttmoontt drops, the ttvíolettt

becomes transient, the ttstartt gro\,¡s merely remote, while images of

growth and vitality become blank, empty images. The images fail

precisely because they are dravm from nature. The poet has consistently

explored Ëhat side of Lucy which ís towards nature, and has consistently

faíled to transcend self-consciousness and knowledge purchased by the

loss of the power to find either Lucy or a return to Edeníc nature.

In "A Slumber . . . " the poet acknowledges that this faílure derives

from the deníal of Lucyrs humanity when he recognizes that hís having

t'no human fears" during Lucyrs lifetime has led to Lucyts havíng "no

motion . . . no forcett in death.

Havíng recognized this fact, the poet turns, ín the last poem of

the cycle, to the exploration of that side of Lucy which is away from

nature--her human side. The opening stanza of "I Travelled Among

Unknown Men" indícates that the poet has turned from nature:

I Travelled among unknown men,
In lands beyond the sea;

Nor England! did I know till then
üIhat love I bore to thee.

The poemr s concern lies not so much in the English landscape as in English
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society; emphasis ¡¡il1 fall not so much on Lucyrs place in a natural

setting, but on her place in a social setting.

The poem turns upon the very domestíc scene of the thírd stanza:

And she I cherished turned her wheel
Beside an English fire.

The wheelts motion recalls the cyclic motion of "Ro11ed round in earth's

díurnal course, / With rocks, and stones, and treesrttwith one very

important difference: while the blank, diurnal motion in "A Slumber . . . "

had subsumed Lucy, the present, domestíc scene restores Lucy to the

poet. Far from being subsumed by it, Lucy, ín fact, controls the motion;

the poet no longer sees a dead girl ro11ed round and round, he sees

Lucyrs hand turning the wheel. And this ímage controls what follows in

the next lines:

Thy mornings showed, thy nights concealed
The bowers r¿here Lucy played.

Earthrs diurnal course no longer seems purposeless, as in ttA slumber. tt;

its function is alternately to reveal and conceal, almost playfully, a

Lucy engaged in very human activitíes. rts purpose is to ro11 round a

landscape (ttbowerstt) that reveals a human form.

The poet not only re-gaíns Lucy, but also finds a return to a more

Edenic nature. The landscape appears precíous to him: "Among thy

mountaíns did r fee]- / The joy of my desire." These mountains are not

the empty, demonicttrocks and stonesttof ttA Slumber. tt;ttvital

feelings of delighÈ" infuse the forms of these mountains. The landscape

grows precious, and form becomes imbued with impulse, because, in a

reversal of the roles of ttThree Years . ,rf nature has felË Lucyrs
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ttoverseeing pov/er.tt The poet has moved to the vision of a nature

seen purely under the aspect of the human:

And thíne too ís the last green field
That Lucyts eye surveyed.

The poet I s act of giving humanity Ëo Lucy seems to grant her dÍvine

po\ters as well. tr^Ie sense that Lucy has blessed nature, that her eye,

in surveyíng Englandfs field, made ít a green world of redemption.

Moreover, the poet himself has been redeemed. He has transcended

the self-conscíousness manífested, in the first four lyrícs, by the

inabílíty imaginatively to re-gain Lucy and to return to Edenic nature.

In the final poem of the cycle, the poet paradoxically overcomes his

self-consciousness, whích emerged with Lucy's very human death, by

giving Lucy her humaniËy.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE PRELUDE AND THE PARADISE I^IITHIN

Throughout most of The Prelude I,Iordsworth attempts to establish

or confírm an inner paradise. The centrality to Iùordsworthfs epic of

the ttparadise wirhintt poínts, of course, to Lt7ordsworthrs emulation of

another English prophet of paradíse, Milton. I^lordsworth casts his

inner refuge in terms quite different from Miltonts, however;

The Prelude offers a naturalistic, secular equivalent to Míltonrs

paradise within, as Book I of the poem makes abundantly c1ear.

I^Iordsworth accomplishes thís naturaLization through his imagery, as

section i of this chapter demonstrates. The next five sections of

the chapter follow the evolution of the "paradise withín" through

Books II to XI.

Section ii focuses exclusívely on

Eden in the second book of The Prelude.

the presentation of the inner

In Book II, Wordsworth

extensively develops his representatíon of paradise as a home and

refuge, emphasizíng that to be inviolate, the inner refuge or home must

be subjective and figurative. The book presents the poeË as increasíngly

in possession of just such a subjectíve ínner Eden.

Secure in this inner refuge, Inlordsworth leads a privileged or

insulated existence in the rnidst of a world which the subsequent books

j-ncreasingly portray as fallen. In Books III, IV, VT, VII, and VIII, we

wítness the testing of Ëhe poet's inner refuge in his accounts.ç{a"¡t
'ì/\'n""

{ ::--
:tr 'itr r":''i;' ' ç/-"v
.ì,
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experiences in the outsíde world, his experiences at cambrídge and

ín London, Í.or ínstance. section íii of this chapter examines the

effects of these trials upon the poet, or more precisely, upon his

ínner state of refuge. I^iordsworth not only survives the trials, but

also comes t'hrough them with his inner Eden still ínviolate; throughout

all the tttrialstt he remains distanced from events and persons, and so

essentíaIly untried by his experíences. rn Lhe middle books of the

poem, vr, vrr, and Vrrr, wordsworth adds a further dimensíon to hís

treatment of the paradisiacal theme. Even whíle presenting the pícture

of an untríed, innocent youËh, he darkens the poetry with foreshadowings

of the fall into experience occasioned by his commítment to the French

Revolution.

section iv explores Book xrs representation of the poetrs fall--

the collapse of his initíal, untried inner refuge--and the recovery

which establishes an inner Eden that proves adequate to the demands and

trials of a fallen world. Inlordsworth offers t\^/o recountíngs of his fall

and recovery in Book x. rn the fírst, the poet accommodates evíl in a

way thaË makes recovery a part of natural process. But in the second.

he emphasizes that recovery involves a state of mind and that Eden can

be only a construct of the mínd. hlordsworth gives a third versíon of

his fall and recovery in Book XI. Section v examines the ways in which

the eleventh bookrs ttspots of timett underscore more firmly than ever

that Eden exists as a construct of the human mind. The sixth and final

section of this chapter consíders the role of the "spots of timer" 
"s

sources of recovery, in the larger context of The prelude as a whole.
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In the first book of The Prelude l¡Iordsworth establishes his

relatíonship to Milton in terms which poinÈ to hís break from the

tradition Milton represents. wordsworth signals his intention to

emulate Mílton vírtually from the outset as \re hear the first of

The Prelude t s many pointed Miltonic echoes, "The earth is all before
1

me" (15).- It has become a critícal commonplace to observe that

I,{ordsr¿orth takes up the prophet I s mantle precisely where it f ell f ron

Milton-*at the threshold to the "paradise wíthin thee, happier far"
t

(PL xrr.587).' The inherited role cannot be assumed quite so readily,

though, as the \¡laves of despondency which follow closely upon the

initial exuberance of the preamble indicate.

The opening book ends with an affirmation which credits the actual

writing of the last two-thirds of the book ruith curing Wordsworthr s

despondency (I.640-53). The cure for a despondency which had been

precipitated by the inability to decide upon theme and subjecË

incorporates, naturally, the choice of theme and subject:

One end hereby at least hath been attainfd,
My mind hath been revived, and if this mood
Desert me not, I will forthwith bring down,
Through later years, the story of my life.
The road lies plain before me; rtis a theme
Single and of determined bounds.

(r .664-69)

"The road lies plain

Miltonic echo and so

choice of theme and

indeed is beginning

bef ore me. tr

brings the

subjecL thus

where Milton

Inlordsworth returns to his first

opening book ful1 círcle. The curative

permits the reiteration that I^Iordsworth

ended. Inlhy, then, could the poem not
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begin ímmediaËely after the initial Miltonic echo? Why was there

despondency and the inability to settle upon theme? In simplest terms,

Wordsworth first had to break more finally from the constraint of the

traditional Christian manner of Milton.

ltÏordsworthrs deepest instincts at the time of writing The Prelude

drew him earthward, to "the very world which is the world / Of. aLL ot

usr the place on which, in the end /I^Ie find our happiness, or not at

all" (X.725-27). The opening lines of The Prelude bear witness to the

attraction of thís world. tr^Iordsworth finds "bl-essingtt in a breeze

which blows from "fieldsr" "cloudsr" and the "sky" (I.1-2). These

images and those r.¡hich follow immediately in the spontaneous celebratíon

of new freedom resist any heaven-r¡ard pull from the word "blessing."

However, the second reference to the breeze locates its source not in

field or sky but specifically in Heaven. I^Iíth this breeze comes the

first mention both of poetic enterprise and of that vexatíon which rvill

lead to despondency:

For I, methought, L'hile the sweet breath of Heaven
I^Ias blowing on my body, felt wíthin
A corresponding mild creative breeze,
A vital breeze rvhich travelltd gently on
Orer things which it had made, and is become
A tempest, a redundant energy
Vexing fts or¡n creation.

(r.4L-47)

I{ordsworth believes this ttstormtt brings ttvernal promisestt

Of active days, of dignity and thought,
Of pror.ress in an honorable fíeld,
Pure passions, virtue, knowledge, and delight,
The holy life of musíc and of verse.

(r. 4B_s4)
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Patently, Milton figures as the model of the hero/poet/priest here,

as he does a few lines later when tr'lordsvrorth tells hor,s

poetic numbers came
SponEaneously, and clothtd in príestly robe
My spirít, thus síngled out, as it might seem,
For holy services.

(r. 60_63)

But the Miltonic "robe" fits his spirít rather poorly: "My ovrn voíce

chear'd me, and, far more, the mindts / Internal echo of the ímperfect

soundtt (I.64-65). Impulse and form, ínspiration and convention, do

not match; the fault lies with the form, the "imperfect soundrrtnot

with the inner impulse. Ilordsworth says as much again a hundred or so

lines l-ater:

I^Ihen, as becomes a man who would prepare
For such a glorious work, I through myself
Make rigorous inquisition, the report
Is ofËen chearing; for I neither seem
To 1ack, that first great giftl the vital soul,
Nor general Ëruths

Time, place, and manners; these I seek, and these
I find in plenteous store; but nowhere such
As may be singled out with steady choíce.

(r.ls7-71)

The knowledge that he possesses the vital soul, coupled wíth his

faílure to settle upon the proper form for hís inspiration, eventually

leads I^Iordsworth to the question which starts The Prelude proper: rrlnlas

ir f or this . ?" (T.z7Lff .).

Much has been written about how, and in what manner, the childhood

episodes narrated ín the remaínder of Book I serve to re-invigorate the

poet." I would like to draw attention here to one unremarked aspect of

the episodes, to what might be ca11ed tr{ordsworthts figurative empËying
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of the sky. That is, the moon and stars, presented as emblems of

heavenly, Ínaccessíble peace in the hToodcock Snaring epísode, gradually

disappear from the sky in subsequent episodes, as it were, to reappear

on the earth in the form of reflections. The implication ís that the

peace v¡hích ín the traditional Chrístian view remains transcendental

and remote can be found on the green earth.

I^iordsworth introduces moon and stars ín his descríptíon of snaring

woodcocks on the open heights:

moon and stars
I,Iere shining oter my head; I was alone,
And seem'd to be a trouble to the peace
That r¡as among them.

(r.32r-24)

They next appear in the Boat Stealíng episode, during the course of

whích the image of moonlight on \,rater supplants that of the moon in

the sky:

The moon \¡/as up, the Lake was shiníng clear.

my Boat movefdJ ott,
Leaving behind her still on either síde
Small circles g1íttering idly in the moon,
Until they melted all into one track
Of sparkling 1ight.

(r.383-94)

Only the stars remain in the part of the sky to\^rard which the boy

looks! 'rbehind / l^las nothing but the stars and the grey sky" (I.399-400);

"the huge Cliff / Rose up between me and the stars" (I.409-10). In the

final reference to moonlight towards the end of the book, the image is

of moonlíght reflected on r^rater, in a passage evocative of a peace rphich

is almost tangible:
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rrhen the Sea threw off hís eveníng shade
And to the Shepherdfs huts beneath the crags
Did send sweet notiee of the rising moon,
How I have stood, to fancies such as these,
Engrafted in the tenderness of thought,
A stranger, linkíng wiËh the spectacle
No conscious memory of a kindred sight,
And bringíng with me no peculiar sense
Of quietness or peace yeË I have stood,
Even while míne eye has movtd o?er three long leagues
Of shining water, gatheríng, as iË seemrd
Through every hair-breadth of that field of light
New pleasure, líke a bee among the flor¡ers.

(r. s96-608)

The displ-acement of stars from sky to earth can be traced in the

Skating Scene which, like the passage just cíted, ends with a feeling

of pervasive tranquillity. The stars appear in the sky about mídway

through tr^Iordsworth's descríptíon--r'the stars, f Eastward, were sparklíng

clear"--to become a reflection on ice, simultaneously with the boyrs

wíthdrawal to quieter actívities:

Not seldom from the uproar I retired
Into a silent bay, or sportively
Glanced sideway, leaving the tumultuous throng,
To cut across the image of a star
That gleamrd upon the ice.

(r.47L-78)

As the verse paragraph draws to its close, peace spreads vísíbly

throughout the boyts world:

yet still the solitary Cliffs
Irrheeled by me, even as if the earth had rollrd
I^Iith visible motion her diurnal round;
Behind nre did they stretch in solemn traín
Feebler and feebler, and I stood and watchrd
Till all vras tranquil as a dreamless sleep.

(r.484_Be)

NoË surprisingly this passage reminds one of the Boy of Lrlinander.
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The l,trinander 1ines, though finally placed in Book v, originated at

Ëhe same time as Book Irs episodes and reflect similar poetic values

and metaphysical .convictions. The juxtaposition, in Book v, of the

I^Iinander Boy and the model chíld underscores these shared values in

a \,ray that sheds further líght on the movement from heaven to earth

r have been tracing. The model child's knor¿1edge is emphaticaLLy a

knowledge "purchasrd with the loss of power', (V.449)--the po\,rer to

imagine, to 1ove, to wonder. Hís is the knowledge of so many discrete

facts that are ultimately as insubstantíal as "beads of dew / upon a

gossamer thread" (v.336-37). His is the knowledge that kil1s the

spirit; the knowledge, I,IordsworËh implies, that gíves ríse to a vision

of a mechanistic universe and an impersonal god, to deism. The model

child, Tre are told, canttread the inside of the earthttand he canttspell

the stars" (v.332-33). The Inlínander Boy, on the other hand, does not--

probably cannot--decipher his world in thís way. He feels the stars as

presences that "move along the edges of the hílls, / Rising or settíngrt

as he stands by the "glímmering lake" (v.392-94) . Here is the by now

famíliar shift from heavenly body to reflected light; a metaphysical

re-orientation that fínds beautiful expression in the lines whích close

the paragraph: 'rand that uncertain Heaven, receív'd / Tnto the bosom

of the steady Lake" (V.412-13).

Of partícular interest to the present discussion are the changes

from ttglimmering lakett to ttsteady lakertt and from the seemingly

purposeful movement of stars rising and setting to "that uncertain

Heaven." By the end of the verse paragraph, lake and heaven have

exchanged values and functions; the certainty implicit in the movement

of the stars no\,r appertains to the lake in its steadiness, whíle heaven
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has assumed the uncertaínty imaged first in "glimmering." The

implications of such an exchange become especially clear in the implicit

contrasÈ between an ttuncertaín heaventt and that heaven which belongs to

the model child who can "spell the stars" with certainty. Heaven, with

al1 things assocíated wíth it, is a dead, mechanistic thing to thaË

child. For the l^Iinander Boy, heaven, wíth all its suggestion of divinity,

is safeguarded in the bosom of the lake--in earthly naturets bosom--and,

the poeËry suggests, in the heart of the l,rlinander Boy (V.407-L3). In

an age when ttknowledge" increasíngly means factual knowledge--the

knowledge of how and noË why--heaven and divinity have to seek refuge

in the world of here and now, and within the human heart. The very

element of uniertainty in the tr'Iinander Boyrs experience of heaven a11ows

roo¡o for a faíth to grow.4

To return to the questíon of what in the chíldhood episodes serves

to re-invigorate the poet, we can see that, for one thing, the

episodes justify, on metaphysical grounds, turning from Miltonic

convention. To Milton, in Northrop Fryets r¿ords, heaven and hell exist

"outside the cosmos, in a kind of absolute up and dov¡n."5 For I,rTordsworth,

writing ín a Newtonían world, such ups and dov¡ns cannot hold, even as

metaphor. It will be remembered that poetíc inspiratíon grer¡r tempestuous

and began to vex its ov¡n creation when l{ordsworth located the source of

the inspiring breeze in Heaven and evoked Milton as the presiding spirit

of holy days of musíc and of verse. In the course of the poetry that

follows the moment of vexation l^Iordsr.¡orth discovers (to adapt the words

of one crític) the impossibility of inspíration coming from a vertical,

hierarchical structrrre. 6
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An examination of the representation of paradise in The Prelude

can begin v¡ith Wordsworthrs elaboration of his Miltonic source. The

fínal four lines of Paradise Lost provide I,r7ordsworth wíth almost

t\^7enty lines of verse. Míltonts epic closes r¡ith:

The l^Ior1d r¿as all before them, where to choose
Thir place of rest, and Providence thir guide:
They hand in hand with wandrring steps and slow,
Through Eden took thir so1ítary way.

(xrr. 646-49)

Most commentators draw attention to the natural things--c1oud or

twig--that replace Providence as the guide in trrlordsr¡orthr" po.*r7

while I^Iordsworthts extensíve metaphoric treatment of something

Milton refers to in four simple words, "Thir place of restr" goes

largely unnoticed. tr^Iordsworth devotes fully five lines to the place

of rest:

ff] Ury fix my habitation where I wí11.
Itrhat dwellíng shal1 receíve me? In what Vale
Shall be my harbour? Underneath what grove
Shall I take up my home, and what s\reet stream
Shall with its murmurs 1u11 me to my rest,?

(r.10_t_4)

Inle know, as do Miltonrs Adam and Eve, that they are leaving Eden only

to find their place of rest in the paradise ¡¿ithin: "then wilt thou

not be loth to leave this Paradise, but shall possess / A paradise

within thee, happier far" (PL, XII.586-87). One might suppose thaË

Wordsrvorth has in mind a similar equivalence of resting place and

paradise. The relationshíp between these lines from the start of

The Prelude and Home at Grasmere ín which, as M. H. Abrams observes,
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"home. . . is also a recovered paradíse" supports thar assumption.B

BuL it is not necessary to adduce Home at Grasmere as evidence of

such an identification; the overall tenor and tone of The Preluders

opening lines suggest as much. So too does Ëhe clear parallel between

the anticipated "sweet stream / trfrat] wíth its murmurs fshalfl lull me

to my rest" (I.13-14), and the remembered Derwent, "the fairest of all

rivers, tt that

lovf d
To blend his murmurs with my nursets song,
And from hÍs alder shades and rocky falls,
And from his fords and shallows, sent a voice
That flowed along my dreams

fAnd madel ceaseless music through the night and day,
I{hich with its steady cadence tempering
Our human wa¡rwardness, composed my thoughts
To more than infanÈ softness, givíng me
Among the fretful dwellings of mankínd,
A knowledge, a dim earnest, of the calm
I^Ihích Nature breathes among the hi11s and groves.

(r.272_Bs)

These lines convey a sense of contentment which in itself warrants the

epithet, Edeníc. More particul-arly, the uníty of the infantrs mind and

outer nature (no barrier impedes the flov¡ of the riverts voice into the

infantrs dreams) signals a paradisiacal state of being. It is, of

course, the river Derwent that in one very real sense becomes the

trsweet streamtr of The Preluders preamble.

I^Iordsworthrs emphasís on the "p1ace of rest" in the opening

passage (I.10-14) thus reflects the expectation that the chosen

habitation will prove to be a recovered paradise. Each of the images

for an Edenic place of rest (habitation, druelling, vale, harbour, grove,

home) incorporates ideas of refuge and shelter, I{hile the poet seems
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to present these images as synonymous, a progression of sorts appears

as the sequence moves from the quite literal and objectíve "habitation"

to the more obviously fíguratíve and subjective imagery of "harbour"

and murmuring stream. The poetry thus establíshes an equivalence

between the líteral and the figurative; both bear equal weíght in

Llordsworthrs present conceptíon of paradise. Wordsworthrs belief,

here, in the possibility of an actual physícal paradise marks a further

distinction betr,reen the opening of his epic and the close of Miltonrs,

where paradise can be only a figure of speech. But the question of

balance between the literal and the fígurative conception of paradise

is worth keeping in mind throughout the course of The Prelude. For

instance, Book IT, to which T shal1 turn no\^r, says a good deal about

dwe11íngs and shelters; in ít the fígurative and subjectíve assume

predominance. On the other hand, in the books on revolutionary

France, the poet often speaks of the return of a literal Golden Age.

Book II begins, in fact, by poínting Èo the necessity of possessíng

an inner refuge, or sanctum. Wordsworth refers to the path which led

him'rTo love the woods and fieldsr" adding that "the passíon yet / t^las

in its birth, sustainrd . By nourishment that came unsought"

(II.1-7). The note of confidence here is belíed in the lines ¡¿hich

follow r^¡here the cumulative effecÈ of such words and phrases as "failtdr"
ttno chairrtr ttemptyrtt and ttat lasttt conveys an under-sense of foreboding:

for still,
From week to rveek, from month to month, we livrd
A round of tumult: duly \Á/ere our games
Prolong'd in sunmer till the day-light fail'd:
No chair remain'd before the doors, the bench
And threshold steps \,rere empty; fast asleep
The Labourer, and the 01d Man who had sate,
A later lingerer, yet the revelry
Continued, and the loud uproar: at last,
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When all the ground was dark, and the huge clouds
I.{ere edged r¿ith fwinkling stars, to bed we \¡7ent,
I^Iith weary joints, and wíth a beating mind.

(rr. 7-18)

The passing of time makes ítself felt as l^Iordsworth contemplates the

ttwídett

vacancy between me and those days,
I^Ihich yet have such self-presence in my mind
That, sometimes, when I think of it, I seem
Two conscíousnesses, conscíous of myself
And of some other Being.

(rr. 2B-33)

I,Iordsworth turns to an objectívely verífiable fact to illustrate and

Ëo take the measure of this vacancy:

A grey Stone
Of native rock, left mídway ín the Square
Of our small market Vi11age, v/as the home
And centre of these joys, and when, return'd
After a long absence, thither I repaírrd
I found that it was splÍt, and gone to build
A smart Assembly-room.

(rr. 33_39)

Time passing means change, and change can bring loss. Nourishment

that once came unsought may not flow so abundantly as before; the home

and centre of joys may be lost. From this point Book rr explores what

can be done in the face of such losses.

Wordsrn¡orthrs concern ín the second book lies prímarily with facts

of external change. rmages of change, decay, and loss in the objective

world fill the first half of the book: the stone, the old Dame and

her table are gone; an o1d table and a mouldered cave spell the passing

of a Hermit; Furness Abbeyrs antique wa1ls stand mouldered and fractured;

a large' bold sign has usurped the old emblem above the door of an Inn,
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and the rhymes which once ínscribed the Innrs threshold are gone

(TI.33-47i 64-65; 110-12; 156-60). The depictíon of a home or cenrre

of joys which, unlike the stone in the víllage square, is inviolable

because subjectÍve, effectively counterbalances such images, however.

I^Ihíle the Blest Babe passage, in whích the infant is imaged as so

very much at home in the world, furnishes the most comprehensive and

sustained illustration of this point, the adolescent episodes recounted

earlier equally reflect a desire to abide in a sheltered and sheltering

home.

The Furness Abbey passage provídes a particularly good example

since each of the two verse paragraphs juxtaposes imagery oÍ long decay

and imagery of shelter. Thus, Ëhe first paragraph describes

the antique Walls
Of that large Abbey which wirhin the Vale
Of Nightshade, to St. Maryrs honour built,
Stands yet, a moulderíng Pi1e, with fractured Arch,
Belfry, and Images, and living Trees,
A holy Scene! along the smooth green turf
Our horses grazed: to more than inland peace
Left by the sea wind passing overhead
(Though wind of roughest temper) trees and towers
May in that Va11ey oftentimes be seen,
Both silent and both motionless alike;
Such is the shelter that is there, and such
The safeguard for repose and quietness.

(rr. 109-21)

The second verse paragraph intensifies the pathos of decay by

anthropomorphizing the ruíns; the Abbey seems to mourn its ov¡n decay:

"touchtd by faint / Internal breezes, sobbings of the place, / And

respiratíons, from the roofless wa1ls / fne shuddering ivy drÍpptd

large drops" (II.128-31). At the same time, and ín contrast to the

ímpersonal construction of "Such is the shelter thaÈ is there, and

such / The safeguardr" the desire for shelter is heightened to an
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explícitly personal statement:

The shuddering iwy drípp'd large drops, yet stíll,
So sweetly 'míd the gloom the ínvisible Bird
Sang to itself, that there I could have made
My dwelling-p1ace, and liverd for ever there
To hear such musíc.

(rr. 131-3s)

The shift from ímpersonal constructíon to the expressíon of a

personal wish and the intensífication of the pathos of decay, correspond

to the increasingly inward tendency of the Furness Abbey passage as a

whole. Imagistically, this tendency appears as a series of progressívely

smaller enclosures; the passage moves from the Vale of Nightshade through

the fractured Arch and the chauntry to the Nave. on a more symbolíc

leve1, the invísibility of the wren betokens subjectivity. The inward

movement shows itself, too, as a resistance, an unwillingness to leave

Furness Abbey, as ít \.{ere. The poet begins to recount the departure:

our sreeds çËåìSåå, and rhe summons given,
With \,¡hip and spur we by the Chauntry flew
In uncouLh race, and left the cross-leggtd Knight,
And the stone-Abbot, and that síngle l^Iren.

(rr.L22-25)

But leave-taking is delayed as ItTordsworth lingers to describe the wren's

music and its effect on him.9 orr". he has expressed his wish to live

forever there, he leaves the Abbey: I'Through the walls we f1ew"

(rr. 13s) .

Almost incidentally, the second verse paragraph reveals why shelter

must become inr+ard, or subjective. The Abbey feels ttcomfortlesstt from

rrrecent shottersrttthe ivy drips, a feeling of ttgloomttpervades the place.

Such an aEmosPhere stands in subtle contradiction Ëo the first paragraphrs
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assertion that this spot is "to more than inland peace / tett Ay

the sea wind passíng overhead / (fhough wínd of roughest temper)."

Not an inviolable "safeguard for repose and quietness,t' the Abbey

ruins, like other things in the external world, are subject sti1l to

the forces of decay. Inviolability can belong on1-y to an inner sanctum.

The two scenes which fo1low the Abbey passage likewise have to do

with dwellings; and agaín emphasis falls on subjectívity. rn the first,

I{ordsworth recalls an Tnn rvhích ín tímes past would have been a "dwelling

. More worthy of a Poetts 1ove, a Hut" (II.153-54). Even though

simplicity has given way to pretentíousness, the i^Iindermere Inn and

the grounds over which it presides remain "dear" to the poet (rL.L56-62>.

And the dearness, the narrative sequence suggests, derives largely from

the kind of experience r¿hich commonly cror^rned a day spent in and about

the Inn. The paragraph, which begins on the level of objective

description, ends wíth the delineation of a subjective state of mind.,

culminating in the ímage, "the sky / Never before so beautiful, sank

down / Into my heart, and held me like a dream" (IT.17B-80). Thís most

subjective of states, the day-dream or revery, subsequently figures in

línes which celebrate feelings of "at-homenesstt:

And from like feelíngs, humble though intense,
To patriotic and domestic love
Analogous, the moon to me v,7as dear;
For I v¿ould dream a\,ray my purposes,
Standíng to look upon her whíle she hung
Midrvay betr¡een the hills, as if she knew
No other regíon; but belongrd to thee,
Yea, appertaintd by a peculíar right
To thee and thy grey huts, my darling Vale!

(rr.L94-202)

As noted above, the depiction of homes that are more a state of

mind than an external reality serves to counterbalance the images of
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change, 1oss, and decay scattered throughout the first part of Book II.

The latter half of the book, begínning r,¡ith the Blest Babe passage,

goes beyond mere counterbalancing by stressing the creative power of

a mind which experiences the world subjectively and sympathetically.

wordsworth ca11s such a po\,rer "the fírst Poetic spirít of our human

life" and emphasizes partícularly the possíbility of its triumph

t'Through every change of growth or of decay" (II.275-80).

As sketched in the Blest Babe passage, the infantrs world ís

Edenic in that it appears as a unified whole to a mind whích "rs

prompË and watchful, eager to combine / In one appearance, a1l the

elements / ana parts of the same object, else detachtd / And loth to

coalesce" (Tr.247-50). A perception whích knows no "puny boundaries'l

(IT.223) between the perceíving subject and external nature also serves

to re-create Eden. Indeed, the mind is imaged as boundlessly expansive:

his mind spreads,
Tenacious of Ëhe forms which it receives
In one beloved presence¡ nay and more,
In that most apprehensive habitude
And those sensatíons which have been derivrd
From this beloved Presence, there exists
A virtue which irradiates and exalts
AI1 objects through all intercourse of sense.
No outcast he, bewilderrd and depresstd.

(rr. 2s3-61)

The metaphor of the mínd spreading governs much of what follows in the

remainder of Book II as Wordsworth testifies to feelings of union and

communion with the external world. No sense of dívision between the self

and the wor1d, for instance, informs those moments when

such a holy calm
DÍd overspread my soul, that I forgot
That I had bodily eyes, and what I saw
Appearrd like something ín myself, a dream,
A prospecË in my mínd.

(rr.367-7L)
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Nor is there dívísion when the poet t'felt the sentiment of Being

spreadtt over all things, when he "saw one 1ife, and felt that it was

joy / One song they sang.'r As r¡ith the 'rbodily eye" above, the

"fleshly earr" which could perceive the world as arr alien other,

"ForgoË iLs functions, and slept undísturbtd'r (If.420-34).

The metaphor of the expanding mind also proves central to the

following passage, in which the poet praises the soul's ability to

recover, not the content of past experiences, but, in the r¡ords of

one crític, "a mode of pure subjectivitytr.19

I would walk alone,
In storm and tempest, or in starlight nights
Beneath the quiet Heavens; and, at that tíme,
Have felt whaterer there is of pouTer in sound
To breathe an elevated mood, by form
Or image unprofaned; and I would stand,
Beneath some rock, listening to sounds that are
The ghostly language of the ancient earth,
0r make their dim abode ín distant winds.
Thence did I drink the vísíonary poi/ùer.
I deem not profitless those fleeting moods
Of shadowy exultation: not for this,
That they are kindred to our purer mind
And intellectual life; buË Lhat the soul,
Remembering how she felt, but what she felt
Remembering not, retains an obscure sense
Of possible sublimity to which,
LIith growing faculties she doth aspire,
I\rith faculties stí11 growing, feeling still
That whatsoever point they gain, they still
Have something to pursue.

(rr. 321-41)

If we set the present passage alongside the lines from the start of

Book II which te11 of the wide vacancy betr¡een lüordsworth and his

adolescent days, rve gain a clearer sense of just what tr{ordsworth achieves

in this book. The vacancy nor¡/ seems not so wide as at the start, the

tttwo consciousnessestt are no longer so distinctly separate--trrlordsr'¡orth
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can speak now of his soul ttremembering how she felt.tt The vacancy

has been bridged by acts of memory and imagination which recover, ro

varying degrees of intensíty, in the passages examined above, a mode

of subjectivity. The "vacancy" 1ínes, ít will be recalled, were

followed immedíately by (and quite possibly \^zere elicited by) objectively

verifiable facts of change and loss in the external world. In a literal

return Lo the village of his schooldays, the poet finds the physical

home of early joys, the rock, displaced by a new tovm-ha11 and resents

it as a usurpatíon of the ground of past beíng. r,ilhether by coincidence

or design, the Preserit passage turns as well on an experience occurring

"beneath some rock." signifícantly, it ís merely and indefinitely

"some" rock; partícularity of detail yields to unspecífied dim and

distant abodes and shadowy exultations. But the very indeterminateness

allows for growth, for "possible sublirnity." Moreover, the ground of

thís remembered experience remains sacred (ttunprofanedtt), invulnerable

to usurpatíon.

Book rr, then, holds forth the promise of a paradísiacal state of

being ín t\¿ro directíons. LrIe have seen passages which describe union

between the self and the external world; v/e nor¡T see a recovery of the

unity of past and present selves, albeit a recovery hedged about by

I'rlordsworthian "possibilitíes" and an indefinite .something." The book

closes, as iË opened, by demonstrating the need for an inner Edenrwith

an íllustration drawn, not from personal history as at the first, but

from the political and social arena. Lrordsworth refers to "these tímes

of fear, / this melancholy \,,iasteof hopes o'er thrown" (II .448-49). He

decries an age of

indifference and apathy
And wicked exultation, when good men,
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On every side fa1l off we know not hovr.
To selfishness disguís t d in gentle names
Of peace, and quiet, and domestíc love.

(rr.4s0-s4)

That Book rrts Edenic moments have much to do with peace, quiet, and

domestic love, now strikes the reader as slightly ironic, in view of

the disguises LTordsworth singles out here for special condemnation.

The poet seems to be playing the self-conscious ironist r¿ho knows that

Book rr does noË have the final word on Paradise. Nevertheless,

Inlordsworth does not succumb to ttdespairtt though confronted on every

side r+íth signs of a fallen external world (rr.456-62). He possesses

the refuge, here imaged as "the quiet of a healthful mindr't that he

bestor¿s upon coleridge in the benedíction of the closing lines

(rr. 479-83) .

Inlordsworthrs closing apostrophes focus on something thaË this

díscussion may seem to have slighted, namely Nature. In fact, the

poet attributes his "more than Roman confídencer" hisrlfaith / That

faí1s notr" in this era ofrrderelictíon and dismay" directly to

Naturer s ministry:

O Nature! Thou hast fed
My loffy speculations; and in thee,
For this uneasy heart of ours I find
A never-failing principle of joy,
And purest passion.

(rr.4s6-66)

And he praíses Coteridge as "one / flne mosË intense of Naturers

rvorshippers" (II.476-77). But, while Nature acts as the agency, the

subjectíve state of mind íncreasingly emerges as the locus of the

Edenic refuge.
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The relevance of Book II to the idea of the paradíse r,/ithin carríes

beyond the boundaríes of the book as r¿e witness the testing of the

poet I s inner refuge throughouË the next several books in the account

of experíences in "the world beyond the va1e."l1 As Harold. Bloom

observes, "rÞg_Es"lgqe, until the eighth book, devotes itself largely

to an inward r,¡orld deeply affected only by external Nat,rre."12

Geoffrey Hartman would extend the períod to include the nínth book,

remarking, ín terms especially appropriate to thís discussion, that

VII' to IX, in partícular, mark a period in
I.{ordsworthrs 1ífe that parallels the time
between Fall and final loss of Paradise. The ,^
poet walks among dangers as íf i-nnocent. .

I^ie have seen that Book II closes with the acknoruledgement both of the

fallen state of the world outsíde the poet and the Edenic state of

the inner world. Book rfr sustains the impressíon that, despíte some

rather minor lapses, Inlordsworth leads a privileged existence in the

midst of a fallen world.

At cambrídge the poeË dwells rnainly in a world apart from the

typical studentts world of tthopestt and ttfearsrtt ttjealousies, and

triumphs good or badlt; he remains indifferent to "important Days, /

Examinations when the Man was weighed / As in the balance" (rrr.64-69)

rf the reader detects shades of the Judgment Day (a d.ay rendered

necessary by Manrs Fa1l) ín these línes, his suspicions shortly are

confírmed when he reads, ín language reminiscent of the doctrine of

election, that I^Iordsworth felt himself to be

a chosen Son.
For hither I had come with holy powers
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And faculties, whether to work or feel:
To apprehend all passions and al_l- moods
Which time, and place, and season do impress
Upon the visible universe, and work
Like changes there by force of my own mind.

(rrr.82-88)

To "apprehend" and to "impress" were present.ed, it \^¡irr be remembered,

as compl-emenLary powers of the Brest Babe's Edenic state of being.

The l-850 text shortly refers to the poet's perception, while at

cambridge, of an "Earth, nowhere unembellished by some trace ,/ of trrat

first Paradise whence man was driven" (IrI.IOg-09; tg5O).

whil-e the lB05 text does not name Eden specificarry, it reJ-ates

the sYmpathetic experience of the worl-d and communion with externaf

powers to subjectivity in a way that recall-s Book II's detineation of

a paradisiacal state of being. The following passage, f.or tnstance,

borrows several- metaphors from the Blest Babe lines:

As if awakentd, summontd, roustd, contraintd,
I look'd for universal- things; perused
The common coun+-enance of earth and heaven;
And, turning the mind in upon itself,
Pored, watch'd., expected, listenrd; spread my thoughts
And spread them with a wider creeping

. I was ascending now
To such community with highest truth.

(rrr.109-20)

V{ordsworth once more signals the role of subjectivity--of "consciousness

not to be subd.ued" (rrr.l-23)--as he goes on to speak in particurar of

the feelings of .communion with the external worl-d experienced when

"To every naturaf form . [he] gave a moraf life . and aLì- /

That lhel beheld respired with inward meaning" (rtr.L24-2g). This is

private and secl-uded intercourse with Nature afone, though, and involves

neither his fetl-o\^/ man nor dedicated study. rn the poet,s own words, he
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had a world about me; ttwas my o\rrt,
I made ít; for it only livtd to me,
And to the God who lookrd into my mind.

(rrr. 142-44)

To be sure, I^Iordsworth can envision the kind of Cambridge in

whích, together with his fellow students, he could "frankly" offer

"homage" to "written lore, acknowledg'd my 1íege Lord" (III.375-89).

However, he indírectly justifies his failure to show due obeisance in

language coloured, once again, by the idea of election:

rhe image or a P1ac" ,hri;: :,::;ïå lläoi"rlu
As T had been, traintd r.tp in paradise
Among sweet garlands and delightful sorrnds,
Aecustomrd in my loneliness to walk
LrIith Nature magÍ-steríally, yet I,
Methinks, could shape the image of a Place
trrrhich with its aspect should have bent me down
To instantaneous servíce.

(rrr. 37s-81)

In fact, more than mere electíon is suggested here; only the

prelapsarian Adam could match this magÍsterial walk.

The air of unreality about the Cambridge that I^Iordsworth depicts

strengthens the ímpression that I^Iordsworth's is a privileged existence.

Cambridge variously affects the poet as a ttDreamrttattnovel shotdrtt

and "an opening act'r (III.28;203;259). And despite the subsequent

disclaimer that this ttspectaclett was in fact ttno mimic showtt but tta

1ivíng part" of the wor1d, I'Iordsworth's very anatomizing of Cambridgets

resemblance to ttthe great worldrtt with its uncharacteristic use of

personífied abstractions, emphasizes lifelessness (III.61,4-43). So

too does his final image of the university as a ttcabinettt or ttr,ride

Museum" (III.652-53). The differences between this image and Book III's
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early metaphor for Cambridge as "dreamr'r suggest that the time spent

at Cambridge leaves Inlordsworth less rather than more involved wíth what

we might call social life. Moreover, the línes immediately preceding

the museum metaphor intimate, once again, that the poetfs sense of his

ov¡n innocence acts as his insulaLíon:

Bur delighr,
That, in an easy temper lulltd asleep,
Is still with ínnocence íts own reward,
This surely was not wanting.

(rrr.64B-s1)

tr^Iordsworthrs inner sanctum thus survives rather easily its fÍrst

trials in the world beyond the vale; a fact which Book IV wíth its

testímonies to gentle restoration and the natural growth of mind and

soul subsequently verifies. Almost everything in his surnmer vacation

confirms Wordsworth in his belief and trusË in the ever-grovring strength

of his inner refuge: he feels nevr strength ttwhere weakness vTas not

known to be" and speaks of rtrestoration . . . knocking at the door of

unacknowledged rveariness" (IV.145-48). "I took the balance in my hand

and weighed myself ," says the poet (IV.148-49). '[nle remember Cambridge's

judgment scales and l^Iordsworthrs self-proclaimed exemption from them.

His ovm judgment now only affirms the rightness of thaË exemption as,

"convers[ing) with promisesr" trrlordsworth has

glimmering views
How Life pervades the undecaying mind,
How the immortal Soul wíth God-like po\Árer
Informs, creates, and tharvs the deepest sleep
That time can lay upon her; how on earth,
Man, if he do but live within the light
Of high endeavours, daily spreads abroad
His being wíth a strength that cannot fail.

(rv. 1s4-61)
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Above all, change poses no threat to continuities in Book IV. Couched

as it is in natural imagery of daily and seasonal renewal and growth,

change, whether in l^Iordsworthrs relatíonshíp r,¡íth the objects of external

nature (IV.222-33), or in human life (IV.181-99), is easily accommodated

as regeneration.

Even hlordsworthrs experience of an "inner falling-off" (fV.210)

into 'tfeast and dance and public revelry" (IV.274) proves not to be a

fall. Indeed, one can scarcely even speak of lapse. The irnagery of

the Dedícation passage traces a continuum hetween the nightrs revelry

and the morningts vorn/s: the gaiety and mirth of the dance find a

counterpart in the laughing Sea (IV.320;333); glittering rapers gro\,n

into the glorious sunríse (IV.322;332), whíle the "din of instruments"

modulates inro rhe "melody of birdstr (IV.321;338). Even dancing is

mirrored to an extent by the solemn, ritual-like movement of t'Labourers

going forth inËo rhe fields" (IV.320;339).

Book IV concludes wíth the well-knov¡n episode of the Discharged

soldier. InlordsworLhrs encounter with the'tghastly" (rv.411) soldier

does little to disturb the tenor of Prelude IV. If Wordsworth finds a

I'strange half-absence" (IV.475) in the veterants recounting of hardships

endured and battles fought, the reader senses something of the same

distance in the poeËfs rendering of the moonlit encounter. The reader

feels that this proof of life I s ills and evíls touches the poet only

superficially; I,Iordsworth is rather too easily "Assured that now my

Comrade would repose in comfortrr (TV.4BB-89). From another perspective,

!/e can see in the soldier who has endured so rvel1 and so much the

embodiment, and hence the validation, of Llordsrvorthrs trust in rvhat he

earlier expressed as "a strength that cannot faí1tr (rv.16r). Either
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\,zay, I^Ìordsr¡iorth still has a securely "quíet hearË" (IV.504) at the

end of the encounter and the book.

The next excursion beyond the va1e, the poetts journey to the

A1ps, coincides r¿ith

a tíme when Europe was rejoíced,
France standing on the top of golden hours,
And human nature seemíng born agaín.

(vr.352-s4)

The metaphor of rebirth, of regeneration, which makes revolutionary

change seem like natural process, ís te11íng. It reminds us of

Prelude IVrs accommodation of change as natural growth. Indeed,

Book IV's Ímage of the spring garden of socíal life (IV.IB1-99)

reappears in the France of Book VI as

benevolence and blessedness
Spread like a fragrance everywhere, 1íke Spring
That leaves no corner of the Land untouchrd.

(vr. 368-70)

France and Switzerland are, in fact, remarkably like both the home of

Book IV and the home imaged at the start of The Prelude proper in

Book I. Prelude IVrs I'sweet valley" (IV.11) and the motherrs hut,

surrounded by Indían Plains, of the first book (I.301-4) find counterparts

in "Enticing Vallies" (VI.437) and

an aboriginal vale
Quiet, and lorded over and possessrd
By naked huts, wood-built, and sown like tents
Or fndian cabins.

(vr.44B-s1)

Such "s¡veet coverts" of pastoral life (VI.437) are, like the poetts homes,

Edeníc; only now Eden, instead of being merely a prívate refuge, ís
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seemingly available to all: the land through which the poet travels

offers "Reach after reach, procession without end / Of aeep and stately

Vales" (VI.390-91) .

However, I^Iordsworthrs imagery in Book Vf is deeply ambiguous. One

might question, for instance, the poetrs characterization of himself

and his companion as "Keen Huntersr" "birds of prey"(VI.434-35),

especially since it prefaces his description of Europe's pastoral va1es.

One might wonder, too, at seeing images of híerarchy--indeed of monarchy

--in lines devoted to revolutionary France. In two of the passages

just cited, for example, the reader finds "lorded overrt (Vf.449) and

I'statelyt' (VI.391). Several 1ínes earlier "stately" refers to the

roads of that "great Kingdom" (VI.372-73). It could be argued that

LrTordsworth intends to imply that only republícanism can offer man and

nation the outward majesty that corresponds to ínward and social dignity.

But I find this not Ëo be the case for t¡.ro reasons.

First, the picture of towns "g"g{y. with relíques" of the Federal

Day Festival and of "Flowers left to wither on triumphal Arcs"

(Vf.362-63; my emphasís) bodes of something less than a whole-hearted

embrace of the republican cause. More significantly, I^Iordsworthrs

portrayal of a night of celebratíon passed with delegates returning

from the Federation Festival bears striking resemblance to Milton's

descriptíon of an Infernal Councí1 held at Pandaemonium, where Satan

sunmons the council to determine the truth of a report that a ttner,/

I^lorld and new kind of Creature are to be created, according to an

ancient Prophecy" (!L, I.The Argument). Llordsworthrs delegates have

just rvitnessed the King sr+earing fidelity to a newly created constitution,
to a ne\"r nation, in effect. Beyond thÍs circumstantial paral1el we find
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quíte precise verbal and ímagístíc echoes: both delegates and demons

"s\,/arm" like "bees" (VI ,391 ; pL,I.768-76); I,Iordsworthr s group ís a

"Throngr" Miltonrs devils "throng" (VI.414i pL, I.780); and finally,

Inlordsworth and his companions rise at ttsígnal giventt to dance ttround

and round the Board" with open hearts and 1oud1y gleeful tongues, while

at Pandaemonium, the "signal giv'n" finds the deví1s thronging like

elves at "midnight Revelsr" intent upon "mirth and dance" (VI.406-09;

PL, I.776-87). One can only speculate, of course, about the extent

to r'rhích lJordsworth conscíously ínvítes this comparíson ¡¿íth Paradíse

Lostrs Infernal Council. Here as throughout The Prelude, however, the

I.{ordsr¡orth who writes of the time of youthful , ínordinate hopes in the

possibility of secular redemption has survived the shattering of those

hopes. The allusion which casts shadows on the republican celebration

reflects the older l^Iordsworthf s knor¿ledge of the failures and atrocities

of the French Revolutíon.

Book VI, then, introduces vislas of an imminent, literal return of

the Golden Age while aË the same time it just perceptibly darkens those

vistas. That slíghË mismatchíng of manifest and latent intentions

heralds the approach of a ner¡r and radically different stage in both the

poet's history and the poem itself, as Books VfI to IX make clear.

The poeË's inner refuge--that trust in strength that cannot fail--wi11

be sorely tríed and will in fact collapse from the "over-pressure of

the times and their disastrous j.ssuesr' (XI.47-48). The Prelude, no

mere chronicle of events in I^Iordsworthrs history, powerfully renders

the feelings and experiences of those times. But more than this, the

poem registers the ínward struggle involved ín the very act of thinking

and writing, in the present, about a spiritual and moral crisis ín the

past. Some pages back I spoke of the Furness Abbey passage as revealing
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a certain resistance in the poetrs mind, an unwillingness to leave

a particularly soothíng memory and proceed with his poem. The reader

encounters resistance again ín Books VII and VIII, on a larger scale,

and wirh a different motivation. The poetrs unr¿illingness to move on

now betokens the avoídance of a painful subject rather than the desire

to prolong pleasing thoughts. I¡Iordsworthf s ov,¡n figure of the riverts

meandering journey to a "devouríng sea" (IX.1-7) captures the point

but loses the force of the rfmotions retrograde"(IX.B) which characterize

Books VII and VIII.

Wordsworthrs London book begins apologetically: '¡we will nor¿

resume fthe poet's task] / wor checktd by aught of tamer argument /

That 1íes before us, needful to be told" (VII.53-56). The "tamer

argumentr of the youthful poetrs reaction to the city, enlivened by a

lightly satirical tone, runs unbroken to about the rnidpoint of the

book. Then, ín the course of cataloguing London's various attractions

and entertainments llordsworth arrives at "dramas of living Men / l';r'a

recent things yet vTarm with life . some domestíc íncident.rt He

proceeds to discuss at length one incident in particular "Set forth,

too holy theme for such a place" (VII.313-18), the Maid of Buttermerefs

story of ill-treatment at the hands of a liar and bigamisr (VII.3L9-46).

Having digressed thus briefly l^Iordsworth thínks to return to his

argunent; but something prevents hj-m from doing so:

These last words utterrd, to my argument
I was returning, r^rhen, with sundry Forms
Míngled, that in the way which I must tread
Before me stand, thy image rose agaín,
Mary of Buttermere!

(vrr. 347-sL)
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IË is as if the poet has omitted a crucial part of the Maidrs story,

and feels cornpelled to recount it before proceedÍng with his argument.

The story takes a curious turn as Mary yields centre stage:

She lives in peace
Upon the ground where she was born and reartd;
Without contamination does she líve
In quietness, without anxiety:
Beside the mountaín-Chapel sleeps ín earth
Her new-born Infant, fearless as a lamb
That thither comes, from some unsheltered p1ace,
To rest beneath the little rock-1íke Píle
When storms are blowing. Happy are they both
Mother and Child!

(vrr. 3s1-60)

The motif of Innocence finding refuge from the "storms" of Experience

is certainly not ner¡/ to The Prelude, but never before has it taken

quite so startlíng a form. Perhaps fearing that he has presented

Innocence as exacting rather too high a prÍ-ce than most would willingly

pay, I^Iordsworth hastens to explain that

These feelings, in themselves
Trite, do yet scarcely seem so when I think
Of those ingenuous moments of our youth,
Ere yet by use we have learntd to slight the crime
And sorrows of the world.

(vrr. 360_64)

"Those days are nov,/ my theme" contínues I¡Iordsworth (VII .364-65),

able only novr to return to his argument and the way which he must

tread. It appears as though the poet needed first to present that

vision of radieal Innocence before he could confront what lies ahead.

Foremost among the "sundry Forms" (VII.34B) rvhich meet him on his rvay

stand another Mother and Child, and another version of the motif of

Innocence in the fallen world. As fu1ly a pastoral figure as the Maid
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of Buttermerets ttlambrtt thís ttrosy Baberrr ?rin face a cottage rose f
Just three parts blownr" walks "Among the rvretched and the falsely
gay" (vrr.368-97). But, secure in his innocence, he walks "with haír

unsinged / ari¿ the fiery furnace" of Experience (vrr. 3g}-gg). So

wordsworth remembers the chi1d, and so he would have hím always:

He hath since
Appeartd to me oft times as if embalm'd
By Nature; through some special privilege,
Stopp'd at the growth he had; destined io live,
To be, to have been, come and go, a Chíld
And nothÍng more, no partner in the years
That bear us forward to distress and gui1t,
Pain and abasement.

(vrr. 399_406)

Iüordsworth prefers to rhink this of the child, whire fearing that

he perhaps
Mary! may nor^r have liv'd ti11 he could look
Itlith envy on thy nameless Babe that sleeps
Besíde the mountain Chapel, undisturb'd.!

(vrr. 409_L2)

Though trrlordsworth does not add, "A" r, Mary, look r¿ith envy on thy

sleepíng Baber" the poetry tends toward just that unspoken thought.

In the larger context of the whole poem, Ltlordsworth ís nearíng the

point at which he must consider the moral and spÍritual crisis--the

Fall into Experience--occasioned by the blasting of revolutionary hopes.

Hís 'targumenttt is moving, as his lífe did, inexorably trfori,rard to

distress and guilt and pain and abasement'r and. he resists the current I s

pull. The obviously strong appeal of thoughts of Innocence preserved

provides the measure of hís resistance. The poetts or\rn disturbing

metaphor, "embalmtdr" gauges the strength of that appeal; death seems

noË too high a price to pay.
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Book Vrrrs two tales of innocent children find an interesting

counterparË in a story narrated in Book vrrr. Taken together the

three tales form a signíficant progressíon ín l^Iordsworthfs approach

to the painful subject of his Fa11. The third tale is of a shepherd.,

his son, and a strayed sheep. Lrrhile thís Ís not unusual in a book

which is strikingly pastoral, certain aspects of the story directly

recal1 the pastoralísm of the Buttermere tale. Specifically, Maryrs

ttlambtt returning from an ttunsheltered place . . . when storms are

blowing" (vrr.356-60) reappears as the lost sheep that, driven far

astray and maimed by storms,

will return agaín
To his own hills, the spots where, when a Lamb,
He learnrd to pasture at his Mother's side.

(vrrr.2s3-s7)

A distínction must be made: Maryts is only fíguratively a lamb whíle

here the lamb is quíte literal but charged r^rith symbolic meanings.

And death comes to this literal sheep, not to the boy who, on a sudden

ínspiration, searches the 'rground r+hich fhe and his fatherf have

searched beforett:

meanrnihile the rain
Began to fall upon the mountain tops,
Thick storm and heavy which for three hourst space
Abated not; and all that time the Boy
I^Ias busy in his search until at length
He spíed the Sheep uporì a plot of grass,
An Island in the Brook. It was a place
Remote and deep, piled round wíth rocks rvhere foot
Of man or beast was seldom used to tread;

Before the Boy knew well what he had seen
He leapt upon the Island rvith proud heart
And r¿ith a Prophet'" joy. Immediately
The Sheep sprang forward to the further Shore
And was borne headlong by the roaring flood.

(vrrr .248-82)
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The boy, subsequently rescued by his father, survives.

set 'rAt the first falling of autumnal snow" (vrrr .222), the tale

clearly represents a rÍte de passage. rn seeking to escape from

Experience and return to original rnnocence, the sheep--symbol of the

boyrs chíldhood innocence--meets with the death r¿hich befalls Maryrs

child and v¡hich is deemed worthy of envy. That retreat from Experience

noÍ'/ appears far less desirable than the passage to adulthood whích,

though fraught with dangers, ultímately offers security:

fthe boyJ srood
RighË in the mídd1e of the roaring Srream,
Now stronger every moment and more fíerce.
The sight was such as no one could have seen
I{ithout dístress and fear. The Shepherd heard
The outcry of his Son, he stretchrd his Staff
Towards him, bade him 1eap, whích word. scarce said
The Boy was safe within his Father's arms.

(vrrr.304_11)

The embrace with which this I'passage" closes promises a good deal

more in the way of warmth and comfort and joy than does the embrace

of the grave in Book VIIrs two tales.

Insofar as ít proffers a third resolution--one more desirable than

either of those held forth earlier--to the problem of rnnocence in the

fallen wor1d, Book VIIIf s story shows I^Iordsworth preparing to confront

his ov¡n Fall . The story thus accourplishes in little \,rhat the book as

a i¿hole seems broadly designed to achíeve. Entitled "Retrospectr"
the elghth book gives the poet some breathing space, as it v/ere,

PreParatory to the books dealing dírectly with France and his crisis.

rts subtitle, "Love of Nature Leadíng to Love of Mankind.rrr relates

rather interestingly to those subsequent books with their burden of
presenting lüordsworth?s despair in and for Mankind: it is as if the
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Poet must articulate and affÍrm his love of Mankind to,w

himself of this love in the face of what he knov¡s to 1ie ahead.

the extent that this is so, Book vrrr involves us ín poetry of

resistance once again. certaínly, I,Jordsworthrs thoughts of the

painful subject before him give shape to the argument of the book.

Having drav¡n a somewhat ideaLízed picture of shepherds known to him

in youth, Inlordsworth responds to Ëhe anticipated objection that his

víew of Man is delusory:

blessed be the God
Of Nature and of Man that this was so,
That Men did at the first present themselves
Before my untaught eyes thus purified,

:'î':'1'.":u.": : :':':":".':": î": :':'.
. r¡ere it otherwise,

And we found evil fast as \¡/e find good
In our first years, or think that it is found,
How could the innocent heart bear up and líve!

(vrrr.428_46)

Delusion can be justified on the grounds that it strengthens the heart

rvhích must eventually meet with evil equal in kind if not ín degree to

that so violently unleashed by the failed French Revolution.

However, as r have indicated, Book Vrrr fínds the poet preparing

for, as well as resisting, the onset of the storms of Experience. such

preparation involves a curious admixture: on the one hand, I,Iordsworth

de-mythologizes versions of pastoral; on the other, he indulges in a

tragíc vision ruhich is scarcely less a fiction than those versions of
1Irpastoral. *'

A pattern of alternation betr,üeen descriptions of mythíca1, fictíonal,

or exotic pastoral settings and sketches of life in Englandrs Lake

Dístrict effects the movement from pastoral to traged.y, a shift neatly

subsumed in the bookrs subtitle. The description of the pleasure gardens

To
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in distant Gehol, for insrance (vrrr.123-43), elicits the response,

"But lovelíer far than this the Paradíse / hlhere I was rear'd"

(vrrr.L44-45). Moreover, the language in the remainder of the latter

Passage points to a postlapsarian and hence potentially tragic paradíse

(vrrr-146-58). Agaín, the poet places the shepherds of Greek, Latin,

and English pastoral poetry beside the shepherds knov¡n to hi¡n ín his

youth (vrrr.L7B-22L), and the appeal of the larter 1íes squarely in

their tragic potential. The young Wordsworth had heard of whaË Spenser

may have seen

Of maids at sunrise brínging in from far
Their Maybush . .
Had heard, from those who yet rememberrd
Tales of the May-pole Dance, and flowers that deck'd
The Posts and the Kirk-pillars .;

but the mature poet confesses that trímages of danger and dÍstress, /

And suffering," took 'rdeepest hold" of him (vrrr.r9L-zr2). He carried
tttalestt of tttragedies . or hazards and escapestt with hirn in his

walks (vrrr.2L6-22r). There follo¡^rs the tale of the shepherd boy and.

the losË sheep with íts pertinence to the passage into the tragic

world of Experience.

As I said, I^Iordsworthrs tragic vision seems as much a fiction as

the pastoral settings and tales r¡hich he dismisses as merely fanciful.

The section presently under consideration (vrrr.rBL-zzL), develops jusË

such an equivalence. As pastoral fiction begins to approach the realm

of fact, tragic fact begins to recede into fíctíon. By admittíng that

spenser ttperhapsil sa\,,t those maíds at sunrise, and by acknowledging that

some people remembered the May-pole dance, Wordsworth refuses to deny

absolutely the past exÍ-stence of pastoral worlds. That is, he implies
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Èhat pastoral tales may possibly be founded upon objectíve truth.

Fíctíon edges towards fact. such a movement governs our response

to trlordsworthrs subseguent references to tales of the tragedies of

former times. The poet has so effectively obscured the line between

fÍction and fact in the pastoral tales that the reader cannot accepË

the tragic tales as pure fact. Leslie Brisman aptly observes that

I^Iordsworth "is as indifferent to the historicity of Arcadia as he

fi") to the question of whether noble visíons of rural life are

fantasies or memori."."15

Tragedy and fíction become linked explicitly later in the book

when wordsworth speaks of that time in his life when "wilfulness of

fancy and conceíttt moved among ttshapes of human lifett drav,¡n from

books (VIII.511-21). Such "fictions" both t'beautified" and were
ttBurnishedtt by Nature to the extent that

conmon death rrlas none, cornmon mishap,
But matter for this humour every where,
The tragic super-tragíc, else left short.

(vrrr.524_32)

Although this juvenile taste for the "super-tragíc" yields to a more

"dignified" coneeption of Man (vrrr.624-33), tragic stature remains

important. At cambridge, he says, human life at times seemed to him
t'a dim / Analogy to uproar and misrule, / Disquiet, danger, and

obscurity"(vrrr.658-64). simila.lJ, he recalls that London moved

him with "a sense / of what had been here done, and suffer'd here /
Through ages, and was doing, suffering, stirl" (vrrr.7B1-g3). Thus,

London vras "throngrd with impregnation, like those wilds" of his

childhood into which he had carried rales of tragedy (vrrr .7gr>.
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ttThus here imagination also foundtt pleasure, and ttthe result was

elevating thoughts / of human Nature" (vrrr.796-802). Far from

pastoral, his elevated vísion encompasses "guílt fandJ vice, /

Debasement of the body or the mind, / fand] ar1 the misery forced

upon my sighË" (vrrr.802-4). But the poetts is a tragic conception

of Man which is yet more literary than proved upon the pulses. He

is speaking here about a period in his life very near to the time of

which, earlier in The Prelude, he says, "flf lovrd / A pensive sky,

sad days, and píping winds, / t]ne twilight more than dav.rn, Autumn

than spring'r (vr.1BB-95). such a disposition gre\,ü from 'rthe mere /

Redundancy of youthts contentednessttand 1ed to ttdreams and fictions

pensively compostd,tt to ttDejection taken up for pleasurets sakett

(VI.f97-98:487-82). Now I¡Iordsworth deliberarely ca11s arrenrion ro

the untried nature of his conception of suffering Man by quoting almost

verbatim from Paradíse Lost as he describes how contemplation of

suffering enhanced his outlook upon life:

hlhen from that awful prospect overcasË
And in eclipse, my medítations turnrd,
Lo! everything that was indeed divine
Retainrd its purity inviolate
And unencroachtd upon, nay, seemtd brighter far
For this deep shade in countervíew, thaË gloom
Of opposítion, such as shew'd itself
To the eyes of Adam, yet in Paradise,
Though fallen from blíss, when in the East he saw
Darkness ere dayts mid course, and morning light
More orient in the western cloud, that drew
'Oter the blue firmanment a radiant white,
Descending slow with somethíng heavenly fraughtt.

(vrrr. B1r-23)

I^Iordsrvorth thus leaves London for France with his inner refuge

still secure; his own inner Eden retains, to use his words, íts purity
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inviolate. Despite being "in the ¡nídst of thíngs" in London,

Ifordsworth looks "as from a distance on the vrorld" (rx.23-3). Even

upon arrival in France he maintaíns a distance. I^Ie stil1 see a

I^Iordsworth who rrants his sufferers to \,r'ear a beautiful face, as it

r¡rere. I^Ialking about Paris "ín the guise of an Enthusíast .

Affectíng more emotion than fheJ feltr" Inlordsworth can be truly moved

only by

A síng1e pícture merely hunted out
Among other sights, the Magdalene of 1e Brun,
A BeauËy exquisitely wroughÈ, fair face
And rueful, with its ever-flowing tears.

(rx.66-80)

far cry from the tthunger-

poetrs attention as a living

"the abject multitude"

Thís trexquisítely wrought" sufferer is a

bitten Gírl" who subsequently claims the

example of the all-too-real suffering of

(rx.s10-20).

First-hand knowledge of sufferíng, and of the evil ín Man which

causes suffering, finally violates the poet's ínner sanctum. unlike

the excursions beyond the vale we have been looking at in this sectíon,

tr{ordsworthrs physíca1, emotional, and intellectual excursion into

revolutionary France does precipitate a fall into experíence. The

poeËrs fa1I strikes us as all the more devastating, of course, since

it is presented against the backdrop of wordsr+orth's earlíer, safe,

excursions. The Prelude is not wíthout íts dramatíc devices. However,

Books III through VIII serve as more than just a foil against which to

measure the nature and extent of the poet's fall. These books capture,

as \¡¡e have seen, the feelings of a poet who knows, even as he presents

the picture of early innocence and of youthful hopes and expectations,

that evil and suffering fíe ahead.
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wordsv¡orthts presentation of his moral and spiritual crisis,

and of the events leading up to it., is notoriously diffícult to follow"

The poet moves backward and forward in time at wi1l, often covering

the same ground more than once. Hartman, Ín pursuit of hís thesis of

the apocalyptic imagination, cites such "dilatory tacticsrr as evidence

of the 'rrhythm of ftr^Iordsworth'sJ mind, which avoids the epoch^L."L7

One can see something quite different at work in the recurrences of

this portion of The Prelude, however; something more akin to what

charles Altieri, ín his endeavour to supplant the conceptual model of

apocalyptíc imagination, cal1s "the poemts structural rhythm of

enlargement through loss."l8

I^Iordsworthrs initíal commítment to the French Revolution was

grounded, as Hartman and others point o,rtrlg in the belief that the

Revolution occurred in the course of Nature:

If at the first great outbreak I rejoíced
Less than might well befit my youth, the cause
In parË lay here, that unto me the events
Seemrd nothing out of naturefs certain course.

(rx.2s0-s3)

rn Book vr the reader encountered metaphors of regeneration and

seasonal renewal which made revolutionary change seem as inherently

good and unthreatening as natural process (vr.353-54;368-70). rn líght

of the implications of such metaphors, Ilordsworthrs fírst response to

the atrocities of the Revolution strikesus as optimistic:

The State

. had assumed with joy
The body and the venerable name
Of a Republic: lamentable crimes
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tTis true had gone before this hour, the work
Of massacre, in which the senseless sv¡ord
I,Ias praytd to as a judge; but these r¡/ere past,
Earth free from them for ever, as \,r'as thought,
Ephemeral monsters, to be seen but once;
Things that could only shew themselves and díe.

But a premonitíon of recurrence

such monstrously unnatural evil

(x.24_37)

shakes Wordsworthts confídence that

can be so easily and so finally purged:

the fear gone by
Presstd on me almost 1íke a fear to come.
I thoughË of those September Massacres,
Divided from me by a little month.

(x.62_6s)

His ov¡n thoughts take on an almost obsessive quality as recurrence

starts to seem demonic:

'The horse is taught his manage, and the wind
Of heaven wheels round and treads in his"þteps,
Year follo\^rs year, the tide returns again,
Day follows day, all thíngs have second birth;
The earthquake is not satisfied at once. r

And in such way I wrought upon myself,
Until I seemrd to hear a voice that cried,
To the whole City, tsleep no more.'

(x.7 0_7 7 )

ttAll thíngs have second bírth." The fearfulness here is far removed

golden hours, /from the jubilation of "France standíng on the top of

And human nalure seeming born again" (vr.353-54). Regeneratíon no

longer seems simply and inherently good. signifícantly, in the lines

which fo11ow, monstrous evil assumes the who1ly natural form of a tiger:

To this
Add comments of a calmer mind, from i¿hich
I could not gather full securíty,
But at the best iË seemtd a place of fear
Unfit for the repose of night I J,
Defenceless as a wood where tígers roam.

(x.77-82)
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The ambiguity of "a place of fear" (ís the referent paris oi. the poetfs

mind?) must be delíberate: the knowledge of evil begins to invade

I'Iordsworthrs calmer mind, his inner Eden, as acts of evil infiltrate
París, the chief cíty of the country which vras supposed to witness Lhe

return of the Golden Age.

subsequent meditatíons upon the nature of the Revolutionrs

"lamentable crimes" (x.31) carry the naturarízation of evil--the

transformation from ephemeral monster to tiger--a step further.

Calling to mind common-p1ace truths on the weakness of tyrannic power,

I^iordsv¿orth, with restored confidence, asserts

That nothing hath a natural right to last
But equity and reason, that all else
Meets foes irreconcilable, and at best
Doth live but by variety of disease.

(x. lsB_7s)

Good is still natural, but, to the extent that rrdiseasetr recurs in
organisms, evil is accommodated as part of natural process too. I{e

see thÍs accommodatíon again in I^Iordsworthts reasons for feelino

detached from current political strife over the sr_ave trade:

if France prospertd, good Men would not long
Pay fruitless worship to humanity,
And this most rotten branch of human shame,
Object, as seemtd, of a superfluous pains
Would fall together wifh i-ts parent trees.

(x.218_26)

There is always the hope, it seems, that disease r¿ill destroy itself

in the natural course of its o\rrì corrupt growth, as will the rrrotten

branchrt; failing that, there remains the possibilíty of curing disease.

Thus, trrlordsworth works through and accommodates as natural process

the evil of the September Massacres. But still greater shocks await his
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return to England. Britain declares \,r'ar on France and Wordsworth

feels "Change and subversion from this hour" (X.229). Yet, though

tr^Iordsworth refers to ttThe ravage of this most unnatural strífett

(X.250) , he still chooses a natural metaphor to image what then he

felt:

I, who with the breeze
Had playrd, a green leaf on the blessed tree
Of my beloved Country; nor had wishrd
For happíer fortune than to wither there,
Now from my pleasant statíon vras cut off,
And toss'd about in whirlwinds.

(x.2s3-s8)

Even the terrors unleashed by Francets tttyrantsrtt however extreme and

violent , are as much r^rithin the pale of natural process as are the

actíons of a goaded, enraged beast (X.307-12).

To accommodate evil as natural process in no way lessens its

horror or denies its far-reaching effects. I^iordsworth goes out of

his way to make this point by concluding his portrayal of the rrdomestic

carnagerr (X.329) in France with an analogy that, at the very least,

surpríses the reader:

Head after head, and never heads enough
For those who bade thern fall: they found Lheir joy,
They made it, ever thirsty as a Child,
If light desires of innocent little Ones
May with such heinous appetites be matchrd,
Having a toy, a wind-mill, though the air
Do of itself blow fresh, and makes the vane
Spin in his eyesight, he is not content
But with the play-thing at armr s length he sets
His front against the blast, and runs amain,
To make ít whirl the faster.

(x.33s-4s)

The ramifications of l^Iordsrvorthrs simile are tr.¡o-fo1d. First, it

suggests, if only by association, that the "líght" desíres of the
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innocent child and the ttheínoustt ones of the tyrannical men are noË

so dífferent ín kind as in d.gr.".20 The child,s "desire" can grow

into the mants "appetite.r' To the extent that the simíle points

specifically to the likeness between the childrs spinning vane and

the r¿hirling guillotine which spins out "head after headr" and to the

extent the child's desire to make his toyrtwhirl the faster" resembles

the thirst of the tyrants for more and more rolling heads, the

possibility of heinousness is presented as inherent in the child. This

is not to suggest thaÈ the poet intends his simí1e to imply that the

líght desires of children always, or ínevitably, grow into heinous

appetites; obviously a distortion of natural, human desires is involved.

Nevertheless, the simile does present evíl as a natural part of Man,

rather than an unnatural force.

In its second ramifícatíon the sÍmi1e signals the immínence of

Llordsworthts personal Fa1l. Throughout The Prelude the state of

childhood has figured as the prototype of the poetrs private, inner

Eden. The radical change here in his visíon of childhood forebodes a

change in his inner state. I^Ie have remarked, too, thaË throughout the

poem' his inner refuge has been frequently associated withþuch subjectíve

states as dream and reveríe. Quite appropríately, then, the first

stage of trrlordsworthrs Fa1l takes place less than fifty lines after the

chíld analogy and occurs as a nightmare. The poet, his soul "sick with

pain of r,rhat rvould be / Hereafter brought in charge against mankínd"

as a result of the excesses of the Revolutíon, turns to address Colerídge:

Most melancholy at that time, O Friend!
Idere my day-thoughts, my dreams were miserable;
Through months, through years, long after the lasÈ beat
Of those atrocitles (I speak bare truth,
As if to thee alone in private talk)
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I scarcely had one night of quíet sleep
Such ghasÈly visions had I of despair
And tyranny, and implements of death,
And long orations which in dreams I pleaded
Before unjust Tribunals, with a voice
Labouring, a brain confounded, and a sense,
Of treachery and desertion in the place
The holiest that I knew of, my ov¡n soul.

(x.366-80)

The 1850 version, more explicitly to our point, speaks of "treacherous

desertíon, felË / In the last place of refuge--my o\¡ln soul" (X.414-15).

Presumably, trrTordsworth is pleading on behalf of Mankind. Prívate

misgivings about mants nature, as \,7e11 as the corruptness of the

tribunal, hamper the poetrs defense. I,Iordsworthts new knowledge of

evíI is Ëhe treacherous serpent ín his private Eden; he no longer rests

secure in a "faith / That fails not" (IT.459-60¡,itno longer able to

trusÈ in "a strength that cannot fail't (IV.161).

Sígnificantly, I.rlordsworth declares that hís nightmarish vísion

persisted for many years. His Fa1l, that ís, v/as recurrent, a part of

natural process. BuË recovery, too, seemed recurrent and equally an

aspecË of natural cycles, as \¡/e shall see. I^Iordsworth answers the

t'tauntstt of the ttscofferstt who would point to the excesses of the

Revolutíon and so condemn and contemn its principles:

I saw that it was neither these, nor aughË
Of wild be1íef engrafted on their names
By false philosophy, that caustd the woe
But that it was a reservoir of guilË
And ígnorance, fillrd up from age to age,
That could no longer hold its loathsome charge,
But burst and spread in deluge through the Land.

(x.433-39)

Even so slight an allusion to the biblícal story of the flood as rhis

suffices to bring the outcome of thaÈ story immediately to mind.
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wordsworth must intend that we thÍnk of the covenant, for a dozen

lines later \^7e come to the word "raínbor¿" (x..452). The poet recalls

that during the rrdisastrous time" he had vívid memories of the "glad

time when first I traversed France.tt ttAbove alltt he remembered passing

through the town of Robespierrers birth and seeing "an Arch . A

rainbov¡ made of garish ornamenrs, / Triumphal pomp for Liberty

confirm'd" (X.440-53). "I could almost," he admits,

Have quarrelrd with that blameless spectacle
For being yet an image in my mínd
To mock me under such a strange reverse.

(x.463-6s)

But he proceeds to narrate an event which augurs we1l, íf belatedly,

for the promise held forth by the Arras raínbor¿--the death of Robespierre.

Wordsworth hears the news of Robespierrers death while walking by

"a sma1l / And rocky Island" on whích

' a fragment stood
(Itself like a sea rock) of what had been
A Romish Chapel, where in ancient times
Masses were said at the hour which suíted those
hlho crosstd the Sands with ebb of morning tide.

. the great Sea meanwhile
trrlas at safe distance, far retired. I paused,
Unwilling to proceed.

(x.5ls-30)

The reference to the tide--a perfecË emblem for natural recurrence--is

in several respects significant. The ttfar-retiredtt sea recalls, most

immediately, and by way of contrast, the "loathsome deluge'r of the

Reign of Terror (X.438-9). üIith Robespierrers death those Flood r,/arers

begin to recede. Good follows evíl as ebb follows flow. The reader is

reminded, too, of the earlier passage in which the tide and "a11 things"
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have second birth (x.70-77). Again, the differences are meaningful.

There recurrence boded of the resurgence of evil and so was feared;

here the poet vrelcomes recurrence for íts promises of renewal and

restoration.

The scene in which l^Iordsr"rorth learns of Robespíerrers death is

noteworthy, too, for its resemblance to the Furness Abbey epísode of

Book II, a relationship which the poet shortly makes explicit (X.559-60).

The resemblance turns largely on the qualities of peace and seclusíon,

and on the presence of ruins. The reader will remember the role played

by just those things ín the establishment of the poetts inner refuge.

The present settíng discovers Inlordsworth re-confirmed in his belief

that the Revolution can effect a return of the Golden Age to the world,

as naËurally as day follows night:

tCome nor¡r ye golden timesr r

Said I, forth-breathíng on Ëhose open Sands
A Hymn of triumph, ras the morning comes
Out of the bosom of the night, come ye.

(x.s4L-44)

The reader can discern in these lines, and in the remainder of the

paragraph, the wisdom of accommodating evíl as natural process: if

evil is not, to adapt for Ëhe moment one of Hartmants terms, ttapocalyptícrtt

good can re-emerge. I^Iordsworth clearly fe1t, at this time, thaÈ

paradise could be recovered, and perhaps all the more securely noi¡ that

evil had assumed a distinct and predictable form:

Their madness is declared and visible,
Elsewhere will safety no\,¡ be sought, and Earth
March firmly towards righteousness and peace.
Then schemes I framed more calmly, when and how
The madding Factions might be tranquillised,
And, though through hardships inanifold and long,
The mighty renovation would proceed.

(x. ss0-s6)
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I prefaced this section by noting that Wordsworth complicates the

presentatíon of . his fall with a good deal of backtracking. To an

extent he must be motivated in this complication by the desire to

represent his state of mind as accurately as possíble; to simplify

overmuch would be to presenE a false pícture. one could argue, in

fact, that the very confusion in Book x captures perfectly a fa11

whích, in Abramsrs description, entails "the cumulatíve fragmentation

and confllct of once Íntegral e1ements."21

Book X ís not wíthout. its structural pâtterns, however. It falls

broadly into the two halves which later became Books X and XI (X.1-556;

567ff). These two movements parallel each other insignificanË ways,

offering a double view of I¡Iordsworth's fall; more precisely, the focus

is first on one stage or aspect of the fall and then on the second.

tr^ie have remarked the first stage of the crisis already: in a nightmare,

Ifordsworth, plagued by private misgivíngs, vainly defend.s Mankind in

an unjust court (x.370-80). That I'unjust Tribunal" finds a parallel

image at the second stage of the poetrs crisis when, having turned to

abstract reason to bolster and justify his trust in the Revolutionrs

principles, I^Iordsworthrs heart groÌ/üs ttconfounded more and more, /

Misguided and misguidíng." "Thus I faredr" recalls the poet,

Dragging all passions, notions, shapes of faith,
Like culprits to the bar, suspiciously
Calling the mind to establish in plain day
Her titles and her honours, no\¡r believing,
Now disbelieving, endlessly perplexrd
I{ith impulse, motive, right and wrong, the ground
Of moral obligation, what the rule
And what the sanction, Líll, demanding proof,
And seeking it in everything, I lost
All feeling of conviction, and, ín fine,
Sick, wearÍed out r¡ith contrarieties,
Yielded up moral questions in despair.

(x. BB7-900)
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This second and graver aspect of inlordsr¿orthrs fa11 follows ínevitably

from the first stage. Once the knor¿ledge of evíl penetrated the poetrs

inner refuge and 1ed to the feelíngs of treachery and desertion, 'ta

v¡ay LTas opened" as the poet acknowledges, "for mistakes / And false

conclusions of the intellect" (X.765-66).

But. the tv¡o stages of the crisis fo11ow quíte different courses.

I.rIe have traced the accommodation of evíl as natural process in the

first stage and observed how this allows for recurrent recovery.

I,Iordsworth later implies that that process can go only so far, or, aÈ

leasÈ, that it sufficed for him only to a certain extent. Resurgent

hope and renewed prospects of the return of the Golden Age accompaníed

Robespierrers death (X. 535-66;777-79); "But,'r I,Iordsworth resumes,

when events
Brought less encouragement, and unto these
The írnmediate proof of principles no more
Could be entrusted,

could rhrough *r,;u;,;riiÍriËÎltÏTill", *,.,,.n
No longer ¡rr"tify tt*ryn
Of inward consciousness, and hope that laid
Its hand upon its object, evidence
Safer, of universal application, such
As could not be impeachrd, was sought elsewhere.

(x.779_99)
h\ (¡.ÞhdSì5

The forensic language here both looks back to the níghtmarish "unjust

Tribunaltr and anticipates the ttbartt and ttculpritsrr to come. Further

to this midrvay aspect, the passage finds the poet no longer the unjusË

Tribunalrs impassioned defender of Mankind, nor yet wholly the zealous

Judge "dragging a1l passions, notions, shapes of faith / rta-e culprits

to the bar." These lines also mark the professed limitations of

accommodating evil as natural process since, as the poet admits,
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trsentiments / Could through my understandingrs natural growth / No

longer justify themselves.rt This fact gains measurably ín importance

when the poet subsequently links the judgmental posture which contributed

to his fa11 expressly to a "heart which had been turnrd aside / Frorn

nature by external accídents" (X.885-86).

Insofar as the second stage of the poetrs crisis involves turning

aside from the principles of natural process ivhich had seemed to

accommodate evfl, iË ís appropriate that the subsequent recovery

requires the intervention of more than natural forces. l{ordsworth

gíves thanks first to the ministrations of coleridge and Dorothy.

Only "1astly" does the poet acknor^rledge the participation of "Nature's

self , by human Love / Assistedr' (X.90.1-ZL).

Perhaps to illustrate the permanence of his recovery from the

second stage of his crisís, trrÏordsworth offers the reader a contemporary

example of the persistently recurrent nature of evi1. He speaks

indignantly of Francers return to monarchy, of the rtcatastrophertt

when finally, to close
And rivet up the gains of France, a Pope
Is summontd in to crovm an Emperor;
This last opprobrium, when \^re see the dog
Returning to his vomit, when the sun
That rose in splendour, \.ùas alive, and moved
In exultatíon among living clouds
Hath put his function and his glory off,
And, turned into a ger/,/ga\¡r, a machine,
Sets like an opera phantom.

(x. e30-40)

The repugnance of these images of recurrence--the vileness of the first,

the contemptibility of the second--on1y points up the assuredness and

strength of the poeËrs recovery. rn spíte of the existence of such

evilness, "strength and knowledge full of peace" uphold him'tat this
day" (x.925-29) .
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Book X concludes ¡^¡ith an address to Coleridge which further

underscores, in several ways, the nature of trrlordsworthrs recovery.

To begin with, not since Book VI has a book ended with a sustained

address to Coleridge. And there llordsworth spoke to hím of his

youthful belíef in the imminence of secular redemption:

Oh! MosE beloved Friend, a gloríous time
A happy time that was; tríumphant looks
I^Iere then the common language of all eyes:

and delight
I,üas in all places spread around my steps
As constant as the grass upon the fields.

(vr. 6Br-70s)

Now, I^Iordsworth chooses to focus on the role of the human mínd in

creating paradise. He bemoans the hopelessly fallen J,gtate of Sicily,

Colerid.gets present residence, but takes comfort ín the thought that

indignation works where hope is not,
And thou, O Friend! wilt be refreshtd.

. and Tíme
And Nature shall before thee spread in store
Imperishable thoughts, the Place itself
Be conscious of thy presence, and the dull
Sirocco air of its degeneracy
Turn as thou movrst into a healthful breeze
To cherl-sh and ínvigorate thy frame.

(x.966-76)

Coleridge himself must create his own sanctuary in a "Land / Strew'd

with the wreck of loftiest years" (X.959-60). To adapt a phrase from

a later book (XI.333-34), Coleridge must gíve from himself íf he is to

receive 'rmotÍons strong and sanatívetr (X.977). Talk of strength and

health of splrit takes the reader back to Book II and the only other

closing apostrophe to Coleridge prior to Book X. There, Ëhe "quíet of

a healthful mind" (II.4B0) similarly meant inner refuge in a fallen
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rüorld--something l^Iordsworth believed himself then to possess. The

intervening books have testifíed to the collapse and recovery of thaË

inner Eden; but recovery that, as Abrams points out so well, ttis

represented as a 1evel higher than the initíal fnaenJ, in thar rhe

mature mind possesses povJers, together with an added range, depth,

and sensitivity of awareness, which are the products of the critical

experiences it has under gor"."22

As if to leave no doubt that his recovery involves a state of

mind and that Eden, or the Golden Age, can be only a construct of the

mind, I.nlordsworth, in the fínal lines of Book X, emphasizes the fictional

element of pastoralism. He adjures the "Gíant Woods / On Etna's sides"

to "wrap fColerídgeJ in your shades," and asks,

and thou, 0 flowery Vale
0f Enna! is there not some nook of thine,
From the first playtime of the infant earth
Kept sacred to restorative delight?

(x.1001-0s)

In response, a trvital promisett wafts from.a land that has known such

philosophers and poets as Empedocles, Archimedes, and, most importantly,

the great pastoral poet Theocritus. tr^lordsworth "loved / To dream of

Sicilytt as a boy; now he can ttsooËhe / the pensive momentstt and anxious

thoughts of his friend by thinking of Theocritus I tale of Comates and

of a "thousand fancied images." So cheered, he can envision Colerídge

standing

by pastoral Arethuse
06, if that fountain be indeed no more,
Then near some other Spring, which by the name
Thou gratulatest, willingly deceived,
Shalt linger as a gladsome Votary,
And noË a Captíve, pining for his home.

(x.1006-38)
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Such fancíed pastoral images and such r¿il1ing1y courted deception

stand in irnplicít contrast to the expectations that prevailed at the

heíght of revolutionary hopes when

the whole earth
The beauÈy nore of promíse .

. [andJ rhe inert
I^Iere rouzrd, and lívely natures rapt a\,ray:
They who had fed their childhood upon dreams.

. [and) schemers more míld

Were calltd upon to exercise theír ski1l
Not in Utopia, subterraneous Fields,
Or some secreted Island, Heaven knovrs where,
But in the very world which is the world
Of all of us, the place on which, in the end,
We find our happiness, or not at all.

(x.689-727)

Happiness still must be found in the r¿orld which is the world of all of

us; but as I said earlier, the poet no\4r recognizes Eden as a construct

of the mind and the mindts perception of the world.

v

In Book XI , I{ordsworth rrreturnsrtt 
"" Hartman notes, ttas if

compulsively, to a thírd mention of the crisis, no\,J followed by his

deepest retrograde movement in time, one that resurrects events from

the age of five and thirt."rr."23 Hartman is referring, of course, to

the two epísodes specifically called "spots of time" (XI.25B), whích

hold such prominence in the process of recovery.

The spots of tíme provide a source of "vivifying Vírtue" (XI.260)

because, paradoxically, they mark the loss of paradise. One of the

first Ëhings that strikes us as curious abouË the spots of time is Èhe
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disjunction betr¿een the episodes and the theoretical passage which

introduces them. The theoretical explanation of the efficacy of such

memories, with its talk of vivificatíon, nourishment, repair, and

enhanced pleasure (XI.260-68), in no \^7ay prepares the reader for the

dreariness--the darkness--in the poetry to follo¡¡. If, however, we

read the episodes as moments in which the poet experienced a fa11 from

a paradisiacal state of being, the darkness of the visions is accounted

for. If then r¡/e see the vívifying virtue of the memory of such

experiences as a function of the mature poetrs recognitíon that such

lost paradises v/ere, and can be, recovered, though in a transformed

state, the discrepancy between theory and illustratíon ís accounted for.

Each of the spots of time revolves around an encounter with the

fact of mortality: the five-year old l,Iordsworth meets wíth evÍdence of

a murder, the thirteen-year old must confronË the death of his father.

Knowledge of mortalíty betokens the loss of paradise, in raays discussed

at some length in Chapter II. Secondly, both spots of time ínvolve

movement away from and towards the boyts home respectively. The

equivalence of home (and its synonyms) and paradise, whích has been

dwelt upon already in some detaíl, thus makes the two epísodes

representative of, respectively, an excursion away from an original

paradise and an attempt to return to an Edenic state. Both movements

result in the loss of Eden since both bring the boy face to face with

death.

Certain aspects of Llordsworthts presentation of these chíldhood

memories favour my admittedly schematic rendering of the spots of time.

The obviously emblematíc qualities of the episodes, for instance, evoke

an atmosphere of almosË mythíc ritual.
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In the first spot of time, the boyrs pride and fear become

emblematic poles of Human Nature by virtue of the paralle1 between

"with proud hopes / I mounted, and we rode towards the hills" and

"through Íear f Dismounting, down the rough and stony l"Ioot / I 1ed my

Horse" (XI.281-82;286-88). Then, too, the boyrs loss of his Comrade

and Guide through an unexplained "mischance'r (XI.2B5) is not unexpected

in a story which sees a child moving through a landscape which offers

fewer and fewer vestiges of the human presence. Not even a human

skeleton remains to testífy to the violent deed; there is left only

the murdererts name, in itself testimony to hís absence, carved long

ago by an unknov¡n hand, and kept vÍsible by an abstract force,

'fsuperstitionrr (XT.297). Every individual's confrontation with the

fact of mortality occurs in as 1one1y a spot. Finally, the "Gírl who

bore a Pitcher on her head" (XI.306) is straighË from some timeless

realm; coming from nor¿here, going nowhere, she is merely there, forever

forcing her way against the blowing wínd. No other fígure in The Prelude

remains so unconnected to the world, and to the poet. "It is unthinkabler"

wrí.tes Jonathan I{ordsworth, "that she should befriend the chi1d, put her

piteher dom to give him a drink."24 She exists as an emblem--perhaps

of humaníty which must perpetually struggle in the postlapsarian world.

And the r¡orld in which the child finds hirnself when he reascends

frorn his encounter wíth death appears, by The Preluders standards,

markedly fallen. Denudation, isolation, and fragmentatíon are the

salient aspects. The "bare Common" (XI.303), "naked pool" (XI.304;313),

and the "Beacon on the lone1y Eminence" (Xt.314) are, to adapt rvords

from the Blest Babe passage, "detachtd / And loth to coalescetr

(TT.249-50). Moreover, the five-year old child does not show the Blest
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Babef s 'teagerþess) to combine / tn one appearance, all

And parts of the same objectrr (fi.247-49). Rather, his

turn and discretely, upon pool, beacon, and gir1.

the

eye

elements /

fÍxes, ín

The second spot of time is as ríchly suggestive as the first,

and again emblemaËic overtones are sËrong, if elusive. The boy

fittingly awaits his fatherrs horses at a crossroads. Thirteen years

o1d, he verges on the privileges and responsibilítíes of young manhood.

Yet feverishly, impatiently, he wishes to return to hís home, the place

of his childhood. The choice of which road to take is made for him:

returned home, he is now formally and unfamiliarly "A dweller in my

Fatherts House" (XI.366). The death of his father makes ímpossible, of

courser ârY return to childhoodrs Edenic innocence. The lines which

relate the father?s death seem to record not only his buríal, but the

burial of childhood innocence as well: "he died, / And T and my t\^ro

Brothers, orphans then, / Followed hís Body to the Grave" (xf.366-68).

Perhaps nowhere else in The Prelude is I^iordsworth quíte so obscure

as he is with respect to those t'desires'r which the adolescent believes

God to be correcting (xr.375). As several commentators observe, the

punishment meted out, the death of the father, is excessive, to say

the 1east, if the desires are simply and straightforwardly the boyts

wísh to go home for the hotidays.25 In consequence, various interpretati-oirs

of what those desires really, that is to say unconsciously, involve have

been put forward. Not surprisíngly, for example, the theory of the

Oedipus complex has been offered in explan utíon.26 And indeed the poetry

invites speculation of this sort. Syntactically, for ínstance, the boyrs

return to his home seems to cause the fatherrs death: ttere r had been

ten days / A dweller in my Father's House, he died" (XI.365-66).
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But on another level, it is possíble to see something more generic

at work in the second spot of time. The reader can discern, albeít

just faintly, a certain emblematíc signifícance ín the configuration

of boy, sheep, and harvthorn upon the tthíghest summit.rt Iniordsworth is

quite precise in his descríption of waíting for the horses:

t tr¡as a day
Stormy, and rough, and wild, and on the grass
I sate, half-sheltertd by a naked wa1l;
Upon my right hand was a single sheep,
A whistling hawthorn on my left, and there,
I^Iith those companíons at my side, I watchtd.

(xr. 3s5-61)

The 1850 version, even more interestingly for our purposes, reads:

"upon my ríght hand couched. a single sheep, / upon my left a bl-asted

hawthorn stood" (xrr.300-01; rny emphasis). The passage reminds us of

r.rhat Lrlordsworth singles out several times in this book alone as

contributing in large measure to hís fall--a love of sitting in

Judgment (xr.165;12r-37;238). I^Ie remember, a1-so, Book xrs presentation

of the second stage of the poet t s fal1 as a tribunal to whích the poet

dragged all passions and ídeas as if they were culpríts (x.BB7-900).

Now, in the second spot of time, r¿e discover the adolescent I^Iordsworth

in a wi1d, apocalyptic landscape, assuming the posture of the God of

Judgment, with the blessed on his right hand and the damned on his

1eft. such Títanic, if unacknowledged, pride in self, and such

presumption, which are not unusual in an adolescent boy bordering on

manhood, testify to "desires" for the independence and privileges of

adulthood. when, upon the death of his father, the boy suddenry must

assume some of the responsibilities of adulthood, the event might indeed

aPpear as a direct chastisement of wrong desires. But to return to the
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broader patterns of sígnífícance, we fínd in the second spot of time

("s, in fact, in the first) a version of the proverbial wisdom, "Pride

goes before destruction, and a haughty spirít before a fa71." Since

the pride emblematized in the epísode is specifically príde in the

capaciËy to judge of good and evil, T¡¡e are back to the idea of the

loss of paradíse. Manrs knowledge of good and evil was purchased,

after all, by the loss of Eden.

Both spots of time, then, mark a fal-l from paradise. It is, as

I stated at the outset, the mature poetrs recognitíon that paradise

can be recovered whích makes these memories a source of nouríshmenË

and invisible repair to a mind

depress I d
false opinion and contentious thought,
aught of heavier and more deadly weíght
trivial occupatíons, and the round
ordinary intercourse.

(xr. 260-6s)

That, surely, constitutes the maín poinË of the recollection of young

love interposed between the two spots of time. Havlng rehearsed for a

second time the features of r¿hat has become a fallen Penrith landscape,

the poet turns, at the end of the first spot of time, to a memory from

a later time in his life:

trrlhen, in a blessed season
I{ith those t\^io dear Ones, to my heart so dear,
Lrhen in the blessed time of early 1ove,
Long aften¡ards, I roamrd abouË
In daily presence of this very scene,
Upon the naked pool and dreary crags,
And on the melancholy Beacon, fell
The spirit of pleasure and youthrs golden gleam

(xr. 316-23;

By
Or
In
of
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The five-year oldts "vísionary dreariness" (XI.3fl) becomes youthrs

"golden gleamr" a fallen landscape becomes Edenic. Interposed as it is

between the two spots of tíme, the remembrance of young love not only

reflects upon the first spot of time in the r,,zay I have suggested, buË

it also functions as proleptic reassurance, ín antícipation of the second

spotrs depictíon of the loss of Eden. The memory of young love is

especially qualified to fulfill this latter function sínce the experience

of the golden gleam biographically postdates the death of tr{ordsworthrs

father. If, as the memory of youthful love suggests, paradise can be

easily and símply recovered, or recreated, by virtue of a perception

coloured by feelings of love, then the mind truly is "1ord and masteï"

and "outward sense / ts but the obedient servant of her will, as

Wordsworth claims (XI.27L-73). And thus Book XI, wíth its third

recounting of fall and recovery, underscores still more firmly than did

the conclusion of Book X that Eden is nothing more--and nothing less--

than a construct of the human mind.

vi

With the spots of time, I^Iordsworth comes nearest to a private myth

of fall and recovery. An evocative combínatíon of particularized,

personal hístory and emblematic patterns, the spots of time give us a

typícal1y L{ordsworthian--that is, naturalistic and psychological--

re-working of the idea of the Fortunate Fall, complete with overtones of

transgression and consequent guilt. The theme of paradíse lost and

regained in The Prelude culminates in the spots of time passage;

subsequenÈ books treaË the resË of the poet I s history from the vantage

point of restoration, as Abramst discussíon of the later books 
"r.rgg."t=.27
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I,Iordsworth does reserve for the final book, however, yet another spot

of time, Ëhe Snowdon episode, which in several ways clirnactically

re-affirms his belief that the mínd constructs Eden. Wordsworthfs

vision upon Mount Snowdon (XIII.1-65) offers sígnificant para11els to

Book IIrs Blest Babe passage, one of The Preludets earlíest and most

substantíal delineations of an Edeníc state of being. Both the Snowdon

and the Blest Babe passages image a mind r¿hich creates, in addition to

perceivíng. In both passages Wordsworth presents the "spirít" ín which

tthigher mindstt send abroad tttransformationstt and ttfor themselves createrl

an existence (XIII.90-95). Abrarns also remarks this parallel between

the Ëwo passages while pointing out thaË

An essential alteration, however, is that the
mature poetic mind, whose infant perception had
been a state of undifferentiated consciousness,
has acquired self-consciousness, and is able Ëo
sustain the sense of its ovrn identity as an
individuation-in-uníson with the objects it
perceives. 28

The self-conscious mind, the mind aware of its ovm transformational

por\ier, knows that Eden exists as an inner state.

Lrhile the Snowdon epísode magnificently reiterates l{ordsworthrs

trust in the pouler of the mind to create a paradise, affirmation here

is not parÈ of a pattern of fall and recovery. As I noted, the theme

of paradise lost and regained essentially concludes with Book XIrs

spots of time. This fínal and almosL mythic presentation of fall and

recovery is, like all myth, ideal and extreme; Inlordsworth does not

imply that paradíse can be always or ordinarily easily and simply

recovered. Nor does my schematic renderÍ-ng of the spots of time

account entirely for the process of recovery as represented by the poet.
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Wordsworth himself stresses the importance of feeling, of strong

emotion. He refers to the t\,ro spots of time as "affectíng incidents"

(XI.344). Of the super-imposítíon of the experience of youthful love

upon the Penrith landscape r¿hich years earlíer reflected the five year

old childts terror he wrítes:

Upon the naked pool and dreary crags,
And on the melancholy Beacon, fel1
The spirit of pleasure and youthrs golden gleam;
And thínk ye not with radíance more dívíne
From those remembrances, and from the povüer
They left behind? So fe@
Of feeling, attd di.rffi
Attends us, if but once r¿e have been strong.

(XI.321-38; ny emphasis)

The "power" left behind by the earlier experience of "vísíonary

dreariness" (XI.311) is the ability to feel strongly. Or to put it

another way, the soul of the young man, "remembering how it felt, but

what it felt remembering not, has retaíned the power of a sense of

possible sublimíty."29 Such retention attests to continuiËy between

present and pasË selves, and in that sense of continuity lies one

source of the "vivifying Vírtue" (XI.260) which nourishes and invisibly

repairs a fallen, fragmented self (XI.265).

Inlordsworth chooses also to emphasize explicitly the Ímportance to

recovery of knowing, or feeling, 'rthat the mind / rs lord and master,

and that outward sense / rs but the obedient servant of her wil1"

(XT.27L-73). One result of the poet's fall \¡/as a disorder among the

faculties, in which the eye wielded tyrannical power over the mind:

The state to whích I now allude \¡/as one
In r¿hich the eye was master of the heart,
When that which is in every stage of life
The most despotic of our senses gainrd
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Such strength ín me as often held rny mind
In absolute dominíon.

(xr.171-76)

The spots of time nourish the mínd and repair such disorder , for, ín

Abrarnst words, they "testífy to earlíer perceptual experiences in which

the present master-servant relation between the physical senses and the

mind had been rever".d."30 I^Ie recognize the mind as master, for

example, when the poet says of the Penrith landscape that, though it

rras an ordinary sight, he "should need / Colours and words that are

unknown to man / To paint the visionary drearíness" which invested the

moor and íts fearures (XI.308-16).

To conclude this discussíon of the spots of tíme I shall consider

the schematlc and emblematic qualities of the episodes in the larger

context of The Prelude as a whole. Insofar as the two episodes

represent, respectively, an excursíon away from an original paradise

and an attempt to return to an original Edenic state, they partícipate

in a centrífugal-centripetal rhythm which functíons as a structural

prínciple throughout The Prelude. For example, several of those

episodes whlch are spots of time without being so called find the

protagonist travelling either towards or ar,/ay from a home. Such a

rhythm, moreover, informs certain pairs of books: the poet leaves

home for Cambrídge in Book III and returns to his home ín Book IV;

Prelude VI chronicles an excursion to the Alps while Book VII fínds the

poet back home in England. Books I and II similarly constitute a pair.

The episodes of the first book repeatedly describe the chíldrs movement

away from his horne, while the adolescent episodes of the second book

reflect, in ways díscussed at length earlier, the boyrs desire to abide

l-n a home.
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In Book I a telling relatíonship holds between the very first of

the childhood memories to be narrated and subsequent episodes. I,Iord.sworËh

first remembers how, as a five-year old chi1d, he

cours t d
Over the sandy fíelds, leaping through groves
Of yellow grunsel, or when crag and hí11,
The woods, and distant Skiddar¿rs lofty height,
Ifere bronztd with a deep radiance, stood alone
Beneath the sky, as if I had been born
on Tndi^n Plains,@ h.rt
Had run abroad ín wantonness, to sport,
A naked Savage, in Ëhe thunder shower.

(I.296-304i 
^y emphasís)

The child, here presented only figuratively as a savage running abroad,

becomes rather more literally a savage roaming far from home in the next

episode. I^Iordsworth recalls when, "transplanted" from his birthplace

to another ttbeloved Valertt

t trnras my j oy
To wander half the níght among the Cliffs
And the smooth Hollows, where the woodcocks ran
Along the open turf. In thought and wish
ThaÈ time, my shoulder all with springes hung,
I was a fell destroyer. 0n the heights
Scudding away from snare to snare, I plied
My anxious visitation, hurrying on,
Still hurryíng, hurrying onward.

( r . 30s-21)

The nine-year old savage who actually runs abroad in wantonness feels

an anxiety unknown to the fíve-year old who was just figuratively a

savage. hle can account for both the anxíety and the literalness of

the second episode by observing, as Richard Onorato does, that betr¡een

the time of the first recorded episode and the time of the second

I^Iordsworth lost his mother and his first home. of the nine-year o1d

boy Onorato writes:
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The self is . not merely a transplanted
thing, but one unconscíous1y aware of a
lost home, strangely pleased in the activíties
by whích iË maintains itself, yeË troubled
in íts pleasrrres.3l

To speak more sPecifically in terms of the present discussion, the boy

is unconsciously avüare of the loss of that Edenic state of being which

the poet later images as the Blest Babe at home within the círcle of

his Motherrs arms. The death of his mother results ín the expulsion

of the child I,Iordsworth f rom Eden ínto a r¿ilderness. This reading of

the episode gains added support from the boyrs commission of a wrongful

act--a crime of passion over reason--and hís consequent fear of

punishment:

Sometimes it befel
In these night-wanderíngs, that a strong desire
Orerpowertd *y better reason, and the bird
WhÍch Tras the capti-ve of anotherts toils
Became my prey; and, when the deed was done
I heard among the solitary hills
Low breathings coming after me.

(r.324_30)

The rnotif of wrong-doing and punishment re-appears in the next

two episodes, which find the boy, still quíte literally a savage of

sorts, plundering bird nests (r.333-50) and stealing a shepherdrs

boat (r.372-427). rn the former episode, the ídea of mother and home

fígures strongly, and in a curious way:

when the Vales
And woods \¡/ere r{arn, fI wasJ a plund.erer then
In the high places, on the loneso*e p.ak"-
I{hererer, among the mountains and the winds,
The Mother Bírd had built her lodge.

(I.335-39; my emphasis)
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Such t¡ílfu1 violation of a home fashioned and maintained by a "Mother"

suggests a childrs retaliation against the rnother who cast him out of

his first, Edenic home by dying.

We can see, Ëhen, that on one 1eve1 the chíldhood episodes narrated

in Prelude r have to do wíth the loss of, or expulsion from, an Eden

rePresented as an actual home presided over by the physical presence of

a mother. Book II, as \Á/e have already seen, explores what may be done

in the face of such a loss and suggests that one must possess an

inviolable inner refuge--a paradíse within. Books I and II thus present

a pattern repeated in the poetrs experience of hope and then disíllusion-

ment in the French Revolution. Wordsworth's initial commitment to

revolutionary principles ínvolved his belief that the French Revolutíon

heralded the imminent return of a literal Golden Age. But just as the

death of his mother entaíled the loss of an actual Eden, so too díd the

shattering of revolutionary hopes preclude the possibility of a literal

Eden. Forced to acknowledge that his tímes would not r¿itness the return

of the Golden Age, Lrlordsworth turned hís focus from the eståblishment of

a second earthly paradise once again to the creation of a paradise within.

It is particularly fitting, in light of the parallel just remarked,

that the two "spots of time'r should play so pre-eminent a role in the

recovery which teaches thaÈ Eden is nothing more or less than a consLruct

of the rnind. For the 'tspots of timettr¡/ere composed at the same time as

the childhood and adolescent episodes of Books r and rr, and, in fact,

were originally incorporated with those episodes ín an early tr^ro part

version of The Prelude. One cornmentator complaíns of the removal of

the spots of time, in 1805, to the eleventh book, saying that the shift

occurs "ruíth no particular appropriateness."32 Quite Èo the contrary,
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hor¿evero removal to the eleventh book ís both appropríate and

purposive. Because of their affinity to the poetry of the first book

of The Prelude, the spots of time bríng to mind vividly those earlier

representations of the loss of an Eden which existed actually--literal1y--

as home. ThaË the poet chooses to evoke again, and for a final tíme,

memories of the loss of that actual Eden points to the comprehensiveness

of hís recognition that paradíse ultimately has no physical location.

Only now, that is, in hís recovery from the fal1 precipítated by the

Revolutionrs faí1ure to restore a literal Eden, can the poet look back

upon childhood experiences of loss and discover in them the first

shadowy outlines of the truth which stands fully revealed to the

mature poet--the knowledge that Eden can be restored only as a construcË

of the mind.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE LATER LYRICS: FROM LEECH_GATHERER TO CASTLE

Wordsworthrs belief that paradise exists as a construct of the

mind finds expression again, in stronger and more firmly established

forms, in four of his major lyrics subsequent to Lyrical Ballads.

Three of these, "Resolution and Independenceril the Tntimations Ode,

and "Elegiac Stanzas, Suggested by a Picture of Peele Castle in a

Storm, Painted by Sir George Beaumontrttturn directly on a personal

loss or fall of some sort, while "Ode to Duty" presupposes the Christían

idea of the Fall. In each of the poems recovery becomes a matter

strictly of and for the mind., achieved. independently of nature and

natural processes of renewal. Such independence offers the possibility

of permanence of recovery, and there emerges in the poetry a strong

desire for permanence and stability in the mídst of f1ux. The poeÈrs

wish for permanence and stability modulates readily into a tendency to

fortify and protect his inner self from both external and ínternal flux,

as ttode to Dutytt and ttPeele Castlert particularly demonstrate. The

tendency to fortify the self leads to an inward state of recovery, a

ttparadisertr which resembles an impenetrable fortress more than an Eden.

Certain changes in poetic practice accolnpany I^Iordsworthrs trust

that the mind constructs a paradise and effects recovery; changes

r+hich are discernible when, for instance, the later lyrics are compared

with the poems from the start of the 1798-1807 decade, or r,¡iËh
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The Prelude. For one thing, the poetry grov¡s íncreasingly prospective.

And while retrospective movement does not cease entirely, it becomes

less a movement into the poet.rs personal past, and more an exploration

of Mants state of childhood. Finally, as the poetry becomes both more

prospective and more generaLízed, there is a marked increase in conscious

symbol-making.

The four lyrícs reveal, as well, adjustments and re-adjustments

ín the poeËrs relationship to nature. In both "Resolution and

Independencerr and the Intimatíons Ode, for example, nature plays

virtually no role i-n the process of recovery, as compared to its

role in an earlíer poem such as ttTintern Abbey.tt However, the

conclusion of the Intimations Ode involves a structural return to the

poemts opening landscape, while the conclusion of ttResolution and

Independencett sees no such return. The structural distinction reflects

an adjustment in the poeËrs relationship to nature. The disinterest,

evinced in the one poem, in a nature which no longer plays a part in

recovery is supplanted, in the Ode, by interest in, even gratitude

towards, a nature which was formerly vitally important to the poet.

In contrast to both of these poems, "Peele Castleil finds the poet

almost formally renouncing nature. ttode to Dutyrt stands apart from

the other three lyrics in that it does not involve the poet ín any

reldtionship with nature; nature does not enter this poem.

l-

ttResolution and Independencett begins with a moment of renewal

following a storm, and ends with a restoratíon within the poet following

an inner sLorm of "fears and fancíes . and blind thoughtsrr (27-28)"
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Hartman correctly observes that in tteach case restoration is the

opposite of cataclysmic.t' But hís assertion that "the Leech-gatherer

comes to save I^Iordsworth from dejection as gently and surely as that

opening storm passes into a beautiful da¡nm" is not quite to the point.l

The poem has little to do with the question of whether restoration

occurs gently or not; it has almost everything to do with the question

of the relative permanence or ímpermanence of restoration. In Alan

Grobts words, ttResolution and Independencett speaks of tfneeds that

require for satisfaction not the consciousness of renewal but the

promise of perman.rr."."2 Of the three recountings of fall and recovery

offered in Books X and XI of The Prelude the first, it will be

remembered, turns on the consciousness of rener¿al while the permanence

of recovery fígures strongly ín the second and third. The parallel

movements in ttResolutíon and Tndependencertt from natural storm to

renewal and from inner storm to restoration, weigh the merits of a

renewal that is naturers gift against those of a renewal thaË need not

waÍt upon nature. The poem comes dovm strongly on the side of the

latter. To be renewed índependently of nature is to be released,

according to the logic of the poem, from an endless cycle of loss and

renewal.

The metaphor of the Flood loosely organizes each of the poemr s

two broad movements of storm and renewal. The underlyíng metaphor

works in trvo quite different, if not opposing, \ùays. The poem opens

with an admittedly slight allusion to the Flood: 'tThere r.ras a roaring

in the wind all night; / fhe rain came heavily and fell in floods"

(l-2); but the remainder of the poem justifies our finding the allusion

here. Plenitude and vitalíty characterize the renewal r,¡hich follows
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upon storm and floods:

But now the sun is rising calm and bright;
The birds are singing in Ëhe dístant woods;
Over his own sweet voice the Stock-dove broods;
The Jay makes ans\rer as the Magpie chatters;
And all the air is filled with pleasant noise of waters.

(3-7)

The assurance ís of conLinuity in the wake of potentially destructive

floods. In fact, not only does this world seem unthreatened by

possible destruction; it also seems Edeníc, made in the Ímage of the

pristine world which evolved from the brooding of the Dove of the

Holy Spirit. "The sky rejoices' in the "birth" of a "morning" r¿hich

díscovers a ne\¡7 freshness in the grass "bright with rain-drops" (9-10).

More like gems than mere \,rater drops, the rain-drops become a

"glítteringrr mist which haloes innocently playful creatures (11-14).

Such qualities stand in striking contrast to the characteristics

of the same landscape in íts subsequent role of revealing the figure

of the Leech-gatherer. A "lonely placer" wíth "a pool bare to the

eye of heaven" (52-54), the world now seems to have been all but

destroyed by Flood \,raters. Plenitude and vitality are not here; one

could expect to find only the most vestigial of lífe forms--a scarcely

lì.ving sea-beast, for instance, or a man so old, so decrepit, that he

is "a kind of fossil or relict . of the f1ood."3 Survíval, not

re-creation, strikes the keynote in thís post-diluvian world.

These drastic changes in the landscape come about directly as the

resulÈ of the poet I s experience of an ínner storm, the onset of r¿hich

is as sudden as it is fortuitous:

But, as it sometimes chanceLh, from the might
0f joy in minds thaË can no further Bor
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As high as \^re have mounted ín delight
In our dejectíon do r¿e sink as low;
To me that morning dtd it happen so;
And fears and fancies thick upon me came;
Dim sadness - and blind thoughts, I knew not,

nor could name.

(22-28)

As the subjective correlative of the natural storm of the opening 1ines,

the mental storm repeats that initial storm and thereby implicates the

moment of morning renewal in a perpetual cycle of loss and recovery.

As well, the mental storm measures the dístance between man, who is

capable both of remembering the past and anticipating the future, and

naturers blissful creatures who exist unself-conscíously. The rrpleasant

season" may "employtt l^lordsworth's heart temporarily (19), but ít can in

no vüay engage his whole being as utterly as ít does that of the hare

"running races in her mírth" (11). The second and thírd references to

the hare te11 why. The poet moves from the immediacy of "the hare is

running races in her mirth'r to the distance implícít in the use of the

past tense, ttl saw the harertt to the even greater distance of the self-

reflective, "I bethought me of the playful hare" (11;16;30).

consciousness and thought prevenË the poet from existing solely, like

the hare, in and for the joyful moment of renewal after storm. Even

if the morning recovery unburdens the poet of ttold remembrances

And all the ways of men, so vain and melancholy" (L9-2O), he cannot

rest with present joy becuase he can anticipate the future: "But

there may come another day to me - / Solítude, pain of heart, distress,

and poverty" (34-35).

The poetrs fears and anxieties are of two distínct, though not

unrelated, types, having to do r¿íth his lífers physical and emotíonal

economies respectively. Tn hís thirty-second year, about to assume
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the responsibilitíes of a household, the poet confesses that

My whole lífe I have lived in pleasant thought,
As if lifets business where a sunmer mood;
As if all needful thíngs would come unsought
To genial faíth, stíll rich in genial good;

and asks hor¿ he can realistically or morally

expect that others should
Build for him, sow for him, and at his call
Love him, who for himself wí11_ take no heed at aLI?

(36-42)

The Leech-gatherer, who to all appearances has suffered the distress

and poverty of Wordsworthrs proleptic fears, but in whose "yet-vivid

eyesil the spark of genial spiríts remains unextínguished, speaks

obviously and directly to this aspect of I^Iordsworthrs anxiety:

He to1d, that to these waters he had come
To gather leeches, beíng old and poor:
Employment hazardous and wearisome !

And he had many hardships to endure:
From pond to pond he roamed, from moor to moor;
Housing, wíth Godrs good help, by choice or chance;
And in this r,ray he gained an honest maintenance.

(99-los)

The o1d Leech-gathererrs independence and hís resolution in the face

of a less than generous nature- rt fthe leeches] have dwindled long by

slow decay; / yet stil1 I persevere, and find them where I may"

(725-26)--constitute one layer of meaning ín the poemts tit1e. In

more than the líteral sense of the line, and as a kind of emblem of

the title, the Leech-gatherer "fprops himselfJ límbs, body, and pale

face" (Zf¡.

The sudden, admonitory appearance of the old man on the moor also

speaks, though in a far more oblique rùay, Èo the second aspecË of
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I,trordsworthrs fears, his corrcerns about the emotional life of a poet.

Lrlordsworth makes the fírst expllcit reference to this special worry

in the seventh atanzaz I'I^Ie Poets in our youth begín in gladness; /

But thereof come in the end despondency and madness" (48-49). BuË,

in some way, anxíety about his role and destiny as a poet has been

hovering about the poem from the start. To the extent thaË the Poet

is a speaker of words--a voice--the storm with r¿hich the poem opens

seems somehow to threaten poetíc voice specifically: ttThere \¡7as a

roaring in the wínd all night" (1). The roaring which fills the

landscape leaves 1ittle room for human or poetic voice.

Commentators frequently remark upon the narratorrs absence from

the scene in the poem's first t\,ro stanzas, though customaríly they

observe that the rrI'r is "invisíb1e at fírst, heard but not r."r."4

In one very obvious \,¡ay this is true, of course, for the poetts voice

describes the scene. Yet, no less obviously, what we hear in the

first stanza, after the roaríng subsides, are the voices of nature

and her blissful creaLures:

The birds are singíng in the dístant woods;
Over hís orrn s\^reet voice the Stock-dove broods;
The Jay makes ans\,,rer as the Magpie chatters;
And all the air is filled with pleasant noise of r¿aters.

(4_7)

such llght and easy personificatíons strike us as more the work of

Fancy than of Imagínation, in terms of I^Iordsworthts distinction

between the two faculties.5 One critic, who similarly draws attention

to jusÈ this quality in the verse of the opening stanza, considers it

"in tune with the poetrs joy in nature."6 If this is the case, the

poet.fs Joy in nature must be of an extraordinarily unself-conscious
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kind, insofar as iL can receive full expression solely in the songs

and voices of the birds. Hartman, alternatívely, finds evidence in
ttthe repeatedly end-stopped . linestt that trl^Iordsworth cannot

entírely liberate hírnself from the fear of reversal even in the moment

of recollection fof the morning renewafl." After all, "in the original

incident the poetrs extreme joy was followed by a reversal."7 If this

is the case, as seems more likely , the poetrs relíance on the faculty

of fancy betokens his separation from joyful nature, his inability to

participate fu1ly in the morningrs renewal. As further evidence that

the poet does not join whole-heartedly in the natural renewal, ít can

be observed that the birds sing and speak only amongst themselves:

the dove broods ttover his own sr¡reet voicett and the Jay ttmakes ansrrerrt

to the chatËer of the Magpie. The poet, so to speak, is excluded from

the conversation.

No matter which of these two readings one accepts, poetic voice

is in some respect absent ín the poemts opening lines. For, on the

one hand' too immediate an involvement in the external world silences

poetic voice which emerges only when there exists a gap to be bridged

between the self and the world. On the other hand, an unbridged rift

between the self and exÈernal nature líke¡¡ise signals the absence of

poetic voice whose function it is to fashíon a bridge. In a readily

díscernible way, the poetrs experíence of ínner storm involves the

fear of losing poetic voice: from both "despondency and madness" (49)

must come silence. Because I,Iordsworth believes the Poet to be a man

o
speakíng to menr'h" could not consider either self-lament or raving

as entailing poetic voice. I^Ie have seen already, in the first book

of The Prelude, how despondency can subvert poetic enterprise. On the
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other hand, the utterances of madness ultimately remain incommunícable

to other men.

Itiith the Leech-gathererts appeararrce upon the moor a ner^r quality

enters the verse. The poet is taken out of hímself, as ít \^/ere, rescued

from the seventh stanzars dríft towards solipsism. The reader senses

that the Leech-gatherer engages the poetts mínd: beginning at stanza

nine, the rhythm of the poem slows perceptibly as tr^Iordsworth wonderingly

approaches the figure of the old man by way of an extended simile

(57-64). I,rlordsworth himself singled out thís passage as the work of
IImagínatíon;- on this level, it should be contrasted to the poemts

opening stanzas in their dependence upon Fancy. Inlhere there is poetry

that is distinctly the creation of the Imagination, there is poetic

voice.

The encounter with the Leech-gatherer has further bearing on the

whole question of poetíc voice, and in a \47ay that seems to have gone

unremarked. A great many of the lines devoted to the old man centre on

his speech--the qualitíes of his speech, the nature of his utterance,

and, indeed, the very fact thaË he speaks. Ilordsworth introduces

hinself to the Leech-gatherer with words thaË take us back Lo the

renewal imaged at the start of the poem: "'Thís morning gives us

promise of a glorious day"' (84). His description of the response,

"A gentle aris\¡/er did the old man make" (85) , echoes a phrase from the

openíng stanza, "The Jay makes answer" (6), and so establishes voice

as an important link between Èhe morning renewal and the restoration

effected by the Leech-gatherer. The echo strengthens, too, the idea

that the voices, and hence the renerval, of the opening stanza are

somehol¡/ inadequate, that, for example, the ttansr,¡ertt of the Jay cannot

suffíce.
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Wordsworth describes the Leech-gathererrs t'courteous speechtt

which, although drav¡-n forth "slowly" and "feebly, from a feeble

chestrtt í" dressed ín ttloft.y utterancett and characterízed by ttchoice

word and measured phrase.tt His is trstately speeehrtt t'above the reach /

Of ordinary men" (86-96). I,iordsworth stresses the qualities of Ëhe

old mants speech before giving us, in stanza fifteen, the content,,

an ordering which suggests that the fact that the Leech-gatherer

speaks and the manner in whích he speaks are at least as important as

what he has to say. Two stanzas later I^Iordsworth relates his reaction

to the tale of hardships endured in lines generally cited only to

poínt to the poeËfs rudeness to\,lards the stranger. But the lines also

lend support to the argument that the fact of speech has at least as

much significance for the poet as do the details of the Leech-gathererts

hard life:

The old Man still stood talking by ry side;
But now his voice to me was like a strean
Scarce heard; nor word from word could I divide.

(106_oB)

Inlordsworth goes on to say, in words that shor¡r the poetrs mind returning

into itself, thaL

the Man did seem
Like one whom T had met r¡ith in a dream;
Or like a man from some far region sent,
To give me human strength, by apt admonishment.

(ro9-12)

We remember the tendency towards solípsism in the seventh stanza

that, manifesting itself as ttdespondency and madnessrtt threatens to

silence the poettà voice. The subjectívity evinced now carries far
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different implications. I^le are to see

among other things, the possibility of

embodies.

the poet as internalizing,

speech whích the Leech-gatherer

In light of this ínterpretation, the "human" in "human strengthr?

(112) takes on particular meaníng. For, in the first part of the poem,

thoughts of the inescapable facts of the human condition--hardships,

pain of heart, distress--fuel the poeËrs inner storm with íts consequent

threat to poetic voice. To encounter an aged man who has survived

timers ravages upon man, and who has not been reduced thereby to

resentful or despairing silence, would certainly be a strong admonish-

ment to one who is also a poet. The effect of such an encounter must

be all the more powerful on the poet who, having found himself unable

to joín sincerely in the songs of nature, fears that he will be

rendered voiceless by the inevitable advent of human hardships. On

one level, then, the tthuman strengthtt vouchsafed LTordsworth in his

meeting with the old man upon the moor is the strength to speak, to

engage in that most human of activíties in spite of the heavy larus of

mants mortal state.

The poemf s remaíning four stanzas (XVII-XX) r¡itness the return of

the poetrs distressing thoughts in what amounts to a testíng of the

Leech-gatherer's power as a restorative agent. Emphasis again falls

on the o1d mants speech. I,Iordsworth rene¡,¡s his questions, and the

stranger, "with a smiler" repeats his words (120). In the penultimate

stanza especially, the very fact of speech rescues the poeÈ from the

brink of despair over the state of man. Still pressed by disturbíng

thoughts of man's hardships, tr{ordsrvorth momentarily yields to, or more

precisely, rather wilfully creates, a vision of the Leech-gatherer as
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emblematic of Man in eternal exíle, forever, silently, wandering

about an earth from which all trace of Eden has vaníshed:

Ltrile he was talking thus, Ehe lonely place,
The o1d Manfs shape, and speech - all troubled me:
In my mind's eye I seemed to see him pace
About the weary moors continually,
Inlandering about alone and silently.

(L27_3L)

The Leech-gathererrs speech and voice preverit the poet from surrendering

to the dark vísion:

Irrhile I these thoughts within rnyself pursued,
He, having made a pause, the same discourse renewed.

And soon inrith this he other matter blended,
Cheerfully uttered, with demeanour kind,
But stately in the main; and when he ended,
I could have laughed myself to scorn to fínd
In that decrepit Man so firm a mind.

(132-38)

A note of ttresolutíontt enters the voice of the poet who has been thus

admonished, rescued, and restored:

ttcodrtt said I, ttbe my help and stay secure;
Ir11 think of the Leech-gatherer on the lonely moor!"

(139-40)

Independence is his too. He need no longer wait upon nature for

soothing and strengthening sígns of continuity, of recovery after 1oss.

He has only to "think" of the Leech-gatherer when beset in future by

inner storas of doubts, fears, and despaír, or confronted by a nature

that resembles a wasteland more than an Eden. Sornething of a paradox

is involved, of course; conscíousness--the human capacity for

thoughÈ--which proves so burdensome to man, proves also to be the
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source of recovery. The reader vrill recognize in this aspect of the

poem a variation of the paradox ímplicated in the resolution of Ëhe

ttlucytt cycle. But attention must be drawn to one very important

difference between the two resolutions. Recovery in the Lucy cycle

íncorporates a return, in the final poem, to an Edenic nature; under

Lucyts eye the landscape becomes a vital, precious, green world once

agaín. Natural Eden does noÈ re-emerge at the conclusion of

ItResolution and Independence.rr The transformation of the pristine

world of the opening stanzas into the wasteland of the "lonely p1ace"

(52) seems irrevocably final: the very last words of the poem are

"1one1y moor." Restoration in the 1802 poem is, far more than ín Lhe

Lucy lyrics or "Tintern Abbeyr" \,,/here nature plays an ímportant role,

a matter purely of and for the mind. Inlordsworthrs strong emphasis on

the Leech-gathererts speech, on the importance of Lhe trrlord, especially

testifies to the independent r¡orking of the mind, since language is

so obviously a creation of the mind. In light of the poemts use of

the metaphor of the destructive flood, Inlordsworthrs stressing of the

role of speech in recovery seems particularly apt. Of all human

artifacts, language alone can survive destructíon in the natural,

physical world. The image wíth which the poem ends--trIordsworth

speaking as he stands on the wasteland of the lonely moor--illustrates

just this point.

Although restoration in "Resolution and Independence" is so very

clearly a matter of and for the mind, no strong sense of naturefs

betrayal of man pervades the poem, as it does the middle poems of the

ttI.ucytt cycle, for instance. Rather, a certain disinterest in nature

informs ttResoluÈion and Independence.tt Tn fact, nature seems not to
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hold much importance at all, for the passages devoted to nature are

largely the work of Fancy while the stirrings of Imagination are

prompted by and directed tov¡ards the landscape's human figure.

A recovery effected independently of nature promises a measure of

permanence to the poet who is both subj ect to wild swíngs ín mood and

confronted by a perpetual cycle of storm and sunshine in nature. Just

a quíck glance at the images used to characteri-ze the Leech-gatherer

gauges the strength of the poetrs desire for permanence and stability.

I have spoken already of the rhyrhmic slowing which attends the arrival

of the Leech-gatherer. Imagistically, thÍs new quality of weightiness

in Ëhe verse appears ín the simile of the "huge stonerr and the massive

"sea-beasE" r¡ho crawls ponderously forth to repose in the sun (57-63).

In his turn, the old man stands "Motionless as a cloud" (lS¡ t and as

one reader points out, I^Iordsworth has ín mind mountain clouds whích

"will lie around the hilltops for hours, almost as permanent in

appearance as the peaks themselves."l0 Even so inconspicuous a phrase

âsr'rAt length, hímself unsettling" (78), divínes the poetts sense of

the Leech-gatherer as a stable, permanent, and weighty presence on

the moor. The strangerts speech, too, with its rrsolemn order'r and

ttmeasured phrase" (93;95), injects a stabilízing element into the

world of the poem. By the end of the poem the Leech-gathererrs

symbolic meaning resides largely in just such qualities as permanence

and stability. The poet makes of the old man a private syinbol to serve

in future as a rrstay secure" (139).

That I^Iordsworth treats the Leech-gatherer symbolícally marks a

further distinction between ttResolution and Independencett and the ttlucytt

l1
lyrics.-* Lucy, however much a creature of the poetfs fantasies and
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howsoever elusive her origins, does not become a symbol. She resolves

ínto a wholly human form rather than becoming, like the Leech-gatherer,

symbolic of qualities or aspects of humaniry.l2 Then, too, the "Lucy"

cycle, as I have presented ít, seems not to demand a symbolíc resolution.

For one thing, the poems are all backr¿ard looking: a loss in the past

is accommodated ín the present, and no prophetically anxious eye i.s

cast to\47ards Lhe future. Since the future ís not feared--indeed ís not

even implied except as a timeless prolongation of the present--no symbol

need be created for future reference. Moreover, the ttlucytt poems grant

us a glimpse ínto whaË ís ån exceedingly private world, and the

relationship of the poet to Lucy is, finally, so intimate as to permit

of no recognizable, overt symbolism. 0n the other hand, the reader of

"Resolution and Independence" catches sight, for all the poetts self-

centredness, of a public realm, through references to the world and

ways of men, and in the occasional, almost imperceptible shifts from

ttltt to tt\,re.tt In the fourth stariza, for instance, I^Iordsworth makes

the sudden onset of despondency a typícal experience: "As high as \¡re

have mounted ín delight ,/ fn our dejection do ûe sink as low" (24-25;

my emphasis). Conceived on a more than personal level, "Resolution
Inctc s-rrc\c"cr'

and@''containsanunmistakab1ydidactíce1ementwhich1ends

ítself readily to--perhaps requires--symbolic treatment.

l- l-

Like "Resolution and Independencer" the Intimations Ode works on

a more than personal level. Although a sense of personal loss,

expressed in the first stanza as "The things which T have seen I now

can see no morerrr gives rise to the poem, the loss soon becomes
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generalízed (V). Moreover, while the search for recompense

characteristically involves a regressíve movement, the return is not

to the poetrs past; instead, the poem explores Manrs state of childhood.

Clearly, the poet assumes that his truths coincíde with general truths.

And so a didactic element enters this poem, as it does "Resolution and

Tndependencett; we hear ít, for ínstance, in lines such as, ttlnle will

grieve not, rather find I Strength in what remaíns behind'r (183-84).

There are further ties to the poem on the Leech-gatherer; some

critics even contend that "timely utterance" (23) refers specifically

to 'rResolution and ïndep.rrd"rr""."13 The first line of the Oders third

stanza, ttNot/, whíle the bírds thus sing a joyous songrttespecially

recalls the morning rener¡7al of ttResolution and Tndependencertt which is

characterized above all by the voices and songs of birds. Beyond

resemblances in settíng, there are structural parallels; similar

patterns of loss and renev¿al inform both poems. The sense of loss

(L-22), the momentary renewal (23-50), and the sudden reversal (51-57)

in the fírst four stanzas of the Ode correspond roughly to the night

storm, morning renewal, and ínner storm of ttResolutíon and Tndependence.tt

Even that poemts "As high as we have mounted ín delíght / In our

dejection do v¡e sink as 1or¿" (24-25) finds a counterpart in the abrupË

turnabout of the Ode's fourth stanza: "I hear, I hear, with joy I hear! /

-But therers a Tree . A single Field . Both of them speak of

something that is gonerr (50-53). In both lyrics the poet later achíeves

successful renewal independently of nature. Finally, the Ode reveals

a disjunction between the narrator and nature; again as in "Resolution

and Tndependencer" the rift exists because of the human capacity for

thought, hence sorrohr:
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Now, while the bírds thus síng a joyous song,
And while the young lambs bound
As to the taborrs sound,

To me alone there came a thought of grief.
(L9-22)

In terms of this discussíon, the poet ís ín a fall_en state; he feels

ísolaËed from the world, from the t'blessed Creatures" and the "Children"

whose hearts "keep holiday" with the spírit of the May morning (32-49).

As one critic observes, "the stylized pastoralism at the begínning of

section IV . suggests an exilers ídealizatíon of the regions from

which he is banned save for the briefest of .rírit"."14

The opening movement of the Ode (I-IV) establishes the poetrs

interest in the relatíonship between the self and the world. The

first sLanza, for instance, turns on a problem of perception: ttThe

things which I have seen I nor^i can see no morett; the second introduces

an epistemologícal concern: "But yet I know . . That there hath

past a\,ray a glory from the earth" (9;17-fB). The "glory and the

freshness of a dreau" which in days "of yore" had enveloped the self

and the world in visionary unity have vanished (5;7). Inlhen, at the

close of the first movement, the poet again addresses himself explicitly

to this disappearance, he directs his questíons (which are really one)

more towards the objects of perceptíon than the perceiving subject:

"l.rlhither is fled the visionary gleam? / Lrhere ís it now, the glory and

the dream?tt (56-57). But the poemrs second movement (V-VIII) re-casts

Ëhe question precisely ín terms of the perceiving subject; Llordsworth

turns to an extended consideration of the Child, who exists, as the

poet did "of yorer" ir a state of visíonary unity with the world. If

the poeË can no longer feel, in¡nediately and sensuously, a sense of
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uníty v¡ith the external world, lf that component of an Edenic state

of being cannot be recovered, perhaps he can affirm another componenË

of rhe Edenic ídeal, the continuity of self through time and growth.

The first of the stanzas devoted to the child (V) invokes a

ChristíanLzed PLatonic notion of pre-existence, explaining the loss

of the gleam as the inevitable result of the childrs growth away from

godhead into humanity. The ínfant, whose home is God, enters the

world of human exístence "trailing" and spreadíng about himself "clouds

of glory" (64). In turn, he unself-consciously perceíves the glory as

emanating from the wor1d. "shades of the prison-house" (67)*-that ís,

a\¡rareness of human, mortal existence--soon ttbegin to closett upon the

boy. Nevertheless, the growíng boy still "beholds the light," for

conscíousness has not yet brought intimate knowledge of human sorro\¡r;

he sees the light "in his joy." rt is the Man, r¡ith hís consciousness

of human hardships, who at length perceives the light die away (68-76).

The pattern of growth in stanza V represents the developing child

as almost completely passive, a victim of the 'tforgetting"(58) which

_accompanies growth and leads to a diminishment of glory. The following

stanza, vr, strengthens this suggestion by depicting a Mother Earth who

actively endeavours to \ùean the infant from his previous existence. In

the fifth stanza the growth is not really growth at all; it is a

forgetting, a reduction, that sees the child fall into human existence

rather than grow up. Organized around the idea of pre-existence, this

tale of "growth'r gains the status of rnythic truth.

The seventh stanza offers a contrast to the fifth, in nearly every

pointr as one cornrnentator observ.".15 For one thing, starì.za VII drar^rs

a real-istic portralt of a literal child. The poet emphasizes the
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child's humanness from the start; there ís no hint of godhead in the

little man of "pigry size" (86) who so busíly imítates the grovrn-ups

in his lífe. Perhaps most importantly, this child is not as passive

as the infant of the fífth stanza. In the earlier stanza "Heaven

lies about flthe child]" (66); in the later one, the "six years'

Darling" lies "rmid work of his own hand" (86-87). In fact, nearly

every line 1n the seventh stanza finds the child actively ínvolved in

the world of human af.fa|rs, if only on the level of make-believe:

See, at his feet, some 1ítt1e plan or chart,
Some fragmenË from his dream of human 1ife,
Shaped by himself r¿ith newly-learned art;

And unto this he frames his song:
Then will he fít hi" torg,t"

To dialogues of business, 1ove, or strife;
But it wíIl not be long
Ere this be throv¡n aside,
And with new joy and pride

The little Actor cons another part.
(190-199; rny emphasis)

tr{e should take special note of this eager willingness on the part

of the child to fit himself to the human wor1d. Because the portrait

of the child here is a realistic one, the childts eagerness to assume

human roles demands a measure of attention which it might noË otherwise.

trnlordsworth must have a reason, after all, for shif ting, ín the seventh

staÐza, to a more realistíc mode; I would suggest that he \ùants to draw

attention to, and make as credible as possible, the childts eagerness.

Certainly the poet believes beyond doubt that the child fits himself

to the human rvorld willíngly, eagerly, deliberately. For in the eighth

stanza, he juxtaposes thís víew of the child with that of stanza V, and

asks,
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Lrrhy with such earnest pains dost thou provoke
The years to bring the inevitable yoke,
Thus blindly with thy blessedness at strife?

(127 _2e)

Immediately, in 1ínes whíchmanysee as the darkest in the Od.,16 h"

laments,

Full soon thy Soul shall have her earthly freight,
And custom lie upon thee with a weíghË,
Heawy as frost, and deep almost as life!

(13o-32)

Iloodsworlh clearly implies that the child (and, by extension,

Mankínd) is merely foolish to hasten the arrival of what will come all

too soon. On the other hand, the child described in stanza VII

obviously holds strong appeal for tr^Iordsworth. As David Eggenschwiler

observes, ttthe imperatives and exclamations show SordsworthtÐ

enthusiasm for the domestic sc"ne."17 Furthermore, stanza VIIts

presentation of the child hints at somethíng noË only good and righË,

but fulfilling too, about growth into humanity, in implícít contrast

to the fifth stanzars portrayal of such growth as merely diminíshment.

Lrlith no suggestion of írony--indeed, with a touch of a fatherly kind

of pride--the poet tells that the "little Actorn cons each successive

part "with new joy and pride" (f01).

The poetts ambivalent attitude towards the child of stanza VII

parallels his profound sense of the incongruíty, expressed in the

eighth staîza, between the views of the child offered ín stanzas V

and VII respectively. One perspective highlights iûìmortality, the other

urortality; one focuses on the childrs divinity, the other on his

humanness. The differences seem irreconcilable. At the end of the
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eighth stanza and the poemts second movement, the poet appears to

have reached an impasse. How can he recover a sense of the continuity

between chí1d and man when his vision of childhood seems so hopelessly

fragmented? A straight line of development can easily be traced, to

be sure, between the child who foolíshly acts out custom's roles and.

the adult who feels the weight of custom. But that is hardly the sort

of continuíty the poet seeks.

Given the apparent impasse at the end of the second movement, it

ís not surprising thaË vírtually every commentator on the Ode wonders

by what means the poet arrÍves at the tríumphant recovery of the next
18stanza.-- In one of those seemingly il1ogica1 turns whích so baffle

Llordsworthrs readers, the poet begíns the ninth starLza on a high note:

O joy! that in our embers
Is something that doth 1ive,
That nature yet remembers
Llhat was so fugitive!

(133_36)

Somethíng akin to Christian conversiori seems to have occurred in the

moment bet¡¿een the close of the second movement and the opening of

the third. r shal1 put aside, Íor the moment, consideration of the

means by which Inlordsworth arrives at affirmation and look instead at

r+hat he affirms.

The poet asserts that contínuity exists between the child and

the man, and declares that it ís of a kind to "upholdrr and "cherish"

man (157). trrlordsworthf s affirmation involves tv¡o particular

experiences of childhood which seem peculíar to the child as presented

in stanza v and alien to the child as presented in stanza vrr. He

raises a ttsong of thanks and praisett for
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those obstinate questionings
Of sense and outward things,
Falllngs from us, vaníshings;
Blank misgivings of a Creature

Moving about in worlds not realised,
High instincts before which our mortal Nature
Did tremble líke a guilty Thing surprised,

(r44-sL)

and for,

those first affections,
Those shadowy recollections,

Llhích, be they what they may,
Are yet the fountain líght of all our day,
Are yet a master 1íght of all our seeing.

(ls3-s6)

rn his own gloss on the first of these t\,/o passages, L{ordsworth tells

us that the línes describe that childhood experíence in which the

external ¡vorld has no objective exístence, when the world is knovrn

subjectively, and only subjectively.19 The second passage, with íts
Itfirst affectionsrtt bears an affinity, as Lionel

the Blest Babe passage of Book II of The prelude.

Trilling observes, to
20 My díscussion of

the Prelude passage emphasized that the Babers world is Edeníc in that

no boundaries are erected by a mind whích seems boundlessly expansive.

so, in alluding here to the period of childhood evoked in the Blest

Babe lines, Inlordsworth points to the power of the mind which experiences

Ëhe r,¡orld subjectively. Each of the experiences, then, on which the

poet bases his affirmatíon specifically celebrates the po\rer of the mind.

Thus, the poetts recovery, and the'rstrength" (lB3) ín which it

issues' gror^r from the remembrance of the mind.ts subjectively sympathetic

po\ter. In the tenth stanza I,Jordsworth casts the basis for affirmation in
just slightly different terms, with the s}'rnpathetic and subjective mind
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of the child re-appearing as "primal sympathy" (185). The poet states

expllcitly here what the preceding staîza strongly implies: the adult

shares with the child that 'rprímal symparhy / I.{hich having been must

ever be" (184-85). The Ode, then, presents a recovery which turns on

the sense of continuíty wíthin the self through time; the power of the

subjective mínd "remains behind" (fB4) after visionary gleam and glory
)1

have faded.-* Aecordingly an Edeníc state--one which deríves from

trust in ínner continuiËy rather than æ. a contínuum of inner and

outer--is yet available to the poet.

Tt may seem to the reader thaÈ the poet bases his affirmation of

the continuity of self through time, as I have just sketched it.'

entirely upon recollections of childhood experiences which have much to

do with the child of. stanza V, and lítt1e or nothing to do with the

realistic child of VII. I^Iere this the case, certain aspects of the

poetfs recovery would be puzzling índeedi they would seem imposed and

in no way integrally related to the poem, as sone critícs have charged.

Colin Clarke, for one, in hís careful study of some of the discrepancies

in the Ode, remarks that

we might suppose that the faíth (189) and the
philosophic mind (190) are clearly sources of
strength which come r¡íth manhood, as a substitute
for the sources of strength peculíar to the
child, yeL stanzas V-IX force us to deepen this
interpretation. tPhilosophict here is ambiguous
in meaning. It has the old connotation of Stoic:
man achieves serenity through suffering.
But further, tthe philosophic mindr is the
ideall-sing mind . and points back to
tThou best philosophert of stanza VIIL .

fsurJ ftltrere is no real connection
established between the philosophical, qua
stoical, mind of the man and those strange
experiences of the child, the tBlank
mísgivings of a Creature Moving about in
worlds noÈ realisedt, and therefore no
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real brídge between the nostalgia of the
nlnth star'za and the soothing sublímíties
of the elevenLh.22

Though he alludes to the presentatíon of the chÍld in stanzas V-IX,

Clarke clearly has in mínd only the child of stanza V; the I'best

Philosopher" of VIII and the creature who moves ín v¡orlds not realízed

(IX) refer to the child who has knov¡n a previous existence. I^lhile there

may be "no real connection" beti,¡een the philosophícal mind of the man

and the "strange experiences" of that chíld, a connection does hold

between the philosophical mínd of the man and the activities of the

child in stanza VII.

To begin with, we hear a precíse verbal echo ín I,rlordsworthrs

declaration that he finds strength "In years that bring the philosophic

mind'r (190); earlier in the poem he laments that the child, as presented

in stanza VII, provokes "The years to bring the inevitable yoke" (128).

The mind gro\¡/s philosophic ín learníng why it must wear the inevitable

yoke. Further tíes can be discerned between the "soothing sublimities"

and "lofty ethical sympathies" of the poemr s concluding stanzas and the

activitÍes of the child represented in the seven Lh sLanza.Z3 The child

who playfully, yet earnestly and joyfu1ly, enacts some of manrs most

meaningful ceremonies--"4 wedding or a festival, / A mourning ä "
funeralrr (93-94)--cultivates the feelings which give meaníng to human

ceremorry and ritual. In one very real sense, then, he is, in accordance

with the poemts epígraph, the "Father of Lhe Man." For, though the

child has no intimate knowledge of something like adult sexual love, or

death and suffering, his playful rehearsal of the appropriate responses

prepares the heart for just such occasions. The adult who, when touched

by sorrowful events, feels "the soothing thoughËs that spring / Out of
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human suffering" (187-88), in some wise learned them in his childhood,

and remembers them nor¿ in adulthood. In the final sXanza of the poem'

LTordsworth gives "Thanks to the human heart by which we 1ive, / Thanks

to its tenderness, íts joys, and fears" (204-05). There is unbroken

continuity between the adult who rejoices in, and lives by, this

"human heart" and the chíld who so eagerly gives hís "heart" (95) '
ttsong" (96) , and "tongue" (97) , to human affairs. Continuity remains

both unbroken, and, so to speak, circular. If the Chíld is the father

of the Man in the way I have suggested, the Man is just as much the

father of the Child--the "little Actor"(102)--who imitates, and hence

learns from, the grown-ups in his world.

The childrs enactment of the roles and ceremonies of human life

derives much of its importance from its subjective nature. tr^Iordsworth

tells us that the child possesses a "dream of human lif.e / Shaped by

himself with newly-learned art" (9L-92). Something of a poet, the

child half-creates the world in which he moves. And although this

world is a far cry from the "worlds not realised" (149) in which the

child of divine origins *ot.f the mind of the child predominates in

each kind of world. Thus, the subjectively sympathetic mind is cornmon

to both the child of the fifth stanza and the child of stanza VII.

The poetrs vision of childhood, then, ruhich had seemed so hopelessly

fragmented at the close of the poemts second movement, coheres on this

fundamenral 1evel. Thus 8åiìJi;ti;ì! essentially remains unbroken noË

only between the Man and the Chíld of stanza V, and the Man and the

Child of VTI, but between the two perspectives on the Child as well.

The connections and continuities I have attempted to trace run

beneath the surface of the poem, and perhaps just beneaËh the threshold
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of the poetrs consciousness.24 On íts surface, the poem retains the

kinds of ímagistic and rhetorical paradoxes and ambiguities highlighted,

and regretted, by Cleanth Brooks, Colin Clarke, and others. Brooks,

for instance, concludes, with the present discussion, that ttprimal

syrnpathy remains. IË ís the faculty by whích we live. The continuity

between child and man is actually unbroken." But he qualifíes his

statement: ttl can make no . claim for . precision in l^lordsr¿orthrs

treaËment of the rresolutiont, the recovery.tt Only in a ttgeneral Sensertt

he adds, "CdoJ we know what I^Iordsworth ís doing h.t"."25

In just such a general sense, I thinkr \¡/e can account for the

movement from the apparent impasse in stanza VTII to the joyful statemerit

of recovery in stanza IX. The movement resembles a Christian conversíon.

More specifically, the sudden statement of recovery involves the ability

of the mind of the poet to accept paradox, in something of the same way

that a Christian must accept the paradoxes of his religion, the paradox

of the Incarnation in particular. fË can be observed, moreover, that

the Incarnation of God in Chríst offers an analogy to the tales of

growth ín stanzas V and VII. The fifth stanzat s story of growth from

godhead into humaníty bears an obvious resemblance to the Christian

story, while star.za VIIrs emphasis on the child's eager willingness to

assume human roles parallels ChrisË's willíngness to subdue his godhead

to human, mortal form. Even more importantly, Christ combines in one

person those attributes which are ascribed to the children of V and

VII respectively: divinity and humanness, immortality and mortality.

Ultimately, of course, the analogy suggests that man is as much, and

in a similar way, a paradoxical being as is Christ. And although the

Christian analogy does not. become aË all explicit in the Ode, it does
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contribute an underlayer of meaning to the Poem, and can help to

account for the means by whích the poet arrives at afflrmation.

To conclude this dÍscussion of the Ode, I shall return, as does

the poem ltself, to the question of the relationship between the self

and the world. l,Iíth stanzas X and XI , the external setÉing of the

poem re-appears. In the opening stanzas l^Iordsworth had to acknowledge'

unwillingly and sadly, the disjunction between himself and nature.

Nor¿ he commands the birds to "sing, sing a joyous song!" (L72), and

exclaíms that ttFountains, Meadows, Hil1s, and Grovestt do not ttForebode

. any severing of our loves!" (I9L-92). But as Alan Grob observes'

ttthis time distinctions between man and nature are more carefully

maintained, partícipation is to be more restrained, more mature' more

essentially hrr*"rr."26 In illustration of his point, Grob cítes

I^Iordsworthf s declaration that "in thought" man will

join your throng,
Ye that pipe and ye that play,
Ye that through your hearts to-day
Feel the gladness of the May!

(L7s-78)

I would add to Grobrs remarks that notonly are distinctíons betr¡een

man and nature ttcarefullyrr maintained, they are also r¡illingly, even

happily, maintained. It ís rvith exuberance almost that l^Iordsworth

commands the birds to sing and "letCsl the young Lambs bound" (L73-73)

in spite of hís inability any longer to feel, as immediately and

sensuously as they can, the "gladness of the May."

Thus, the poem's conclusion establishes a new relationship between

Inlordsworth and nature. While the relationship firmly acknowledges the

loss of irnmediacy, it does not, as the hinÈ of exuberance indicates,
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admit of any feelings of betrayal by nature. No sense of betrayal

informs ttResolutíon and Independencett either, as \te have seen. The

Ode, however, goes a step further than ttResolution and Independencett

in íts working through of the relatíonship between man and nature. A

certain disínterest in nature ínforms ttResoluËion and Independencett;

naLure does not hold much importance, and the poemts resolutíon makes

no attempt to return to the pristine world of the openíng stanzas. On

this score, the Ode, with its return to the opening setting, strikes

us as a more thorough treatment of the disjunction between man and

nature.

The poetrs turn towards nature ín the final two stanzas does not

in any way índícate thaË nature plays--or that the poet believes

nature plays--an active role in the poetts present recovery. Rather,

the poetts gesture expresses his sense of gratitude towards a nature

with which he once felt an. immediate and sensuous unity. The memory of

that unity permits him to say:

And O, ye Fountains, Meadows, Hills, and Groves,
Forebode not any severing of our loves !

Yet in my heart of hearts I feel your might.
(191-e3)

Wordsworthrs final attitude towards nature in the Ode reflects, as well,

the extent to which he can accept, without resentment or despair, the

fundamental and absolute disjunction betrveen himself and nature. trùe

have already remarked the note of exuberance in this connection. It

can be also observed that l^Iordsr.¡orth speaks of his love for nature as

having deepened as a result of the disjunction:
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I love the Brookswhich dov¡n their channels fret,
Even more than when I tripped lightly as they;
The ínnocent brightness of a new-born Day

Ts lovely yet.
(Le6_ee)

That Wordsworth specífically images nature as childlike here--brooks

fret and trip, the day is new-born--points to a final dimension of his

attitude towards nature, as does the gaiety with which he commands

birds to síng and lambs to bound. By these mearrs Wordsworth indicates

that the "philosophic mind'r does not, and need not, destroy the

ínnocent vision of unity with the external world which belongs to the

state of childhood. Although the poet himself can no longer participate

in that vision or world, he does not begrudge others the experience,

or deny his ov¡n earlíer experience of innocence.

iíí

I^Ie have seen that in both the Intímations Ode and "Resolution and

Independencerr the poet achieves recovery independently of nature and

the flux of natural cycle. Such independence brings r^'ith it at least

the possibility of permanence of recovery, as ttResolutíon and

Independencett particularly demonstrates. In these two lyrics, horüever,

the desire to achieve recovery índependently of natural process does

not quite expand into a wish to quell permanently all the inner storms

which can precipitate a fall, and so necessitate recovery. For example,

the poetrs creatíon, in ttResolutíon and Independencertt of a symbol to

act in future as a ttstay securetr reflects his desire to feel assured

that he can always escape from inner tumult, not a desíre to avoid,

entirely, ¡¿ild swíngs ín mood. "Ode to DuËy'r and "Peele Castler' on
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the other hand, do express the poetrs longing for permanenË ínward

stabllity; in "Peele Castler" for instance, the poet creates a syrnbol

which reflecËs precisely this desíre.

Commentators on ttode to Dutytt often remark upon the regularíty

of its form and the sternness of íts díction; Hartman specifically

observes that "the regular form of the Ode . índicates fI{ordsworthtsJ

wish to escape the eternal flux of the inner 1ife" (27Ð.27 Thematically,

the Ode invokes the rigidity of the letter of the Law (41) to aid the

poet who "feelfsJ the weight of chance-desires" and who "longfs] for

a repose that ever is the same" (38;40).

Eugene Stelzig probably echoes the sentiments of many when he

writes of the poetrs longing for repose: "There is something

fríghtening and even chilling going on here: a repose that ever is

the same can only be found ín the silence of the gt^u"."28 The reader

can certainly detect this dark undertone, especially when he recalls

that I,Iordsworth speaks of humanityts "weary" strife in the opening

stanza (B) . Nevertheless, vre should consider fírst whaÈ the poeÈ

intends ttreposett to mean. Two stanzas earlier l^Iordsi¿orth presents a

glimpse of a future Edenic state when he prophesies that in the far

distant future of a subsequent age of Man, or of an afterlife, Mants

days will be "Serene" (17). The near synonymy of serenity and repose

("repose" seems slightly less ethereal), suggests that "a repose that

ever is the samerr constítutes an Edenic state of exístence in the

present, in the life of the here and now. If this is the case, the

poetrs supplication to Duty involves the expectation that he will

thus realize such an Edenic ideal.

The poet clearly submits to Dutyrs control willingly and freely:
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Through no disËurbance of my soul,
Or strong compunction in me wrought,
I supplicate for thy control.

( 33-35 )

In fact, he presents servíce to Duty as somethíng of a prÍvilege:

"Thee I now would serve more strlctly, if I maytf (32¡. Hartman

obviously has this element of the poet I s supplication to Duty in mind

when he remarks that rtthe chief emotion expressed by ft^IordsworthJ,

and expressed movingly, ís for a self-devoted dedication." His

conclusion that this free gift of self "eliminates the possibílity

that Dutyrs compulsion could stem from authority or the dictate of

external I^*"29 finds reinforcement both specifically, in lines such

as the ones just quoted, and generally, on the 1evel of tone. Moreover,

in a stanza which appears in the poem as oríginally written and

published, Inlordsworth states explicitly that his submission to Dutyrs

role is voluntary:

not the less would I throughout
Still act according to the voice
Of rny own r¿ish; and feel past doubt
That iny submissíveness was choice.

External moral form is so far from being imposed here that iË is

impossible to tell whether moral form grows from or shapes the poetrs

inner desires ("wish"). These lines thus point, as does the overall

drifË of the Ode, to the perfect coincidence of desires and moral law.

Such a coincídence precludes even the possibility of any j-nward falling-

off, and so holds forth the promise of permanent inward stability.

The poet need no longer feel the weight of "chance-desires" (38), for

his desires will assume a predictable and stable form; "unchartered"
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freedom will no longer tire hirn (37), for Duty will map out a

permanent course. The poet, in following this course, will find and

maintain that Edenic ttrepose that ever is the same.tr

Earlier I suggested that f'Resolution and Tndependence" implícates

.I^Iordsworth in a crisis of poetic voice and that, on one level, the

resolution involves the poetrs internalization of the ability to speak

in the face of the sudden and imminent advent of human hardships. In
ttOde to DuËyrtt more so than in the earlíer poem, the poet accepts the

hard facts of the human condition as given; I,Iordsworth refers, in

general terms, to "the vreary strife of frail humanity'r (s). Moreover,

the poem presupposes the chrístian idea of the Fall. Thus, there is

not so much an immedíate crisis of voÍce as a desire on Ilordsworthts

part to strengthen his poetic voice against the ever-present threat

of despair about manrs lot, and, to strengthen it not only for his

personal well-being, but for the benefit of hís audience as well. As

Hartman remarks, the poet of the ode \,rants to "propagate his knowledge.

. [TJhere is a self-conscious attempt to assume that his truths

are also general truths. "30 Both the form of the poem, in its

regularity, and the diction, in its generalíty, testify to a deliberate

effort to fortify poetic voice. Finally, insofar as the alignment of

the poet's desires and external moral form precludes the very

possibility of an inward falling-off--of an inner storm r¿hÍch might

silence poetic voice--it prevents even the threat of a loss of poetíc

voice.

Like ttOde to Dutyrtt ttpeele castletr invites consideration of the

precise nature of the speaker's voice; largely because the voice in
t'Peele Castlert'like that in the Ode, differs markedly from I{ordsworthts
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1yrícal and meditative voices in other poems of the great decade.

But if ín "Ode to Dutyrrthe poetts voíce sounds strong in the face of

Mants lot in this world, ín ttPeele Castlertt the poetts voice speaks

of the absolute, personal loss represented by the death of hTordsrvorthts

brother.

Colin Clarke, in his discussíon of "Peele Castler" touches upon

the issue of the strength of l^Iordsworthrs voice when he refers generally

to a tone of ttserene detachmentrrand specifically to the poetrs ttself-

conscious detachment" ín the 1ine, "This which I know, I speak with

mínd serene" (40) .31 l^Ihat Wordsworth knows here is that the f eeling

of loss upon the death of his brother "rn¡íll neter be o1d" (39). Gíven

these circumstances, the voíce which speaks wíth serene detachment is

indeed a strong one. Another and more striking aspect. of "Peele

Castlerr--the presence of irony--contributes to the sense of poetic

voice as strong in spite of personal and absolute loss. Wordsworth

uses irony to an uncharacteristically large degree ín the poem,

painstakingly presenting in the first three stanzas a vision of Elysian

nature which is to be remorselessly undercuË in the remainder of the

poem. To cite just one example, tr^Iordsworth presents the ímage of the

"mighty Deep" as "even the gentlest of all gentle Things" (f1-12).

As v¡e knor¿ from biographical sources, tr^Iordsruorthrs brother died at sea.

Thus, far from being the gentlest of things, the "mighty Deep" proves

to be the cause of the poetrsrrdeep distressfr (:0¡. To the extent that

the presence of irony points to the accommodation of conflicts and

losses, the poetic voice ¡¡hich speaks ironically is one of strength.

The strength of Wordsworth's voice in "Peele Castle'r reflects and

reinforces on one level what the poem's major symbol, the castle,
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represents on another--a st.ate of permanent inrvard stabílity. Two-

thirds of the way through the poem l^Iordsworth describes the angry sea,

"dismal shore" (44), "deadly swell" (47), and "rueful sky" (48) of

Beaumontfs picture, commending the work for its well-chosen spirit (46),

presumably the spirit ín which the sea overcame his brother. He then

turns to Peele Castle itself:

And this huge Castle, standing here sublíme,
I love to see the look with whích it braves,
Cased in the unfeeling armour of o1d tíme,
The lightning, the fierce wind, and trampling waves.

(4e-s2)

Tmmovable, "unfeelittgr" the castle stands fortified against the buffets

of time and nature in iLs uncaringly destructive aspect. Wordsworth's

ttlovettfor the castlers strong, defiant stance points, of course, to

his desire similarly to r¡ithstand the storms of experience. His wish

becomes explicit in the final sLar:za when he bíds "welcome" Ëo

"fortitude and patient cheer" (57). Perhaps the best indícation thaË

the poet has achieved a permanenË state of ínward stability, or at

least firmly believes that he has, comes in the línes which follow.

For in addítíon to "fortitude and patíent cheerr" I^Iordsworth welcomes--

indeed invites--as a perpetual trial or test of inner stability,

frequent sights of what is to be borne!
Such sights, or \..rorse, as are before me here.

(sB-se)

In Hartmants words, the poet trfaces only to future in the assured

consciousness that . he can sustain the human sorrovrs to .o*"."32

Like "Resolution and Independencer" the Tntimations Ode, and "Ode to

Dutyr" "Peele Castle'r is thus a prospective rather than retrospective
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poem. Hor¡ever, the poetfs eagerness, expressed in the lines jusË

cited, to subml-t to a constant testing of his inner strength represents

a new element, one not shared by the other three lyrics.

"Peele Castle" remains unique among the lyrics I have looked at

in sti1l anoÈher respect--its treatment of the relationship between

the poet and nature. We can observe ímmediately that "Peele Castle"

neither ignores nature as, ultimately, ttResolution and Independencett
íì Òl^

does, r@ establishes, like the Intimatíons Ode, a nerÀ7 relationship,

founded upon the poeËrs gratitude towards nature. Critical opinion on

the precise character of Wordsworthrs relationship to nature at the

end of "Peele Castle" fa1ls broadly ínto t¡¡o camps, of which Bloom and

Hartman are representative. Bloom states unequivocally thaË the poem

represents "Wordsworthts palinod.e on his gospel of Nature."33 Hartman,

on the other hand, ínsists that the poet has not lost "his faith in

naturertt arguing that

It is quiËe true that nature 1ed him on, to
a conception thaÈ proved false; but it is
clearly his own soul which betrayed hin
through the rrfond delusionrr that nature ís
more than it can be. A distinctíon between
the roles played respectively by nature and
the soul in this betrayal may seem niggling,
but the contrast ís, after all, between a
past and presenL conception (picture) .34

Several considerations weaken Hartmanrs argument. To begin wíth,

the poet deliberately calls forth Elysian nature ín order that he may

solemnly renounce it. The poeË remembers when he would have painted

Peele Castle and its setting as "A PicLure'r of

lasting ease,
Elysian r¿l-thout toil or sÈrife;
No motion but the movÍng tide, a breeze,
Or merely silent Naturers breathing life.

(2s-sB)
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But he acknowledges that

Not for a moment could I now behold
The smiling sea, and be what I have been.

( 3 7-38)

As Hartman himself points ouË, the ttsea from now on could smile and

smile and still be thought a villain" by the poet.35 Hartmanrs basic

contentlon, that it is trr7ordsworthts o\.,irÌ soul, not nature, which betrays

him, certainly seems true of ttPeele Castle.rr Nevertheless, this facË

does not rule out the ídea that Wordsr¿orth will no longer place his

faith in nature. For much the same poínt can be made with respect

to the question of betrayal in the "Lucy" cycle, in which the poet,

hís consciousness fixated on rìature, permits himself to be seduced by

nature. The last poem of the rrT-ucytt cycle, however, sees the poet return

to an image of Edenic nature. That tr{ordsworth makes no such return

in ttPeele Castlett suggests that, regardless of whether or not nature

is innocent of betrayal, he is bidding a farewell to nature.

Finally a brief comparison of "Peele Castle" and "Tíntern Abbey'r

gíves some indication that, in fact, the poet of "Peele Castlerr does

find nature guilty of betrayal. ThaË both poems look back to almost

the same stage of life \^rarrants such a comparison. Each poem gives

the poet ample grounds on which to feel that nature has betrayed him:

in "Tintern Abbey" the aching joys and dízzy raptures once experienced

in nature are gone, and inttPeele Castlett naturers steadfastness proves

illusory. But whereas in "Tintern Abbey" the poet takes pains to

declare that'tnature never did betray the heart that loved herr" in the

Iater poem his "confidence faltersr" to use Bloom'" rord.r.36 I^Iordsworth

remembers when he found in nature t'A steadfasË peace that might not be
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betrayedr' (32; my emphasl-s). Such a conception of nature, he now says,

grew only from "the fond illusion of my heart" (29).

v

In the four lyrícs \47e have looked at, T¡re have seen the poet move

ever closer to a state of permanent inward stabilíEy in the midst of

natural flux and the storms of experíence. The difference between

the Leech-gatherer as a symbol of permanence and stability in

"Resolution and Tndependence" and the castle as a symbol of the same

ideals in "Peele Castle" provides one measure of the distance travelled

by the poet. The Leech-gatherer is a human figure created out of the

stony landscape while the castle is 1íterally stone. And although the

Leech-gatherer has endured hardships for many long years, he remaíns,

capable of strong feeling; hís eyes are 'ryet-vivid." On the other

hand, the storms of tÍme have encased the castle in ttunfeelingtt armour.

The nature of the symbol created in "Peele Castlen inevitably

leads one to ask at what price the poet purchases inward stability.

Not surprisingly, many readers ans$/er that the cost is too high, thaË

Lrrordsworth maintains inner stability at the expense of feeling. David

Perkíns, for one, speaks of l^Iordsworthrs Itretreat into stoicísmrtt of

the withdrawal "from all feeling whatsoever" on the parË of a poet

who "seems finally to have felt that for the sake of peace he would

sacrifice rffj'37 of course, mosË such discussions of this aspect of

I^Iordsworthrs poetic development rely upon evidence from the poetry

which follows the 1798-1807 decade. Thus, the question of the price

exacted for the sake of stability lies beyond the scope of the presenË

discussion. Nevertheless, the undeniably chílling quality of a line
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such as t'I long for a repose that ever is the samerttand the equally

fríghteníng image of a stonifíed soul forebode the death of a poetry

which took its impetus from the poetts struggle to recover from a

fa11.
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NOTES

INTRODUCTION

Ernest Bernbaum, James V. Logan, Jr., and Ford T. Swetnam, Jr.

(fh. ¡"glirh R.*""L arch and Criticism, ed.

Frank Jordan (New York: The Modern Language Association of America,

7972)), p. 86, cite Leslie Stephen's essay on "Inlordsworthrs Ethics"

(ctt"tritt lt"g"ri"e, LB76; rpt. Hours in a Library) and Matthew Arnoldrs

íntroduction to his Poems of Inlordsworth (1879) in this connectíon.

2 AI^n Grob in The Philosophic Mind (Columbus: Ohio State Univ.

Press, 1973), p. x, speaks of the "rival claims of empíricism and

transcendentalism, fírst set forth ín detaíl almost fífty years ago

by Arthur Beatty and Melvin Rader beyond which . we have

never seemed able to advance.tt

3 a. C. Bradley, "Inlordsworthr" in Oxford Lectures on poetry

(f909; rpt. London: Macmillan and Co., Lrd., f950), pp. 101, l3O.

4 *. H. Abrams, "Introductíon: Two Roads to l^Iordsworthr" in

I^Iordsworth: A Collection of Crítical Essays, ed., M. H. Abrams

(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., L972) r pp. l-11.

5 "T"o Roadsr" p. 4.

6_- For a comprehensive study of the religious and philosophícal

tradition within which wordsworth works see M. H. Abrams, Natural

Supernaturalism (New York: I^I. I^1. Norton and Company Inc., 1971).
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7 ,_' Prospectus 1l-. 47-55, in Poetical- Works, ed. Thomas Hutchinson,

revised by Ernest de Sel-incourt (London: Oxford Univ. Press, L936) ,

p. 590. Quotations from the poems other than The Prelude (Text of 1805)

are from this text. Quotati-ons from the 1850 versj-on of The Prel-ude

are from the same text and will- be indicated by book and line numbers

and the year immediately following the quotation. My discussion of

The Prelude is based al-most entirely upon the lB05 version. Quotations

are from The Prel-ude or Growth of a Poetrs Mind (Text of 1805), ed.

Ernest d.e Selincourt, revised by Stephen Gill (Oxford: Oxford Univ.

Press, L97O) .

8 Natural supernaturalism, p. 278.

CHAPTER ONE

'l* Cotin Cl-arke. "Loss and Consol-ation in the Poetry of Wordsworth

(1798-1805)," ES, 3I (1950),8I-97. Cl-arke feels that Wordsworth "has

juggled away from the anxiety that disturbed him. In l-ines 72-93 he

implies that . he was faced. with a genuine loss . . But now

in l-ines 123-28 . he writes as though there had never been any

real problem at al-l-. There is no evolution here from loss to an

achieved recompense but from "joy to joy" (p. 96).

2 the Phil-osophic l¿ind, pp. L6-L7.

?" Nearly every critic on the poem coÍünents upon the importance

of the opening l-andscape description. For example, Grob, in

The Philosophic Mind, p. 13, speaks of "the hidden premises contained

in Ithe] opening presentation of l-andscape." Al-bert Gérard, in English

Romantic Poetry (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, f968)' p. 96,
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observes that rrthere is little in the whole poem that cannoË be

brought back to something in the landscape as l,,Iordsv¡orth viewed it."

My or,m readíng of the section differs from most others in its emphasis

on the intimations of disjunction between the poet and the landscape

before him.

EnglÍsh Romantic Poetry, p. 100.

5

berween

ttTintern

James Benziger discusses the harmoníous interconnectíons

the natural, the human and the divine at some length in

Abbey Revísíted,rt PMLA, 65 (1950), L54-62.

6 G6r"rd in Englísh Romantic Poetryr pp. 96, 97, refers to the

first stanzats ttimpression of organic unityrrand íts presentation of a

ttcorrespondence between mants inwardness and the outwardness of nature.tt

John R. Nabholtz in "The Integríty of Wordsworthts tTintern Abbeytr"

JEGP, 73 (1974), p. 230, speaks of "the unity within the scene and

between the observer and the scene.tr

The Visionary Company (fthica: Cornell Univ. Press, L97L),

p. L32.

I Ctiai"s remain divided on the question of whether "this" refers

to the visionary experience itself or to the be1íef that naturets forms

led to the momenË of sublime insight. For instance, Gérard in English

Romantic Poetry, p. 106, finds that "'Thist in line 49 refers to what

immediately precedes, that is, the suggestion that twe see into the

life of thingsr: it is the interpretation of the mood, which I^Iordsworth

concedes may be tbut a vain belief!t" My ovm reading agrees with those

of crítics such as Nabholtz ín "The Integrity of tTinternt," p. 232.

Nabholtz contends that although critics such as Gérard "are following
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the closest grammatícal tie . Tt ís more consistent to refer

tthist to the only earlíer confessíon of uncertainty: 'ltror 1ess,

I trust, / To them I may have owed another gift, / Of aspect more

sublime"' (Nabholtz's emphasis) .

9 Most commentators reach a similar conclusion. Bloom,

The Visionary Company, p. 136, writes that "I^iithín both Nature and

trnlordsworth is something that moves and breathes, and that blends

subject and object as it animates them.tt And Nabholtz, "The Tntegrity

of tTinternt rtt p. 235, speaks of tta principle or po\,Ier whose activíty

and residence are found both in nature and in the mind."

10 
"The rntegriry of 'Tíntern'," p. 22g.

11 "The rntegrity of "'Tintern'r" pp. 237-38.
12 "The rntegrity of "tTinternrr" p. 236.
13 I^Iordsworth states explicitly that Dorothyts present corresponds

directly to his past:

in thy voíce I catch
The language of my former heart, and read
My former pleasures ín the shooting lights
Of thy wí1d eyes. 0h! yet a little r¿hile
May I behold in thee what I \'/as once"

(116_20)

It is further implied that Dorothyts "after yearsj'r,¿hen her "wild

ecstasies shall be matured / Into a sober pleasure" (137-38), para11e1

the poetts present state of sober pleasure in r¡hich he is chastened

and subdued.

CHAPTER TWO

I^Iordsworthf s Poetry L787-L8L4 (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press,

1975), p. 158.
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Hartman, Wordsworthrs Poetry, p. 198.

3 Hartranr "Romanticism and tAnti-Self-Consciousness'rtt

Romanticism and Consciousness, ed. Harold Bloom (New York:

I^1. I^I. Norton and

It' Hartman,

Company, Inc., f970), pp. 47, 49.

"Romantícism, " pp. 48-49.

Hartman, ttRomanticísmrtt p. 52.

6 H"rtran, "Romantícismr" p

7 Hartr"rr, "Romanticism," p

53.

54.

Hegel, Logic, as quoted in Hartman, ttRomantícismrtt p

Hartman, I^Iordswortht s Poetry, p. 24.

49.

l0 I^Iordsworth: A Re-Interpretation (London:

Company, 1954), p. 33.

11 Hartman, Inlordsworth, p. L9g. Emphasís mine.

72 The Landscape of Memory (Lincoln:

1965), p. 110.

13 Hartman, ttRomanticismrtt p. 50.

14 Hartman, trRomanticismrtt p. 50.

Longmans, Green and

Univ. of Nebraska Press,

15 The Landscape of l4emory, p. 1lO.

16 Hartman, "Romanticism." p. 54.

L7 The Prelude, vr.525-35.

CHAPTER THREE

echoes Míltonfs in1 l^Iotd"rorthf s line Paradise Lost, XTI.646.
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Thís and subsequent quotations from PL are from John Milton: Complete

Poems and Major Prose, ed. Merritt Y. Hughes (Indíanapolis: The Odyssey

Press-The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Tnc., L957). All subsequent references

to PL will be indicated by book and line numbers immedíately following

the quotation.

Idhereas the end of PL finds Adam and Eve just embarking upon

the journey that r¿ill lead to the paradise withín (XII.646-49),

I¡Iordsworth believes he is just about to enter his paradise. Elizabeth

Sewell speaks for many, in The Orphic Voíce (New Haven: Yale Univ.

Press, 1960), p. 342, wlnen she observes that it is as if "tr^Iordsworth

meant to dovetail hís epíc directly ínto the very place where the

Miltonic epic ends.tt See also, for example, Ial . J. Harvey, ttvision and

Medium in The Preluder" ir lfordsworth: The Prelude, A Casebook, ed.

I^I. J. Harvey and Richard Gravíl (London: The Macmillan Press Ltd.,

L972), pp. 195-98.

See, for instance, Herbert Líndenberger, On Llordsworthrs

"Prelude" (Prínceton: Princeton Unív. Press, 1963), pp. L43-44; Grob,

The Philosophic Mind, pp. 53-58; Charles AItieri, "Wordsworthrs I^Iavering

Balance: The Thematic Rhythm of The Prelude," TI^IC, 4 (L973), pp. 234-37;

Bloom, Visionary Company, p. 147; Hartman, "A Poet's Progress: Wordsworth

and the via Naturalirer Negativa," l"P, 59 (Feb. L962),2L4-24; rpt. in

The Prelude: L799, 1805, 1850, ed. Jonathan Llordsworth, M. H. Abrams,

and Stephen Gi11, A Norton Critical Edition (New York:

Company, L979), pp. 598-603.

W. I^I. NorLon and

lt- Tn Book VIII.436-47, Wordsworth again praises an educatíon

which is not prompt to place "facts" before the eyes of a chi1d.
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5 "rh. Drunken Boatr" in Romarrticism leçq4qi4ere{, ed. Northrop

Frye (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1963), p. 5.

6" Altieri , ttl,Iordsr¡orth I s trrlavering Balance, tt p . 236 .

1' See, f.or instance, Bloom, Visionary Company, p. L42.

8__" Natural Supernaturalism, pp. 287-89.

9 Hartman in "Nature and the Humanization of the Self in

Wordsworthrtt in English Romantic Poets, ed. M. H. Abrams, 2nd ed.

(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1975), p. L27, makes a símí1ar point:

ttThe memory I^Iordsworth set out to record yields as if spontaneously to

a second memory (125-35) continuous with the first but more inward.

He dwells on that event to the point of slowing the narrative movement

to a ha1t. . . ." This essay is a revision by the author of his

"Introductionrr to l^iilliam inlordsworth: Selected Poetry and Prose

(New York: Ner,¡ American Library, 1970).

10 Albert o. Wlecke, Inlordsworth and the Sublíme (Berkeley: Univ.

of California Press, 1973), p. L22.

11 I take the phrase, "the world beyond the valer" from Richard

J. Onorato, The Character of the Poet (Prínceton: Princeton Univ. Press,

1971), p. 220.

T2 Visionary rqemPgqY' P. L49.

13 I^Iordsrvorth I s Poetry, p. 235 .

L4 tor a drscussion of Book VIIITs pastoralism see Lindenberger,

on l^Iordsworthrs "Preluder" pp. 243-52. Lindenberger believes that

Wordsworth attempts to substitute a sincere pastoral for that of literary

artifice, and fails. tr{hat Lindenberger regards as an attemPt at
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ttsíncere pastoralrtt I read as an attempt at tragic visíon.

15 Romantic Origins, (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1978),

p. 306.

L6 l,Iordsworth I s passage echoes PL, XI . 203-08.

L7 tr^Iordsworthrs Poetry, p. 242.

18 "llordsworth's wavering Balance," p. 22g.

19 In Inlordsr¡orEh t s Poetry, p . 243 , Hartman wrítes : ttl,Iordsworth

at first consídered the French Revolution as a fulfillment rather than

abrogation of natural 1aw.tt

20 onorato, The Character of the Poet, pp. 349-50, also remarks

upon the "incongruity" of the child analogy, and writes that "the

child, seemingly mindless in its p1ay, is made by the force of

association to seem possessed by destructive rather than innocent

passion.t' And John Beer in Wordsrvorth in Time (London: Faber and

Faber, L979), p. 42, cítes this passage in illustratíon of I"Iordsworthrs

"sense that Lhe nightmarish vortical conclusion to what had begun in

such hope [i.". the French RevolutionJ was endemic in human nature'

resultlng from a tendency to press experience to extremes which could

be traced even in small children. . ."

2L Natural Supernaturalism, p. 283.

22 Natural Supernaturalism, p. 77.

23 I{ordsworthts Poetry, p. 248.

24 "The Two-Part Prelude of i-7gg," The Prelude: L7gg,1805, 1850,

ed. Jonathan l^iordsworth, M. H. Abrams, and Stephen GiIl, p. 579. This

essay is a revised and extended version of a lecture delivered at
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Cornell University on April 7, 1979, and printed as "The Growth of a

Poet's Mind" in The Cornell Library Journal, XI (Spring, 1970), 3-24.

25 For example, Brisman, Romantic Origins, p. 3L4, refers to the

"triviality of the imputed crime" and observes, interestingly for the

purposes of my discussion, thaË the "very triviality . . . has about

it the nagging overtones of first motion or original sín." And Thomas

Weiske1l, The Romantic Sublime, (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Univ. Press,

L976), p. !82, remarks that rrlf the tdesiresr corrected by God were simply

the boyts eagerness to go home, it is at least odd that his fatherrs death

should be felt as a chastísement of thar most natural and filial wísh."

26
J onathan

26 (1959), 45-65;

and Richard Gravil,

accident that these

first should appear

the other about the

in the first memory

later event preceded

Origins, pp. 314-18;

should be added that

explanation.

29

Prelude

Bloom, Visionary Company, p

rr. 335-36.

30 Natural Supernaturalism, p. 370.

161. Bloom is paraphrasing

Bishop, ttWordsworth and the rspots of TimetrttELH,

rpt. itt , ed. I^1. J. HarveY

pp. 134-53. Bishop pointedly asks, "Is ít an

t!üo rspots' should be linked together, and that the

to deal with the chÍldfs fantasies about his mother,

death of a father? Does the presence of a gibbet

suggest that, in fantasy though not ín fact, the

the earlier?'r (146). See also Brisman, Romantic

and hleiskell, The Romantic Sublime, pp. 181-83. IË

both Brisman and Iùeíske11 go beyond a simple oedipal

?7 Natural Supernaturalism, pp. f09-13.

28 Natural Supernaturalism, p. 287.
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31 The Character of the Poet, p. 165.

32 Jonathan l^Iordsworth, "The Two-Part Prelude of L799r" p. 568.

CHAPTER FOIIR

1__- I^Iordsworthrs Poetry, p. 202.

,- The Philosophic Mind, p. 218.

3_- Eugene L. Stelzíg, AI1 Shades of Consciousness, Studies Ín

Englísh Literature, Vol. IO2 (The Hague: Mouton, L975), p. L24.

It- llilliam Heath, Inlordsworth and Coleridge (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1970), p. I27.

5 S"" Itïordsworthts Preface to the 1815 edition of Lyrícal Baf1ads,

I^Iordsworth: Poetical l{orks, ed. Thomas Hutchinson, revised by Ernest de

Selincourt, pp. 753-56. Although thís Preface postdates the poetry

with whích we are concerned here, Wordsworth clearly began to distinguish

between Fancy and Imagination long before 1815, as James A. InI. Heffernan,

hlordsworthts Theory of Poetry (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1969),

pp. 181-83, observes.

6 ,. Robert Barth, The Symbolíc fmaginatíon (Princeton: Princeton

Univ. Press, L977), p.61.

7 Wordsrvortht s Poetry, p. 272.

8 ,". I^Iordsrvorth's Preface to the 1B0O edition of Lyrical Ba1lads,

IrTordsworth: Poetical Works, ed. Hutchinson, rev. by de Selíncourt, p. 737.

9 P."f".e to the tB15 edition of Lyrical Ballads, I^iordsworth:

Poetical l^Iorks, ed. Hutchinson, rev. by de Selincourt, p. 754.
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10 Anthony E. M. Conran, "The Dealectíc of Experience: A Study

I^iordsworthrs rResolution and Independencet r" Pl'fl,A, 75 (1960),

73.

11 A comparison between the Leech-gatherer and his ancestor,

the Díscharged Soldíer of Prelude IV.400-504, clearly demonstrates

that Llordsworth does treat the Leech-gatherer symbolically. Irrhile

the Soldier may be representatíve of the rrstrength that cannot fail"

(161), a major theme in Book IV, he remains a human being, with a life

of his oum, an existence thaÈ has nothing to do wíth the poet. I,Ie

understand thís, for example, when the poet makes two surmises abouL

the soldier whích subsequently prove unfounded: the poet states thaË

the soldíer is completely unattended, that he does not even have a

staff (415-f6) only to discover later that the soldíer has a travellerfs

staff (459-63); further, the poet assumes that the o1d man is in pain

(42L-22), and later expresses surprise when the o1d man appears Ëo

travel.without pain (465-66). The existence of the Leech-gatherer, on

the other hand, seems to have everything to do ¡¡ith the poet, as stanza

VIII especially makes c1ear. There is a further difference between Lhe

two presentations. I^Ie see the poet in Prelude IV arrange for food and

shelter for the old man he meets on the road. ItIe see no such arrangement

for the Leech-gatherer on the moor, who, taken literally, is no better

off materially than the soldier; a symbol does not need to be fed and

housed.

1?
Many commentators do ín facË treat Lucy as a slmbol. In some

cases, Lucy is rather off-handedly called a symbol. For instance,

Carl trrïoodring, in lùordsworth, Riverdale Studies in Literature (Boston:

maybe...asymbolHoughton Mifflin Company, 1965), p. 44, says "Lucy
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of everything in England the speaker longs for." And Eugene Stelzig

in All Shades of Consciousness, Studies in English literature, Vol. I02

(The Hague: Mouton, L975), p. 97, implies that Lucy is generally

symbolíc when he writes that Lucy "stands primarily for aspects of

trrlordsworthts own experience of growing up.tt Other critics present a

more systematic treatment of Lucy as symbol. For example, David Ferry

in The Limits of Mortality (Middletovrn: Llesleyan Univ. Presg,1959), pp.

73-80, presents Lucy as one of those "girls" in l^Iordsworthrs poetry who

are "hís chief, or perhaps hís most successful, symbols for the relatíon

\^7ith the eternal he is always seeking" (79) . Ferry can reach this

conclusíon because he feels that rrEternal nature is tT-n.yt"J true 1over,

and the poetrs first ídea1-ization of her was right after all, for she

had nothing to do with humanity or mortality, and her true relation

\,las to the world of eternity, from which he is excluded" (78). As my

treatment, in Chapter II, of the resolution of the ttI,ucytt cycle would

indicate, I do not agree r¡ith Ferryrs understanding of the cycle; hence

I cannot accept his view of Lucy as symbolic. Jonathan Ilordsworth in
ttWordsworthrs rBorderersr rtt English Romantic Poets, ed. M. H. Abrams

(London: Oxford Univ. Press, L975), pp. L7O-78, places Lucy in the

context of "the ful1y symbolic figures" he ca1ls borderers, and finds

that the Lucy poems reflect the poet's "move into a r^¡orld of symbols."

As my earlier discussion of the imagery, metaphors, and similes of the

ttlucyttpoems indicates, I do not consider the world of thettlucytt cycle

a r,¡orld of symbols.

13 See, for instance, Lionel Trilling, "The Immortality Oder"

English Institute Annual l94l (L942), pp. L-28; rpt. in English Romantic

Poets, ed. M. H. Abrams, pp. L49-69. Trilling bases hís conclusíon
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largely on the occurrence in line 42 of tL'e

For, ttthere is one poem in which I{ordsworth

it Ís rResolution and Independence"'(156).

David Eggenschwiler, "i^Iordsworth r s

, pp. 92-93.

LT 
"I,Iordsworthf s Discordía Discora

Ode of the

says that

world ttsullen. tt

he was sullen;

L4 SLeLzig, All Shades, p. 108.

15

B (re68)

L6

DiscordÍa Díscorartt SIR,

E. D. Hirsch in l^Iordsworth and SSlCfl1rrg, Yale Studíes in

English, vol. L45 (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1960), p. L69, calls

these lines the "darkest point in the Ode and the only unqualified

assertj-on of lifets díminishment." Grob, The Philosophic Mind, p. 254,

agrees with this assessment.

" pp. 93-94.

18 For instance, Grob, The Philosophic Mind, p. 254, speaks of

ilwhat seems tto beJ the poemrs most disturbing contradiction: the abrupt

transitíon from the closíng lines of stanza VIII . to the statemenË

of recovery, made in apparent disregard of the poemrs harsher realities,

in the lines that immediately follow." And Bloom, The Visionary Company,

p. 171, writes that "Discursive logic can demonstrate an adequate

relationship between the poemts first and second movements, and a more

complicated one between the first and third, but nothing to link together

the second and the third" (my emphasis).

19 See I,lordsworthts note Ëo Isabella Fenwick reprinted in

Poems and Prefaces by hlilliam Inlordsworth, ed. Jack Stillinger,

Selected

Ríverside

Editions, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1965), PP. 536-37.

20 "The rmmortality oder" p. L62.

2I Clarke in "Loss and Consolationr" p. 84, reaches much the same

conclusíon. He writes: "Because of these early experíences ftne poetf
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will continue as he grows older to conceive of Mind as the ultimate

realíty, and of Nature as Mind-dependent."

22 "Loss and consolationr" pp. 84-85.

23 rne pnrase "lofty ethical sympathies" is David Perkins' ín

The Quest for Permanence (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, L965),

p. 80. Like Clarke, Perkins finds no real connection between the final

two stanzas of the poem and the rest of the poem.

24 Cleanth Brooks, "I^Iordsworth and the Paradox of the Imaginationr"

The tr^]ell l^Irought Urn (New York: Harvest Books-Harcourt, Brace & LrIorld,

Inc., L947), pp. 125-26, is tempted to say "that tr^Iordsworth v¡rote the

"Oderr with the rdark' síde of his mind--that the poem we11ed up from his

unconscious and that his conscious tinkering . was, in this case,

held to a minimum. tt

25 I,iell hïrought Urn, p. r4B.

26 The Philosophic Mínd, p. 258.

27 I^Iordsworthts Poetry, p. 278. B1oom, Visionary Company, p. lB7,

also refers to the Oders ttstern dictíon.rt

28 All shades, p. 189.

29 Words¡vorthfs Poetry, p. 278.

30 I^Iordsworth I s Poetry, p. 283.

31 "Loss and Consolationr" pp. 86-87.

32 l^Iordsrvorthts Poetry, p. 286.

33 Visionary Company, p. 32"

34 Wordsrvorthts Poetry, p. 284.
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35 Lïordsworthrs Poetry, p. 285.

36 Visionary Company, p. 186.

37 
Quest for Permanence, pp. 84186.
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